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In western apocalyptic literature, the Vision of Adamnan holds a unique position. Though other visions, contemporary or prior, may give analogs for some of the material it contains, there is no vision which offers exact parallels to the most striking elements in this Irish vision. One may read in vain the Visions of Fursa, Drythelm, Laisren, Tundalo, the Monk of Wenlock, Owain Miles, Frate Alberico, and a dozen others, in an attempt to find a similarly conceived Other World. By this fact alone the Vision of Adamnan attracts attention: it is in such marked contrast to the general trend of western apocalyptic.

This contrast may be detected in two outstanding features. First, the presentation of heaven as a realm of light, with God described as a burning fire, surrounded by choirs of fiery angels. The traditional paradise, with its sensual delights has been eliminated. Three features of sense-pleasure remain: light, fragrance, song. There is no celestial Eden, no rivers of milk or honey, no tree of life. Instead we find obscure symbolic figures: the three birds on the throne, the three zones about the Divine Crown, the Crystal Veil about the Flaming Throne, the precious stones, the flaming jewels, the fiery circle.
This region of light, fragrance and music is reached after an arduous ascent of the seven heavens—a motif which brings us back into the Gnostic world of the inimical archons who hinder the soul's progress during its return to the realms of light. How did this obscure theory of the soul's ascent survive? What brought such a tradition into a tenth or eleventh century Irish vision? Such questions naturally present themselves to the reader. The seven-heavens sections constitute the second outstanding feature of the vision.

These two features, the heaven of light and the ascent of the soul present two major problems of investigation. However, there are many other which remain. There is the mysterious group of souls mentioned in sect. 14A who are excluded from the city. Then, too, the bridge-episode of section 22 provides problems of interpretation, for it complicates our attempts to gain an accurate idea of the route followed by the soul after death. Furthermore, the eschatological theories implied in this vision are quite different from what we would expect in western Europe during the tenth or eleventh century.

The commentary which is found on pages 74-306 attempts to throw some light on this obscure piece by subjecting each motif to a minute analysis whereby the individual
strands of thought and pattern are traced to analogs or possible sources in other literature belonging to the same genre. This method has been fairly successful, for practically every motif can be clarified by comparison with similar ones in other visions and apocalypses. It is the combination of so many divergent streams of apocalyptic that makes the Vision of Adamnan so unique. Several schools of apocalyptic thought seem to have been combined to produce it. This combination has been made more problematic by the poor condition of the text, which shows unmistakable signs of having been reduced in content and reworked.

Still, there is a certain unity manifest throughout the vision. The author did make an attempt to work his materials into a whole. The commentary frequently calls attention to these signs of unity, for a consistent interpretation of the vision is possible only if the piece constitutes a unit. I believe there is sufficient evidence in the vision to justify this approach, and therefore I have not developed a theory of interpolations to explain awkward passages. Where no completely satisfying answer to certain problems is found, I have preferred to leave the problem rather than explain it away by emending the text. With the limited amount of source-material available it
would be too much to expect a perfect elucidation of every motif.

The method followed in the commentary is designed to show the derivation of the principal motifs from the great body of apocryphal literature which was known directly or indirectly during the early Middle Ages. The material is so rich that selection was necessary. Other parallels, and perhaps better ones could have been quoted, yet the ones selected will generally be found sufficiently helpful in interpreting the vision. No attempt has been made to derive the analogs from a limited area. I have, however, tried to stay within the general literary genre, i.e. the vision and the apocalypse. The Vision of Adamnan determines by itself the principal fields to be explored. Thus the reference to the vision of the apostles on the day of the death of Mary reveals a knowledge of an obscure Syriac apocryphon. The symbols and images of the heaven of light point to the Zervanism of the Persian sacred books, the לַעֲנָה-litterature of the Jews, the קְנַנְיָה קְנַנְיָה קְנַנְיָה of the Mandaitic books. The seven-heavens apocryphon takes us into the world of Gnostic mysticism, especially into that most Gnostic of religions, Mandaeism, where we find the doctrine of the Mattartas so well developed. The bridge-episode shows some relationship with the Cinvat bridge of Parsism, and the Sirat
of the Mohammedans, while the hell-sections possess a long ancestry reaching back even to the Sumerian account of Inanna's descent to the Nether World. It is to this great field of speculative literature that the Vision of Adamnan belongs; it provides one link in the great chain of apocalyptic writings which, in Christian circles, extend from the Apocalypse of Peter to the Divina Commedia. It is largely a traditional literature, deriving bits from every region of religious speculation on the other world.

It is the traditionalism of apocalyptic which provides us with contradictory motifs side by side in the same writing. To search for an absolute unity of thought and description is futile. Different ages bring different viewpoints, conflicting opinions, new theories. These are imposed upon the traditional material, a new synthesis is attempted, but the contradictions remain. We find this trait in all great religious literatures, and it should not surprise us to meet it in Adamnan. Placed in their proper perspective the contradictory elements can be explained and their readaptation demonstrated. The commentary tries to achieve this for the Vision of Adamnan.

In the Introduction several matters are treated. They may be listed as follows: the text of the vision and the arrangement of the Commentary, the eschatological theory
of FA, the Seven Heavens, the imagery of the vision, miscellaneous topics, and previous critical work on the vision. The Introduction, Part I, includes a complete translation of FA. This will enable the reader to get an impression of the piece as a whole before approaching the commentary, where the text has been broken up into sections to facilitate systematic comment.

It should be stressed here that in no instance is the word source used in the sense of direct or immediate source. No such source for Adamnan has yet come to light. When in the course of the Introduction the Mandaitic Sacred Books, e.g., Ginza and the Book of John are used to provide illustrations and analogs this does not mean that I regard the Vision of Adamnan as Mandaeen, nor do I suppose that the author of FA was directly acquainted with the images of the -literature. All that is implied is that similar material is preserved in FA. The study is primarily a comparative one, and does not seek to discover how those ideas and motifs were preserved in Ireland. Such investigation I intend to leave to a later work treating of the entire body of apocalyptic material extant in Old and Middle Irish texts.

Furthermore, the choice of one type of literature for illustrative purposes, does not mean that other possible
sources are rejected. For example, in tracing the representation of the Deity as a burning fire, I have cited a passage from 2 En. A similar image could have been derived from Plotinus' description of God as the focus of a fire, from Persian descriptions of the realm of light, from the Mandaean קֵדְמִי קְבִּילָה , from Ezekiel 1, and from many other loci. The passage from 2 En. has been given because it possesses the closest verbal resemblance to the description in Adamnan. The same applies to many other analogs cited. The text is so obscure in parts that sometimes material with only the remotest bearing on the vision has been cited. Thus, in describing the seventh heaven, the precious stones there have been related in function to the צְבָאֹת of Ezekiel 28, for the Ezekiel-account of the הַר הַבַּדָּת provides the only well known example of a paradise which imparts דֹּקָא by its fiery stones.
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INTRODUCTION

Part I: The Text and the Arrangement of the Commentary.

The Vision of Adamnan (Fís Adamnán) is preserved in whole or in part in the following manuscripts:

a. LU, pp. 27-31.

   A copy of LU.

c. LB, pp. 253-256.

d. LFF, I, Part ii, ff. 3v-6v.

e. BN, Fonds Celtique et Basque I, c.A.D. 1518, ff. 95 sqq.

f. Book of Lismore, ff. 34v-35, a fragment appended to the Life of Brendan.

g. YBL, col. 709 (p. 87b) - col. 713 (p. 89b) where it has been incorporated into the Echtra Clereoh Choluim Cille (CCC).

The text used in the following study is that of LU. LB, P, and CCC have been used for variant readings. The LU-text is apparently the oldest, but only a general statement of the age of the vision can be made. A safe opinion is that it was composed about the year 1000. The limited internal evidence for dating provided by the text is treated in the pertinent sections of the Commentary.

In arranging the text, the section-numbers used by Windisch have been retained, but the paragraphing has been changed, and, in some instances, minor divisions indicated by
capital letters have been introduced. The spelling and accentuation adhere rigidly to the text as given in the diplomatic edition of LU by Best and Bergin. Obvious corrections, as indicated by Best and Bergin in footnotes, have been made silently. The abbreviation ɭ is always rendered by ocus, and ɭm is expanded to immórro. ɬ(vel) is rendered by nó. The capitalisation and punctuation is made in accordance with modern standards. The variants of the other MSS are cited in the Commentary only when they throw some light on the matters therein discussed.

The translation has been made afresh. I have compared the translations of WS and Boswell, and, in several instances, noted where my rendering differs from theirs. The definitions of words are derived mainly from Windisch's Wörterbuch, but the other available lexicographical sources have been used in the case of difficult or obscure words. I have had the scholarly guidance of Professor Kenneth K. Jackson in dealing with difficult passages. The translation is as literal as possible, my intention being to give an accurate impression of the Irish text to the reader who may be unacquainted with the original language. When, in the interests of intelligibility, a

2. iPD, pp. 23-47.
strict literal interpretation has been impractical, I have indicated this in the commentary. Fortunately, there are but few textual problems in the LU version, and, consequently, there is but little discussion of readings, variants, and emendations in the Commentary.

Within the Commentary, the material is arranged in the following way. The Irish text is given first, a section (or subsection) at a time, followed by the English translation. Both text and translation have been set in wider margins than the Commentary. All pertinent bibliographical indications are inserted into the Commentary; otherwise, a complicated system of footnotes would have been necessary to take care of the numerous references. The abbreviations used are explained in the List of Abbreviations which follows the Table of Contents. With the exception of the Preface, the pagination is in Arabic numerals throughout.

In the Bibliography the works consulted are arranged alphabetically according to the name of the author. Though necessarily selective, this bibliography includes works of basic importance for understanding the numerous problems of doctrine, motif, and imagery met with in FA. It is hoped that the titles will provide a helpful reading list for those who may wish to do further comparative work in early
medieval apocalyptic literature.

In the Commentary itself, I have preferred to quote prime sources, and in the original language wherever possible. This applies especially to Latin and Greek quotations. Significant words and phrases in Hebrew have been supplied, using litterae quadratae except in the case of aleph, for which I use the symbol ק (modern rabbinic cursive). The Massoretic punctuation is added to biblical words. Mandaitic words are transcribed by the Hebrew alphabet, the nota relationis being indicated by a horizontal stroke over daleth, thus  ד.

In the transcription of Anglo-Saxon and Norse words no attempt has been made to write the diphthong as; instead, the separate letters a and e are used. The interdental spirants are represented by p and q. They are not used phonetically, but as they are found in the MSS quoted, where there is no accurate distinction between the voiced and voiceless sounds.

In the phonetic transcription of Hebrew and Mandaitic words, as well as in other languages quoted, accuracy has had to be sacrificed because of the limitations of typescript. Where essential, diacritical marks have been supplied with the pen. The spirantic pronunciation of the litterae א is indicated by a horizontal stroke }
stroke under the letter, except in the case of spirant ן, which is transcribed by th. Thus מלך is rendered by hekaloth, and הַמִּרְקַבָּה is rendered by merkaba. The occasional transcription of Mandaitic words is not purely consonantal, but supplies the vowels implied by the scriptio plena of the texts. Thus שְׁמוֹקָו is transcribed as Šamīs.

References to the Babylonian Talmud, the Midrašim, and other rabbinic sources follow the accepted method and should provide no difficulty. References to standard classical and patristic authors are generally made by citing the book and line, or the book and paragraph, without reference to a specific edition. It seemed a useless complication of bibliographical references to include a particular edition for each reference when any standard edition will give the locus cited. The actual editions used are listed in the Bibliography at the end of the work.

In order to enable the reader to gain an impression of the Vision as a whole before approaching the commentary, there follows a complete translation of the text according to the LU-version.

The Vision of Adamnan.

1. Lofty and wonderful is the Lord of creatures, and great and marvellous is His strength and His power. He is mild and kind, merciful and loving, for He draws into heaven unto Himself
the charitable and the merciful, the meek and the considerate; but He carries off, and plunges into hell the impious, unprofitable assembly of the wicked. He gives the mysteries and various rewards of heaven to the blessed, and bestows an abundance of various sufferings upon the children of death.

2. Very many, indeed, are the saints and the just of the Lord of creatures, and apostles and disciples of Jesus Christ to whom have been revealed the mysteries and secrets of the Kingdom of Heaven in this manner, and the very golden rewards of the just and to whom, moreover, were revealed the various punishments of hell together with those who are therein. Indeed, there was revealed to Peter the Apostle the rectangular vessel, with four cords upon it, which was let down from heaven: as sweet as any music was the listening to it. Moreover, Paul the Apostle was raised up to the third heaven so that he heard the ineffable words of the angels, and the marvelous conversation of the heavenly family. Furthermore, on the day of the death of Mary, all the apostles were transported so that they saw the pains and piteous sufferings of the unfortunate men, when the Lord commanded the angels of the West to open up the earth before the Apostles, in order that they might see and contemplate hell with its many torments, as He Himself promised this to them a long time before His passion.

3. Finally, then, that which is spoken here was revealed to Adamnan u Thinne, a great scholar of the western world, when his soul departed from his body on the feast of John the Baptist and was brought to the heavenly kingdom with the angels of heaven and to hell with its rabble host.

Now, when his soul separated from his body, the angel of its guarding appeared to it immediately, and took it with him to see first the Kingdom of Heaven.

4. The first land they arrived at was the land of the saints. That is a fruitful and lumi-
nous land. There are various wonderful groups there with tunics of white linen upon them, with shining white hoods upon their heads. The saints of the eastern part of the world are assembled apart in the eastern part of the land of the saints. The saints of the West, moreover, are in the western part of the same land. The saints of the northern part of the world, and those of the South are in two large groups in the South and the North. Therefore, everyone who is in the land of the saints can easily hear the music and contemplate the vessel in which are the nine orders of heaven according to their degrees and their rank.

5. Sometimes the saints sing a marvellous music, praising God; at other times they listen to the music of the heavenly family - for the saints need to do nothing but hear the music to which they listen, and contemplate the brightness which they behold, and sate themselves with the fragrance which is in the land.

A marvellous Prince is there, face to face with them in the South-East. A crystal veil is between them (and Him), and there is a golden porch to the South of Him. Through this they behold the form and separation of the heavenly family. Moreover, there is no veil nor obscurity between the heavenly family and the saints, but they (the saints) are always in their presence and vicinity on the side facing them. Furthermore, there is a circle of fire round about this land, and everyone (may go) in and out, and it harms not.

6. The twelve Apostles, and Mary the Virgin are assembled apart about the powerful Lord. The patriarchs, the prophets and the disciples of Jesus are near the Apostles. Other holy virgins are on the right hand of Mary, and there is no great interval between them (and her).

Children and youths surround them on every side, and the music of the bird-flock of the heavenly family entertains them. Bright bands of the guardian angels of the souls are serving...
and attending among these assemblies in the presence of the King forever. No one indeed, in this present life, can describe or relate those assemblies as they are in truth. The groups and bands which are in the land of the saints, as we have said, do be remaining in this great glory until the great assembly of the judgment, until the just Judge, on the day of sentence, arranges them in their stations and places, in which they will be seeing the face of God without veil and without shadow between them (and Him) for eternity.

7. Moreover, though the brightness and the light in the Land of the Saints may be great and vast, a thousand times more vast is the splendour which is in the plain of the heavenly family about the throne of the Lord Himself. This throne is an ornate chair with four columns of precious stone under it. Were there no entertainment for anyone except the harmonious concinnity of these four columns, it would be enough glory and beauty for him. Moreover, three birds rest on the throne in the presence of the king, and their minds are on their creator throughout eternity: that is their task. They celebrate the eight hours praising and magnifying the Lord, with the chanting of archangels accompanying them in response thereto. The singing is begun by the birds and the archangels, and then the entire heavenly family, both saints and virgins, answer them.

8. Over the head of the Dignified One in His royal chair there is a great arch like an ornate helmet or a kingly diadem. If human eyes were to look at it they would melt immediately. Three circles are about it, between it and the host, and what they are is unknown by description. Six thousand soldiers in the forms of horses and birds are about the fiery chair which burns ceaselessly and endlessly.

9. It does not come within the power of anyone to describe the mighty Lord who is in that royal seat - unless He Himself should do it, or unless it were spoken by the orders of heaven. For no one would tell His glowing heat and His
power, His ruddiness and His exceeding brilliance, His brightness and His beauty, His wisdom and His stability, the number of His angels and archangels who sing music unto Him. Punctually, His numerous messengers go to Him and from Him from every group, bearing very short messages, announcing His sweetness and great mildness to some, His rigour and His great bitterness to others.

10. Should anyone contemplate Him from East or West, from North or South, He will find on every side a majestic countenance, seven times brighter than the sun. He will not see, however, a human form possessing a head or feet, but a fiery mass, burning eternally, and everyone in fear and trembling before Him. Heaven and earth are filled with His brilliance, and there is a brightness about Him like that of a king's star. There are three thousand different songs from each choir which is singing about Him. As sweet as many songs of the world is each of these songs in itself separately.

11. Thus then is the city in which that royal throne is, and there are seven crystal walls of various hues about it, each wall being higher than the other. The platform and lowest base of the city are made of white crystal with the image of the sun thereon, and blue, purple, green, and every other colour have been mingled therein.

12. Those who dwell in this city are a gentle people, very mild and very meek, lacking no good qualities. For only virgins or pilgrims zealous for God reach it and dwell in it for ever. Moreover, it is difficult to understand how their arrangement and placing is accomplished, for neither the back nor the side of any one of them faces the other, but the ineffable power of the Lord has arranged and disposed them face to face in rows and equal crowns round about the royal chair, with splendour and beauty, and all have their faces towards God.

13. A crystal chancel-screen is between every two choirs, with superior ornamentation of red
gold and silver upon it, with excellent rows of precious stones mingled with extraordinary gems and with thrones and crowns of carbuncle against that chancel screen. Moreover, three precious stones possessing a gentle sound and sweet music, are between every two principal groups, their upper portion being burning lamps. Seven thousand angels in the form of great candles brighten and illuminate the city round about; seven thousand others in the very centre are burning through long ages around the royal city. The perfume from the top of a single one of those candles would satisfy as food does the human beings of this world gathered into one place, no matter how numerous they may be.

14A. Those of the men of the world who do not reach this city after their life, and unto whom is assigned a dwelling in it after sentence of judgment have a restless and changeful dwelling on heights and hills, in swamps and rivers until judgment comes for them.

(lacuna)

Thus, then, are situated those bands and those groups, and the guardian angel of each soul which is among them is engaged in ministering to it and serving it.

14B. Before them, in the principal entrance to the city, there is a veil of fire and a veil of ice, and they clash together throughout the ages. Moreover, the sound and echoing noises of these veils as they clash together is heard throughout the world. Fear and trembling insupportable would seize the seed of Adam, if they were to hear this noise. However, on the side of the heavenly family, only a very small amount of this rough thunder is heard, and it is as sweet as any music.

15A. Therefore, vast and wonderful to describe is the plan of that city. What we have related of its varied orders and marvels is only a small portion of much.
It is rare for a soul, after commerce and co-habitation with the flesh, with its sleep and its sloth and its liberty, and its prosperity, to strive for and go unto the throne of the creator, unless it come with experienced angels. For the ascent of the seven heavens is difficult for no one is easier than the other. For there are six protecting gates before the human race until it reaches the kingdom of heaven. Furthermore, a doorkeeper and guardian from the heavenly family has been appointed to protect each of these gates.

Now the door of the Heaven which is nearest this world has the archangel Michael set over it, and near him are two youths with iron lashes in their laps with which to beat and whip sinners, so that sinners may there meet the first reproach and the first suffering of the path they are treading (i.e. going).

Moreover, the door of the second heaven has the Archangel Ariel as its guardian, and two virgins are near him, holding fiery whips in their hands. With these they beat sinners across their faces and their eyes. Near this door is placed a fiery stream with a mighty flame upon it. Now Abersetus is the name of the angel who guards this stream which tests and washes the souls of the saints from the quantity of crime which clings to them, so that they obtain a purity and brilliancy equal to the brightness of stars. Furthermore, there is a bright spring placed there, with bloom and fragrance, to purify and solace the souls of the just. However, it torments and burns the souls of sinners, and diminishes nothing for them; it is rather an increase of pain and penance which reaches them there. With immense sorrow and grief do sinners rise up from it, the just, however, with joy and extreme happiness, (rise up from it) to proceed unto the door of the third heaven.

A fiery furnace burns eternally there. Its flame extends twelve thousand cubits in height. The souls of the just pass through this furnace in the twinkling of an eye, but
it bakes and burns the souls of sinners for twelve years, until, thereafter, the guardian angel carries them unto the fourth door.

17B. Thus, then, is the entrance-door of the fourth heaven, and there is a fiery stream about it, like the preceding stream. A flaming wall surrounds it. The breadth of its fire is estimated as 12,000 cubits. The souls of the just walk through it as though it did not even exist, but it holds the souls of sinners for a period of twelve years in misery and punishment, until the guardian angel takes them to the door of the fifth heaven.

18A. There, too, is a fiery stream, but it is different from the other streams, for there is a peculiar whirlpool in the middle of that stream which turns about the souls of sinners, and holds them fast for sixteen years. However, the just cross it immediately, without any delay. When it is time to release the sinners from it, the angel beats the stream with a hard whip of a stony nature, and lifts up the souls on the tip of the whip.

18B. Then Michael, after that, takes the souls unto the door of the sixth heaven. However, neither pain nor torment is meted out to the souls in that gate, but they are illumined there with the light and brilliance of precious stones. Thereafter Michael goes unto the angel of the Trinity, so that they, one on either side, may admit the soul into the presence of God.

19. Vast and boundless is the joy of the heavenly family and of the Lord Himself at the soul at that time, provided that it is an innocent and just soul. If, however, the soul is unjust and imperfect, it receives harshness and severity from the powerful Lord, and He says to the angels of heaven: Oh angels of Heaven, carry off with you this impious soul, and deliver it into the hand of Lucifer, to be plunged and suffocated in the depths of hell for eternity.

20A. Thereupon that unfortunate soul is sep-
arated with fear, bitterness and terror from the presence of the kingdom of heaven and the face of God.

20B. Then it sends forth a sigh which is heavier than every other sigh, going to face the devil after seeing the delights of the kingdom of heaven. Then is it separated from the protection of the archangels with whom it came unto heaven.

20C. Moreover, then it is that twelve fiery dragons swallow down each soul, one after another, until the lowest dragon hurls it from himself into the mouth of the Devil. Then does it receive the plenitude of all evil in the presence of the devil throughout eternity.

21A. When the guardian angel had revealed to the soul of Adamnan these visions of the Kingdom of Heaven, and the first adventures of each soul after it has left its body, he then took it with him to visit lowest hell, and the abundance of its pains and tortures and sufferings.

21B. This is the first land it reached: a black, scorched land, void and parched, with no pain at all in it. A valley filled with fire borders on it on the farther side. Its lowest portion is black; the middle and top portion are red. Eight beasts are there, their eyes like burning coals.

22. Over the valley is a very great bridge. It extends from one edge to the other. It is high in the middle, but its two ends are lower. Three groups try to pass it, but all do not achieve it. For one of these groups the bridge is broad from beginning to end, so that they pass over the fiery glen completely unharmed, without terror or fear. For the second group the bridge is narrow at the beginning, when they attempt to cross it, but broad at the end, so that they get across the same valley after great danger. However, the last group
finds the bridge broad at the beginning, but
straight and narrow at the end, so that they
fall from its middle into the same dangerous
valley, into the jaws of the eight-burning
beasts there who make their dwelling in the
valley.

23. Those are the people for whom that path
was easy: the chaste, zealous penitents, those
who willingly suffered red-martyrdom for God.
The group for whom that path was narrow in the
beginning but broad at the end consists of
those who are forced of necessity to do the will
of God, and who then turn their necessity into
voluntary service of God. Those for whom the
bridge was broad in the beginning and narrow at
the end consists of sinners who listen to the
preaching of the word of God, but do not fulfill
it after hearing it.

24. There are, moreover, very large groups
in distress on the shore of eternal pain which
borders on that lightless land on the far side.
In alternate hours the pain ebbs from them and
then returns over them. Those who are in this
situation are the people whose good and evil
are equal, and on the day of judgment, judg-
ment will be passed among them, and their good
will drown their evil on that day, and they will
be brought unto the harbour of life, into the
presence of God, forever.

25. There is another large crowd in the vi-
cinity of those people, and vast is their tor-
ment. It is thus that they are: bound to fiery
pillars. There is a wall of fire about them
reaching up to their chins. Fiery chains in the
form of snakes are around their waists. Their
faces are blazing from the torment. Those who
are in this torment are sinners, i.e. slayers of
kinsmen, destroyers of the church of God, merci-
less Erenachs who are in the presence of the
relics of the saints, in charge of the gifts and
tithes of the church, and who make personal
possessions of this wealth rather than use
it for the guests and the needy of the Lord.
26. There are other large groups there standing eternally in jet-black mud up to their waists. Short icy hoods are upon them. They do not rest nor do they pause for eternity, but that the girdles are burning them with cold and heat. Throngs of demons are around them, beating them on the head with the fiery clubs (which they hold) in their hands, and carrying on long arguments with them. All these groups have their faces turned to the North and a rough, bitter wind blows full in their faces, in addition to their other sufferings. Fiery red rains pour down upon them every night and every day, and they cannot avoid them, but must endure them eternally with weeping and groaning.

27A. Some of them have streams of fire in the holes of their faces. Others have nails of fire through their tongues. Others still have nails of fire through their heads from one side to the other. These are the ones who are in this torment: thieves, liars, traitors, slanderers, robbers, plunderers, judges who give false judgments, contenders, witches, female satirists, bandits and men of learning who preach heresy.

27B. There is another large crowd on islands in the midst of the sea of fire. There is a silver wall about them made from their garments and from their alms. They are the people who practice charity without neglect, but who, on the other hand, remain in laxity and in the luxury of their flesh until the point of death, and their alms protect them in the midst of the sea of fire and after the judgment they are sent unto the harbour of life.

28. Moreover, there is another large group there, having about them cloaks extending to the ground. Their lamenting and crying are heard throughout the firmament. An incalculable multitude of demons is choking them. These demons hold stinking raw dogs in their hands and they command them to devour and consume the sinners. About their necks are fiery red collars constantly blazing. They are lifted
up to the firmament and plunged down into the depths of hell at alternate hours. (Children and youths are constantly lacerating them and hacking at them from all sides.) Those who are in this torment are: those in orders who transgressed their vows, hypocrites and liars who beguile and deceive the multitudes, who claim for themselves wonders and miracles which they do not know how to work for them. The children who are maiming the clerics are those who were entrusted to them for correction, but who were not corrected by them, nor reprimanded for their sins.

29A. There is another large group there moving ceaselessly from East to West across fiery stones, warring with hosts of demons. Numerous showers of flaming red arrows are shot at them by the demons. They go along running, without interruption or pause, till they reach black lakes and black rivers in order to quench those arrows therein. The cries and laments which the sinners make in those waters are miserable and piteous indeed, for it is an increase of pain which meets them there. Those who are in this torment are: unjust craftsmen, fullers and merchants; falsely-judging judges, both of the Jews and every other sort; impious kings, perverted Erumachs who are lustful; adulterous women and the panders who ruin them in their evil deeds.

29B. On the far side of the land of the torments there is a wall of fire which is seven times more fearful and more severe than the land of torments itself. However, souls do not dwell in it until the judgment, for, until the day of judgment it is the dominion of the demons only.

30. Woe unto him who is in those torments, in cohabitation with the family of the devil. Woe unto him who does not protect himself against that family. Woe unto him who shall have as his lord a violent, despicable, demon. Woe unto him who shall be listening to the cries
and loud laments of the souls as they groan and beseech the Lord to bring quickly for them the day of judgment, so they may find out if they will receive any respite in the judgment, for, until the judgment, they do not get any rest except three hours every Sunday. Woe unto him for whom this region is eternally his proper habitat. This is how it is: pierced, thorny mountains are there, bare parched plains, and stinking lakes full of beasts, rough and sandy earth, exceedingly uneven and icy. Upon its surface are broad fiery stones. Great seas with very fearful storms on them are there. In those seas is the home and dwelling of the Devil for ever. Four very large rivers extend over its surface: a river of fire, a river of snow, a river of poison, and a river of dark, black water. The vehement throngs of demons bathe themselves in these streams after their carnival and sport (consisting in) the tormenting of the souls.

31A. While the hosts of saints of the heavenly family sing with gladness and joy the harmonious choir-song of the eight hours, praising the Lord, then do the souls of the damned pour forth piteous and sad outcries as they are being interminably beaten by throngs of demons. These are the pains and torments which the guardian angel revealed to the soul of Adamnan after it had visited the kingdom of heaven.

31B. Thereafter the soul was carried in the twinkling of an eye through the golden porch and through the crystal veil to the land of the saints. This is the first place to which it was brought when it had left its body.

31C. When it desired to stay and remain in that land, it heard behind it, through the veil, the voice of the angel who commanded it to return back again unto the same body whence it had departed, and to relate in assemblies and meetings and congregations of laymen and clerics the rewards of heaven and the pains of hell, as the guardian angel had revealed them to it.
32. This, then, is the teaching which Adamnan was accustomed to preach to the hosts from that time on as long as he lived. This is what he used to preach in the Great Assembly of the men of Ireland, when the Law of Adamnan was imposed upon the Gaels, and when women were liberated by Adamnan, and by Finnachta Fledach, the King of Ireland, and by the other nobles of Ireland.

This too was the first message which Patrick, son of Calpurnius, was accustomed to relate to those who were to believe in the Lord through his preaching, and who would receive his spiritual direction in the dawn of the Gospel: the rewards of heaven and the pains of hell.

The preaching most frequently done by Peter and Paul and the other apostles was this, i.e. the telling about the torments and rewards, as they were revealed to them in the same manner.

This is what Silvester, abbot of Rome, preached to Constantine, son of Helena, high king of the world in the assembly at which Rome was given to Paul and to Peter.

Moreover, Fabian, successor of Peter, preached this to Philip, son of Gordian, the king of the Romans when he believed in the Lord, and many others believed at that time. He was the first king of the Romans who believed in the Saviour, Jesus Christ.

33. This is the subject which Elias is accustomed to relate to the souls of the just while he stands under the tree of life in Paradise. From the time when Elias opens the book for the instructing of the souls, the souls of the just come there in the form of shining-white birds (flying) towards him from every direction. First, he describes to them the rewards of the just, the delight and satisfactions of the Kingdom of Heaven, and during that time they are exceedingly joyful. However, he then tells them about the pains and torments of hell, and the
evils of the day of judgment, and very clearly upon his face, and on that of Noah is sorrow expressed, so that they are the two sorrows of the kingdom of heaven. Then Elias closes the book, and the birds utter a great cry of lament, and press their wings against their bodies, so that streams of blood come out of them due to the fear of the pains of hell, and of the day of judgment.

34. If, now, the souls of the saints, unto whom has been assigned an eternal dwelling in the kingdom of heaven, make that lament, it is more fitting that the man of the world should shed even tears of blood upon thinking of the day of judgment and the pains of hell. Then will the Lord render unto every man in the world his due, viz. rewards for the just, and punishments for the sinners. Then, likewise, the sinners will be placed in the pit of eternal pain, upon which will be shut the lock of the word of God, out of the hatred of the Judge of the judgment, for ever. Moreover, the saints and the just, the people of charity and mercy, will be brought unto the right hand of God, to dwell eternally in the kingdom of heaven, i.e., a place in which they will be in that great glory, without age, without death, without end, without term, for ever.

35. Thus then is that city, i.e., a kingdom without vanity, pride, lying, detraction, deceit, without need for reconciliation, without shame, disgrace, dishonour, reproach, envy or arrogance.

A city without pestilence, sickness, poverty, nakedness, death, or extinction.

A city without hail, snow, wind, rain, noise, thunder, darkness, or cold.

A vast wonderful and pleasant kingdom, with joy, with brightness, with the fragrance of a full land, in which is the satisfaction of every delight.

FINIT, AMEN, FINIT.
PART II: Eschatological Theory.

In many respects it will be seen that the Vision of Adamnan shows relationship with ideas generally associated with eastern forms of Christianity. The Commentary demonstrates this fact in numerous places. What is true of imagery and motif is also true of the theory of the next life therein implied. In order to clarify this, a brief review of the eschatological theories of the Eastern Churches is here given.

Eastern Christianity, in contrast to the Western Church, retained early Christian ideas about the future life. In early Christianity the sense of a "παρουσία" was very strong, and since the return of Christ and the Judgment was expected in the near future, the state of the soul after death was looked upon as a short period of waiting, and speculation on this "status intermedius" gained little attention. Everything preceding the Judgment was temporal and provisional. We find the concept of a particular judgment immediately after death, it is true, but this judgment is also provisional. It is an

1. The most convenient collection of material is the work of Martin Jugie, Theologia Doctrina Christianorum Orientalium ab Ecclesia Dissidentium, 4 vols., Paris 1926-1931. Vol. IV, pp. 1-202 treats of eschatology. The brief summary above is mainly based on texts quoted by Jugie.

2. Cf. inter al., Gregory of Nyssa, MPG XLVI, 168 (de Infantiibus). The provisional nature of the particular judgment is stressed in FA. See esp. sections 6 and 239.
anticipation of the Last Judgment, but it is not equivalent to it. Only with the last Judgment does the soul receive a decisive assignment to perfect beatitude or eternal damnation.

The particular judgment is presented under various forms. Sometimes it consists in the soul’s own clear perception of its state, including a fore-knowledge of the good or evil which awaits it. Other sources make this individual judgment a long process consisting in the ascent of the heavens during which the soul is examined and tried in various stations (τελωνία). These stations are watched by ostiarii or τελωνάρχαι who accuse the soul of the sins it has committed, while the angels who accompany the soul praise its good works. Cyril of Alexandria describes this ascent at length. He mentions five τελωνία or stations.

1. For the sinner Origen considered the judicial activity of the individual conscience equal to the torments of Gehenna. Cf. Jerome’s summary of his teaching: Et veluti ex quibusdam seminibus in anima derelictis universa vitiorum seges exoritur, et quidquid feceramus in vita vel turpe vel impium, omnis eorum in conspectu nostro pictura descriptur, ac praeteritas voluptates mens intuens conscientiae punitur ardore et poenititndinis stimulis confoditur (Ep. ad Avit. 7, MPL, XXII, 1065).

2. This ascent of the soul through the heavens, referred to in the Introduction and Commentary by the term Himmelsreise, plays an important part in FA, sections 15B-16B. For various illustrative texts see Bousset, “Die Himmelsreise der Seele”, ARW IV (1901), pp.136 ff; 229ff. With Bousset’s views should be compared the theory of Pieterich in Mina Mithrasliturgie (1910), pp. 179-209.

3. In Homily XIV (περὶ ἐξόδου ψυχῆς), MPG LXXVII, cols. 1072-1089.
stations which correspond to the five senses of man; other writers increase the number of stations to twenty-one, or even forty. Such a Himmelsreise is mentioned in many of the Fathers. In FA the events of the ascent constitute the first adventures of the soul, the prelude to the immediate (but provisional) judgment of the seventh heaven.

In some liturgical prayers of the Orthodox Church the perfection of the soul immediately after death seems to be implied, but the majority of orthodox theologians teach that whatever the beatitude or punishment of the departed may be, it is not yet the complete and final blessedness or damnation. The souls of the dead do experience an anticipation

1. The system in FA has five penal stations, but they are different from Cyril's τελαμονία. However, the original plan of FA probably included the idea of testing the souls in the various stations. The wording of sect. 16 implies a "testing" followed by purification.
2. See Jugie, loc. cit., IV, 26.
3. As in the Coptic Church. See Jugie, i.e., V, 759.
4. The numerous sources are gathered by Jugie, i.e. IV, 23 ff. See also Rivièrè, "Le rôle du démon au jugement particulier chez les pères", Revue des Sciences Religieuses, 1924, pp. 43 ff.
5. See FA, sect. 21A.
6. This perfection is the privilege of the saints, an extension of the praerogativa martyrrii. See the examples given by Josephus (Methonensis), De Fruitione Sanctorum, MPG CLIX, esp. cols. 1285 ff.
of the final state, but neither the bliss of the saints, nor the punishment of the damned are determined until the Last Judgment takes place. According to Symeon of Thessalonica, all the faithful departed, even the saints in heaven, remain in a state of imperfect bliss until the second coming of Christ: they have not yet received their full reward.

During this "status provisorius" which lasts until the judgment, the souls of the dead remain in Hades. Hades has two divisions: a place of light, consolation and peace; and a place of punishment, the ἀβυσσός. The good are assigned to the former, the wicked to the latter. In this manner the souls of the dead experience a foretaste of their ultimate fate. After the judgment the good will be transported to heaven, and the damned will be hurled into the eternal fires of Gehenna. The provisional hell, the ἀβυσσός contains various punishments designed to chastise different categories of sinners.

1. Responsum Quartum ad Gabriel Pentap., MPG CXL, col. 844.
2. This view is still in force in the Orthodox Church. A recent treatment of the question in which many interesting historical texts are quoted is C. Dyovuniotis, Ἡ μέγας παράστασις τῶν ψυχῶν, Athens, 1904. Cf. the numerous references in Jugie IV.
4. Cyril of Alexandria (MPG LXXVII, cols. 1076 ff.) gives a detailed account of the various sufferings in the ἀβυσσός.
In the interval between death and judgment, those who have died without doing penance, provided they have not died in despair, nor have been guilty of sins against the Holy Ghost, may obtain illumination and respite, and finally complete deliverance from their sufferings, not by their own merits, but through the great mercy of God. This attitude is reflected in the prayers of the Church, especially those on the day of burial, when the priest prays that God will deliver the souls from all torments and sufferings of Hades, that He grant them rest (ἀναπαύειν) in the Bosom of Abraham, that He bring them unto the Place of Light (Τόπος φωτεινός), to a locus refrigerii (τόπος ἀναψυκτικός). It is even asked that souls be delivered from the fire of Gehenna on the Day of Judgment. Many such prayers can be culled from the Ἐὐχολογίον μεγάλον.

From such prayers it may be seen that there was a strong belief that the souls of the departed could be saved by the prayers of the Faithful on earth. This freeing of soul may be accomplished in two ways. It may mean a deliverance from the temporal punishments of Hell, and the privilege of entering Paradise, or it may mean deliverance from

---

the eternal fires of Gehenna on the Day of Final Judgment. If deliverance for the soul is not obtained, it is at least possible to obtain for the soul a slight consolation, μικρά παραμυθία, or a diminution of their sufferings for a time, an ἄνεσις τις πρόσκαιρος. Prayers for the dead are especially effective when recited by the saints. To be sure, some theologians (e.g. Theophylaktos) limit the efficacy of such prayers to those who have not committed serious sins, or to those who before death did express contrition and a desire for the sacraments, but others extend the efficacy of prayer to those guilty of serious sins. Meletius, e.g., states that in accordance with the words of Christ, the only unforgiveable sins, even in the next world, are those against the Holy Ghost. The liturgical prayers of the Orthodox Greek Church express petitions for all who have died, including the εὐμαρτωλότατοι.

This doctrine of the Eastern Church leaves no room

1. MPG XCV, 256 (Or. de duplici statu defunctorum).
2. Georgius Scholarius, Epistula ad Joannem Thessalonicensem, in Jugie, IV, 177.
4. Jugie IV, 149.
5. See the Ἀκολούθια νεκρώσιμος in the Κουχολογια (Greek text, ed. Venice 1851, pp. 393 ff. and 436 ff).
for a Purgatory situated outside of Hell as in the Western Church. Gregory of Nyssa speaks of the purification of souls by a temporal fire, but he does not mention a particular and special place for this purification. Origen expressly taught that purification could be accomplished after death. However, when the teaching of Origen was condemned, the idea of a purgatory was officially banned in the East.

The dwelling of the soul in Paradise or Hell is temporary. Complete reward and punishment are reached only after the soul has been reunited with the body. The blessedness of the perfect consists in the contemplation of the Triune God in light and glory, and in union with Him. The body will be illumined with the divine light, and become like the glorified body of Christ. The wicked will be delivered into eternal punishment, into the eternal fire in the company of the devil.

The temporary condition of the blessed is graphically emphasised in the teaching of the Coptic Church.

---

1. MPG XLVI, col. 168.
2. However, the idea of purgation after death was fairly widespread before the condemnation of Origen. See the article by G. Anrich, "Clemens und Origenes als Begründer der Lehre, vom Fegfeuer" in Theologische Abhandlungen für H. Holtzmann, Tübingen, 1902, pp. 97-120.
The souls of the just enjoy rest and refreshment in their Paradise, the Bosom of Abraham, but direct vision of God is denied them: a curtain hangs between them and the Divine Presence. Only select saints are allowed to penetrate this veil. In the Coptic apocrypha, a similar transitory condition prevails: those who die guilty of venial sins are purified in misery and darkness until the Judgment comes, those who die in mortal sins are condemned to eternal fire after Judgment.

The above sketch is very brief, but it is sufficient to show the close relationships between the teachings of the Eastern Churches and the theory implied in the Vision of Adamnan. FA consistently represents the next life as a status intermedius. In sect. 5B is found the veil which separates the "Marvellous Prince" from the saints. In sect. 6 we are told that the veil will be removed on the Day of Judgment. This is remarkably close to the teaching of the Coptic Church mentioned above. Similarly, in sect. 29B, we are told that the fire of eternal damnation is occupied only by the demons: the damned are not yet therein.

Judgment in *FA* is associated with the ascent of the seven heavens, involving examination and trial with sentence in the seventh. The plan corresponds with the system of ἀναπτυξις outlined above.

The concept of Hell as found in *FA* is identical with that described above. Hell contains both those to be released on the Day of Judgment and those who will receive eternal damnation. There is no mention of a purgatory in the western sense of the word. The only suggestion of a purgatorial cleansing occurs in the second heaven. This station does contain a πύρο καθάρσιον; its function is to remove the guilt attached to the souls of the "saints". There is no need to go to the West to explain this quasi-purgatory; the popularity of Origen in eastern monastic circles accounts satisfactorily for the presence of the concept in Adamnan. The problem is examined more closely in the next section.

Section 14A does provide a mystery, for the text is so brief that no clue is given as to what categories of souls constitute these groups of "exclusi". That they are in a sort of purgatory is possible, but inasmuch as the Vision makes provision for purification in the second heaven a second purgatory is not necessary. Seymour constructs a theory of an intermediate state to explain these souls,
but there is nothing in the text to justify this approach. At least, it can be safely said that such a purgatory without the "ignis purgatorius" is completely foreign to western ideas of a purgatory.
PART III: The Seven Heavens.

The materials available for the study of the Seven Heavens Apocryphon have been included in the Commentary on sections 15B-20. The description from the Corpus Christi MS (CCCC 41) is given in full in an appendix (p. 308 ff). It is not my intention here to go into the obscure history of the Himmelsreise theory. Despite Bousset's arguments in favour of a Persian origin, the only safe statement that can be made is that it was especially developed in Gnostic circles, and that its occurrence in eastern apocalyptic literature is due to gnostic influence. As found in FA, the original concept of the inimical archons has been considerably changed, and adapted to other purposes. This must be clarified in order to understand its use in the Vision.

The general principle found in all gnostic systems is that of opposition between the world of light and the powers of darkness. The powers of the world of darkness are responsible for the creation of matter, including the

1. See Part II, note 2.
2. For Gnosticism in general see Bibliography under Anz, Bousset, Brandt, Faye, Forster, Schmidt. Anz' work contains a good collection of material.
3. For the dualism of the Mandaean system see Pallis, Mandaean Studies, pp. 155-160.
human body. The soul belongs to the world of light, it is a θεότης of the Divine Light, and upon death seeks to return to its source. However, the way is blocked by the inimical archons, the creators of the world of darkness, who seek to imprison the soul. The archons are frequently identified with the planets, and are thus connected with the various heavens. If the soul is contaminated with matter, it is captured and imprisoned. To escape this fate, the soul must possess some sign or quality to enable it to pass each successive stage. Sometimes it is gnosis that is required: the name of the archon may suffice as a password. Frequently a φασίς of some kind is needed, e.g. that of baptism, or of the sacrament of oil. In other systems ethical qualities are needed: a virtuous life, a treasure of good deeds.

As long as the archons were considered as identical with the powers of darkness, imprisonment in the houses (stations) of the archons was equivalent to being in hell,

1. Epiphanius, contra Haer. 23, 1.
2. A convenient outline of the archon-system in Mandaeism is in Pallis, l.c., pp. 74-92. For other systems see Bousset, Hauptprobleme, Chapt. I: "Die Sieben und die Μυστηρία", pp. 9-58, and id. "Die Himmelsreise der Seele".
3. All stages, from the magic password to the treasury of good deeds, are found in the Mandaean writings. The most significant texts are cited by Pallis, l.c., pp. 142-145.
for the realm of the archons did constitute a hell from a practical viewpoint. Under the influence of Christian monism a change was introduced into this system. The archons could be retained in their function as examiners, their examination constituting the particular judgment of each soul immediately after death, or they could be banned to the underworld to become the tormenting demons. The logical solution would be to eliminate them completely, and that is generally what happened in later apocalyptic, especially in the west. A similar elimination of the archons can be traced in the Ginza, when, due to Christian influence, the doctrine of hell was introduced.

The version of the ZHA incorporated into FA manifests several layers of readaptation. In the first place it is clear that the ostiarii of FA are not comparable to the ἄρχοντες as known from the Gnostic writings. Archangels have replaced these hostile powers. Moreover, a process of purification is found in the second heaven, and, if the interpretation of the two virgins as found in CCC 41 is original, then, for the souls of the just, the ascent of the heavens is a παλιδευσῖς, and the trial by

1. See Pallis, l.c., 180.
fire to which these potential "saints" are subjected serves to render them free from their minor imperfections. This makes the second heaven somewhat like a purgatory, and it is tempting to assume that this feature was introduced to make provision for the western idea of purgatory. However, the Commentary points out that this second heaven has preserved the very early notion that entrance into Paradise must be preceded by the baptism of fire. The "bright spring" in FA, which adds purity and brilliance to the souls, prepares them for their heavenly dwelling. It will be noticed that for all practical purposes the ascent of the just soul is completed in this second heaven. The remaining stations are passed without hindrance or delay. The apparent purgatory of the second heaven is therefore derived from very early ideas about the fiery barrier that all must pass through to enter into Paradise. The strange thing about this idea is not its occurrence, but that it should be used to build up the content of what was originally a hostile maṭṭarta. It shows quite conclusively that the seven heaven theory of FA has been stripped of its original meaning and application, and reconstructed by using motifs from other areas of early Christian eschatological thought. The author wished to retain

1. See Commentary on sect. 5B: circull tentide.
the motifs of the φρόνιμον πόρ and the Fons Roris. Properly these things belong in the vicinity of the earthly (or celestial) Paradise, not in the second station of the soul’s ascent. After passing the test of the stations, the soul would be expected to go through the final test of the fiery stream that surrounds Paradise (note that sinners are not mentioned with reference to this stream) and then be bathed in the water of life before entering their abode of blessedness.

Furthermore, an examination of the names assigned to the various fragments of the 7HA will show that we are not dealing with the usual heptouranian system. These names suggest a form of cosmic speculation quite different from the systems usually traced back to the "Babylonians". K, e.g., retains names like Abottem, Iothiam, Seloth, Theruch, which are apparently semitic, but fail to yield a satisfactory meaning. These may be garbled forms of names of archons. It is impossible to relate these names with the planets. In C we again find strange, apparently semitic names applied to the doors or the heavens themselves (Sabaoth, Elioth, Ioth, Iohim), while in a section introducing the 7HA, C names the heavens lyftlic, oferlyftlic, fyrena, rodor, etc., a system used partly in LF, N, and M. This
system is based on the names of the elements: extending above the earth are found the regions of air, ether, fire, water (that above the firmament) - to which are added ὅ ἐμπυρίον and Sedes Trinitatis. This system of heavens is still somewhat mysterious. It may reflect a mere haphazard collection of names without much sense or system; but there is a strong probability that as more fragments of the ZHA come to light we shall be able to detect a well developed theory of celestial immortality therein. At present it is impossible to trace the origin. It is obvious that the first five heavens are parts of a cosmological system; whereas Caelum Angelorum and Caelum Trinitatis belong to the field of mystical speculation on the abodes of the spiritual beings and the souls of the Blessed.

Not only in name but also in content are the heavens of FA mysterious. In so far as some of the heavens contain places of torments they conform to the concept of hostile mautharas. But the punishments are applied to all sinners alike. No distinctions are made to indicate that one type of sin is punished in one station and another type in another. Furthermore the twelve year period of torment is very mysterious. If the action of the torments were purificatory, there would be no difficulty in explaining them as temporal punishments intended to accomplish satisfaction for sins forgiven,
but for which penance has not yet been performed; but according to our text, the sinners do not profit from these sufferings: their path is one of various torments, leading to condemnation, and consumption by the twelve fiery dragons. The only reasonable solution that presents itself is that some of these heavens are types of fore-hells.

It will be noted that there are five places of trial. The sixth heaven is a sort of dressing-room, containing precious stones which illumine the souls. When the souls reach the sixth heaven, the author makes no distinction in the treatment of the good and wicked souls, he merely says that they are illuminated with the brilliance of precious stones. In a five-station-system, after being tried in the fifth station, we would expect the souls of the damned to be relegated to hell, rather than be permitted further ascent. Thus in the Armenian fragment given in translation in the Commentary to Job, judgment occurs in the fifth heaven. The implication is that the damned get no farther. However, FA puts the judgment in the seventh heaven—hence the contradiction.

The system of τελεσία, as found e.g. in Cyril of Alexandria (Hom. XIV) needs no special judge: judgment is accomplished by the examination of each station. At the end of the ascent the just are led to heaven, the wicked go
to hell.

The above brief treatment should make it clear that the \textit{THA} as found in \textit{FA} is decidedly different from other descriptions we possess of the souls journey through the heavens. The many signs of reworking it betrays reflect attempts to adjust to changing concepts of the next world. The further study of the various fragments of this apocryphon does not belong to the present work, where we are mainly interested in throwing light on the vision itself. I hope to make the comparative study of these fragments the subject of a special monograph.

Before leaving this subject it should be pointed out that the heaven of light described in the earlier sections of \textit{FA} is in complete harmony with the seven-heavens sections. Originally conceived of as constituting the special world of the powers of darkness, the station of the archons have above them their opposite, the realm of light. Most extant Gnostic fragments follow the same general pattern; it is especially prominent in the \textit{Mandaean books}. In view of this it is a reasonable conjecture that sections four to twenty have preserved for us a consecutive fragment describing the ascent of the seven heavens and the City of God at the summit of this ascent.

The sixth heaven, with its treasure-house of precious
stones, is especially important in directing us into the channels whence this apocryphon was derived. In the Commentary on the section (168), these stones are compared to the ω̄-ψ-κ of Ezechiel 28; they constitute the treasure house of light, which was also a Θεοσάμες Ἰωής. This treasury of light plays an important part in the Gnostic writings, e.g. in Pistis Sophia, where it is frequently mentioned. One of the finest descriptions of this light-world is contained in the chapter entitled κατά τοῦ̂ ιπτομέα (treasury of life) in the Mandaean Book of John, especially the Diamond-World of Section 58.

The origin of this heavenly treasure-house will probably never be quite clear, any more than the ω̄-ψ-κ of Ezechiel. It is substituted for the usual tree of life: the gem-like brightness of the perfect soul is a sharing in the brilliance of the Divine Treasure: this treasure communicates δόγα or Ἡβ. One would naturally suppose that this treasure house does not belong in the sixth heaven, but rather in the heavenly paradise, the seventh heaven, where, according to FA, the ιπτόμεν is resting upon a throne supported by four columns of precious stones. Unfortunately,

it is impossible to re-establish the original plan of this celestial paradise because of our limited source-material. Judging from the names of the heavens in LF and N (Caelum Angelorum, Caelum Trinitatis, etc.) we are definitely in the abodes of light after passing the fifth heaven. I would conclude from this that the original plan of FA had five τελωνια in the (purgatorial and judicial) ascent, followed by two other heavens, the Heaven of the Angels, and the Heaven of the Trinity, derived from speculative mystical theology, and completely foreign to the archon-planet system whence the τελωνια are derived. It is another example of the widespread contamination of ideas and motifs to be found in FA.

Examining sections 15B - 20, the reader will doubtlessly conclude that the 7HA as there preserved is in a very fragmentary state. Only two ostiarii, Michael and Ariel, are mentioned by name. Michael has a double role: not only is he an ἄρχων in section 15C, but he is also the ψυχομομπός of 18B. As we know the seven heavens system from other sources, we would expect a complete set of names for the archons. Comparing the fuller lists of K, G, and LF we find similar gaps and discrepancies. No fragment of the 7HA is complete. After repeated examination of the Semitic looking names preserved
in K, C, and LF, I am convinced that the numerous possible (and plausible) interpretations of them are too conjectural to be of any help in determining the origin of the apocryphon. Perhaps they were never intended to have a meaning. If they are ultimately derived from a Gnostic account of the ascent, then we may be quite sure that they were magic names. It was important to know them, but their meaning (if they had any) was of no importance. C, e.g., tells us that the name of the second heaven is ELIOTH, which is somewhat like the Archon Ζλελθοις of the Ophite-System (Orig. contr. Cels. VI. 31.32). However, even if the identity could be demonstrated it would be of little help, for we would then have to explain why the name of the archon became the name of the door.

This state of things can have only one meaning. When the apocryphon was used in FA it had already reached a stage wherein the original Gnostic elements were no longer understood, or were positively rejected. The names were no longer of importance, hence they were omitted or grossly miswritten. Likewise the inimical archons gave way to archangels. The implication is that the theory of ascent had once been an important element in the belief of the sect which developed it, but under more orthodox Christian views it was modified to eliminate the dualism implied. Christian thought
had banished the powers of darkness to hell. With such a doctrine the mättartas as such were no longer necessary; in fact, they would be considered heretical.

So adaptation and modification were necessary. The archons could still be judges, and the torments of the mättartas could be turned into purgatories or fore-hells. This is the stage reached in FA. It is a prime document for the study of the later development of the Himmelreise-theory, and in its combination of effective purgatorial torments and fore-hells it is a unique document.

For one aspect of the seven heavens in FA, the twelve year periods of torment, a plausible explanation may be advanced. Twelve years was a common period of penance in the Celtic Church. I believe that in 7HA, the author is trying to teach that damnation involves two types of suffering: the temporal suffering which must be undergone for sins which are forgiven but for which penance was not performed; eternal punishment which took place after the General Judgment. However, this is only an opinion, for there is also a strong probability that the number twelve is part of the symbolic system which gives us the twelve dragons, the twelve walls of hell, and the twelve thousand cubits. To attempt a categorical solution to the problem would be futile.
The symbols used in the Commentary for citing the various versions of 7HA are the following:

**K:** The Reichenschau-fragment at Karlsruhe, published by Donacion de Bruyne in Rev. Benedictinae XXIV (1907), p. 311. The entire passage is given in Appendix I, p. 307-308.

**C:** The 7HA from MS CCCD 41, published by Willard, Two Apocrypha in Old English Homilies, 1935, pp. 4-6. The pertinent sections are given in Appendix II, p. 308-311.

**LF:** The Evernew Tongue, according to LF, Vol. II, 20 (22). The information in the Commentary is based on Seymour's outline in ZCP XIV (1923) pp. 20-21.

**N:** The Evernew Tongue, according to MS 23. L. 29 (RIA). Information derived from Seymour, ZCP XIV (1923), p. 22.

**M:** The Evernew Tongue, as in the modern version of 1817, ed. G. Dottin, "Une Redaction Moderne du Teanga Bithnua," RC XXVIII (1907), pp. 295-297.

For other versions and interpretations of the seven heavens in Irish Literature, the reader is referred to the article by Seymour, "The Seven Heavens in Irish Literature," ZCP XIV (1923), pp. 18-30.
PART IV: Imagery.

Εἰκὼν δὲ τῆς ἀδρανίου ἐκκλησίας ή ἐπηρεῖος.

Throughout the Commentary attention is called to the apparent confusion and juxtaposition of unrelated types of imagery. Here some attempt will be made to explain the general architecture of the celestial world of FA.

To understand certain features, it will be necessary to keep in mind the original pattern of the inimical archons and the realm of light. The heavens may be considered as spheres or zones, rising one above the other. The seventh heaven is the realm of light, and is protected from the originally hostile powers of the inferior heavens by a seven-fold wall. This wall is a φραγμος κανιας, a fortification against evil. It resembles the seven golden walls built about the Realm of Light by Hibil.

Each of these walls is higher than the preceding one, yielding the image of a seven terraced zikkurat. This structure or zikkurat is called a city. The text does not make it clear whether it is the same as the seventh heaven or extends above it. Its seven walls are of crystal, coloured

with various hues. Anz and Bousset have demonstrated the ultimate Babylonian origin of such idealised representations of the universe. Nearly fifty years ago, Dieterich, discussing the controversial theories of the Himmelsreise, wrote:

Aber immerhin mag Anz mit recht die κλίμακος Ξενιτάνυλος mit dem Thor darüber im Mithrasdienste bei Origes o. Cels. VI.22 und die verschiedenen Farben der Tore nach den Farben der Planeten auf traditionen Babyloniens zurückführen, wo der Turm der sieben Planeten vielleicht (die Rekonstruktionen scheinen wirklich sehr unsicher zu sein) sieben verschiedene Farben trug und darüber das haus des Gottes stand, und wo jedenfalls die sieben Mauern von Ebenbana die verschiedenen Farben tragen. 3

This tower of the seven Planets with its seven walls of various hues, and the dwelling of God at the summit is the same structure that FA gives us. Unfortunately, the description in sect. 11 is very short, but it is sufficient to classify the celestial city of FA among the types described by Anz and Bousset. It is interesting to note that in FA the city bears the mark (image, countenance) of the sun on its base. In the four planet lists found in the Mandaean Books, Śamiś (\(\hat{\text{ω}}\text{-}\hat{\text{π}}\text{κ}\text{ύ}\text{ω}\)) is always the first (lowest) of the planets.

1. Anz, Ursprung des Gnostizismus. The book is mainly devoted to elucidating the obscure origins of the archon-planet scheme in the various Gnostic systems.
and also the first ṭattartā. There can be little doubt that this Irish vision has preserved another example of the "Babylonian" type of celestial city.

For a Christian writer acquainted with the אֵן הַכְּלָל or ṭattartā -types of celestial city, the zikkurat-like "Babylonian" city could serve as an excellent image for the heavenly Jerusalem. The sun image on the base, which no longer had any significance as the sign of a hostile ṭattartā was well suited to the Christian symbolism of Christ as the בְּרֵא מַלְאך. This symbolism is explained in the Commentary to section 11.

For the author of PA, the zikkurat was a "crystal city in the sky", and the temple at its summit was a Christian Church. It is a most amazing bit of syncretism.

Thus the major features of the celestial city of PA are quite clear. There are seven regions, one above the other, called heavens. The seventh is a city surrounded by seven walls. This seven walled city is to be thought of as a zikkurat. The different hues of the walls were originally derived from the colours of the seven planets. This idealised Eklbatana has been stripped of its original cosmographic significance.

3. Malach. 3.20.
and is retained as an image for the Civitas Dei.

The remaining imagery of the celestial city is apparently derived from features of oriental ecclesiastical architecture. A few details will make this clear. The churches of the East, Greek, Syrian, Coptic, or Abyssinian have the following features in common, whether they be rectangular, cruciform or round. The building is divided into three principal sections: the sanctuary, the choir, the place for the congregation. The sanctuary, the hekal of the Copts, the kuds-al-kudas of the Syrians, contains an

1. The terraced Babylonian tower was in all probability a representation of the "אַבָּל" before it acquired significance as a cosmological symbol. This is suggested by names like E-kur (mountain-home) at Nippur, and Etemenanki (house of the foundations of heaven and earth) at Babel. The tower at Nippur was called Duranki (bridge?) between heaven and earth, i.e. mountain). See Haspero, Dawn of Civilisation, pp. 628 ff., and esp. Th. Dombart, Der Sakralturm, I Teil: Zikkurat, Munich, 1920. Cf. G. H. Kraeling, "The Tower of Babel", JAO S, 1920, pp. 275 ff., H. Gunkel, "Turmbau", RGG V (2nd ed.), col. 1325 ff. That the seven walled city in FA was identified with a temple is obvious from the church-imagery used in its description. When heaven (as the summit of the "אַבָּל"
"אַבָּל") is symbolised as a church (temple) the various regions of the church become the various "lands" of heaven. Hence names like "tir na naeb", "mag muintre nime" for νάνος and ναῶς. The house of the god at the summit of the zikkurat = heaven = the church (ἡ ἅρπας - νιος ἐκκλησίας).

2. I have made the description very general in order to include the greatest number of possibilities. Several features in the description of the "City" in FA suggest a round structure, with the throne forming its centre. However, the description in 5B suggests that the throne is orientated. Furthermore, the "golden porch" faces the inhabitants of the "tir na naeb" from one direction (the South). In view of this it is difficult to choose a particular type of church as the model for FA.
elevated alter which is orientated. The alter stands free and is overhung by a baldachino supported on four columns. The sanctuary is separated from the nave of the church by an iconostasis furnished with three doors. During parts of the liturgical service these doors are closed by a curtain.

The nave contains the raised seats of the choir, and stalls for pre-eminent members of the laity. Both nave and sanctuary are lit by numerous hanging lamps.

The nave (ναός) communicates with the places of the congregation either directly, or via a covered portico (ναός θησεως or better δια θοσω ναός θησεως). This portico may in turn communicate with a (generally) rectangular courtyard. The Church of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem, frequently imitated in the Aethiopian churches, consists of two round structures, one within the other, the inner one called makdas (the "holy place", sanctuary), and separated from the outer one by a continuous passage (like a circular ναός θησεως).

1. See Heiler, Urkirche und Ostkirche, p. 468.
2. For the iconostasis and its history see Leclercq, "Iconostase", DACL, VII, 1, pp. 31-48.
3. This is especially true of the Coptic churches. See Heiler, l.c., p. 485.
The sanctuary is entered only by the officiating ecclesiastics (priest, bishop, deacons). The nave is for the choir and distinguished laymen. The general congregation is placed in the ναός or in the courtyard leading to it.

It is a probable conjecture that the "tir na naeir" of sect. 4 is derived from the outer court described above. The rectangular walls would suggest the grouping according to the four directions. The "mag muintre nine" of section 7 is equivalent to the "long" of sect. 4. Both refer to the nave (ναός) of the church. This is in clear view of those in the "tir na naeir". The golden porch of 5B is the ναός, the crystal veil is either the iconostasis itself, or the curtain of the iconostasis.

The royal throne of sect. 8 is probably the altar. The great arch above it is either the baldachino or the (ornamented) dome of the sanctuary. The four columns could be derived either from the supports of the altar or the support of the baldachino.

The choir in the nave (sect. 13) represents the angelic hosts. The ναός is considered to be the place where

---

1. In MS K, God is represented as sitting on a precious stone "unde venit lux et ignis". This may have been suggested by the altar-stone. However, most heavenly Jerusalems are made of gold and silver, pearls and precious stones, and that may account for the gold, the crystal, the precious stones in the heaven of FA.
the direct vision of God takes place after the Judgment. The choirs are divided by chancel screens into groups of two. This division is quite natural, for two choirs are needed for the proper recitation of the office.

The flaming angels and the burning jewels were probably suggested by the numerous candles and lamps.

This explanation, though brief, clarifies the apparent confusion of images, and gives some hint of their immediate derivation. However, this approach alone does not suffice to explain the further symbolic use of these concepts in the Vision. There is an air of mystical speculation throughout the descriptive portions of the vision. In the Commentary this is explained by comparison with similar treatment in Jewish mystical writings, wherein comparable symbolism derived from the temple-services and apocalyptic passages from the Bible is found.

The above described approach to the imagery of FA does not exclude other interpretations. When idealised, the original γαῖα, the "long" of section 4 might well be thought of as a sphere or globe floating in the sea of the sky. This is suggested in the Commentary to sect. 4. The basic images can be derived from aspects of church-structure and liturgical actions, but we have no certain solution to these images when used as symbols. That is why it has been
impossible in the course of the Commentary to give a decisive answer to the various problems of symbolism.

Some aspects of the symbolism of FA may be illustrated by similar traits in the Imrama-literature. The necessary material has been gathered and applied by Seymour (IVO, esp. Chap. III, pp. 62-96) and by Boswell (IPD, esp. pp. 174-206). The reader is referred to these two works for things like the music of the four columns, instances of three birds associated with the other world, and kindred topics. Unfortunately the comparable symbolic elements in the Imrama-literature are generally far more cryptic than those in FA, and I have therefore left most of this material out of the Commentary, lest the explanation attempted should devolve into an illustration of the unknown by material still more obscure. Singing stones and flaming jewels can be found in the popular tales of many nations, but I have not discovered any such stones, jewels, or columns the musical qualities of which are associated with the liturgical images forming the basis of the symbolism in FA. At present I am inclined to think that the musical properties attached to certain symbols in the vision were added by the Irish redactor, though this assumption gives us no clue as to why they were added. It could hardly be expected that the materials used for the vision would not acquire some of the
characteristics of Irish Literature when they passed into Irish hands.
PART V: Miscellaneous Topics.

1. Adamnan. Adamnan u Thinne, c. 625-704, was the ninth abbot of Iona. Boswell (IPD, pp. 4-28) has gathered together the principal facts of his life. The vision bearing his name is not the work of Adamnan, nor can it be considered an authentic report of a vision seen by the great abbot. His name was probably attached to the Vision to give it greater authority as reflecting the teaching of the Roman Church, for it was well known that Adamnan adopted the Roman Easter and tonsure. However, FA does not show any definite traces of Roman teachings, but points rather to the eschatology of the oriental churches, especially the churches of Egypt. This was probably the accepted Irish theory before the introduction of the Roman reforms, but why it should be defended as Roman in a piece written c. 1000 A.D. remains a mystery. The vision as we have it has been so shortened (and possibly altered) that it could be interpreted to fit several theories of the next life. Despite this fact, it betrays its eastern origin in so many places that it may possibly represent the attitude of certain groups who wished to claim the title Roman while clinging to their older (and oriental) theories of the future life. If this be true, then the Vision of Adamnan may have been a polemic writing, a product of the schism which
broke out between the Roman and Celtic parties in Iona after Adamnan's death. This, however, is pure conjecture, and I prefer to avoid any theory as to the purpose of the Vision apart from its obvious doctrinal content. With the exception of sect. 30, the Vision of Adamnan contains little parainetic material. It is certainly not a call to a religious revival, and the tone is far from controversial. So far as can be determined from the extant text it is a sober statement of an eschatological theory, expressed in the descriptive and symbolic language of apocalyptic.

The doctrine contained is traced not only to Adamnan, but to Patrick, the Roman popes Silvester and Fabian, and even to Peter and Paul. It would seem that such a claim to authenticity could only be required in circumstances where this traditional teaching was threatened by a rival doctrine.

2. Angelology. There are some aspects of the angelology of FA which deserve comment. We find the word angel used in the original meaning of the word in section 9, which mentions the numerous messengers who go to and from the Lord. Throughout the Vision the term guardian angel occurs several times. These guardian angels remain in the service of the souls entrusted to them until the Day of Judgment. Their assistance is especially required in the difficult ascent of
the seven heavens (sect. 15B). A distinction is made between angels and archangels, but no other classes are mentioned by name. The proper names of three angels are given: Michael, Ariel, and Abersetus.

According to sect. 4, the nine choirs are in a vessel (nave), and their function is the chanting of the divine office (see sect. 7). In addition to the choir-angels, there are the "soldiers" of sect. 8, "in the forms of horses and birds".

The Celestial City is illuminated by flaming angels, some distributed around the circumference, others in the centre (sect. 13). As symbols these angels may have some sidereal significance, representing the luminous celestial bodies. The image created by the flaming angels about the Royal Throne is a brief πινγγ-picture and should be compared with the complicated system of angelology found in 3 En., especially chapters 17-25. The Commentary contains detailed information about the various categories and functions of these beings of light.

3. Light Images. For convenience a brief summary of the light-images of the first twenty sections of FA is given below:

Sect. 4: The Land of the Saints is fruitful and luminous. The inhabitants wear white robes and shining white hoods.

Sect. 5A: The Blessed contemplate a light (σοίλσα).
Sect. 5B: A fiery circle surrounds the land of the saints.

Sect. 6: The groups of guardian angels are described as "bright".

Sect. 7: The brilliance of the "mag muinteire nime" is greater than that of the Land of the Saints.

Sect. 8: The Throne is flaming eternally.

Sect. 9: The "Powerful Lord" on the throne is said to possess "glowing heat .. ruddiness .. exceeding brilliance, brightness".

Sect. 10: The "Powerful Lord" is seven times brighter than the sun. He is a fiery mass, burning eternally, "Heaven and earth are filled with His brilliance, and there is the brightness about Him like that of a king's star".

Sect. 11: The City is of crystal, illuminated with the "countenance of the sun".

Sect. 12: The Blessed are arranged about the Royal Throne "with splendour and beauty".

Sect. 13: The three precious stones are, in their upper portions, burning lamps. Seven thousand angels like great candles brighten the city. Seven thousand others burn about the Throne.

Sect. 14B: One of the veils at the principal entrance to the City is of fire.

Sect. 16: The souls of the "saints" are cleansed until they reach a purity and brightness comparable to the brilliance of the stars.
Sect. 18B: The souls are illumined with the brightness and splendour of precious stones.

These images show clearly that we are really in a Realm of Light in the heaven of FA. The Commentary gives numerous analogs for the various images. Compare also the remarks made above (Introduction, Part III) about the world of light above the stations of the archons.

4. Hell. The description of Hell in FA, with the exception of the bridge, provides no difficulties of interpretation. It fits traditional patterns of the underworld, be they eastern or western, Christian, Jewish, Mohammedan, or Persian. As preserved in FA, the hell-sections betray signs of reworking which has disturbed the original relationship between the crime and its punishment. So far as eschatological theory is concerned, this hell is presented as a temporary place of punishment. The fire of eternal torment (29B) is not inhabited by souls after the General Judgment. It is the same distinction that is still made in the Orthodox-Greek Church between the fire of the ἑλέον and the eternal pains of Gehenna. Details of imagery and structure are treated at length in the Commentary.

The material collected by Seymour (IVO, pp. 39-61) proves that this type of hell was well known in Ireland. It is suggested in the Commentary that the author (or Irish redactor) of FA was well acquainted with the type of hell he describes, but probably found the Himmelsroise-theory a bit obscure. This, however, does not mean that in origin the
hell-portion is older than the first twenty sections. The Commentary demonstrates that the basic motifs of the heaven-sections are found already in Clement of Alexandria, Origen, and in several gnostic sects which antedate them. There is no sound reason for assuming that the materials of both heaven and hell sections were not in existence and conjoined as early as the fourth century A.D. The eastern flavour found throughout FA would lead one to believe that the original vision was introduced into western Europe and thence into Britain by the monastic movement. It is worth recalling that the fragment of 7HA denoted by K in the Commentary is regarded as a Priscillianist fragment. When Priscillian was put to death by Maximus in 385 some of his followers were banished to the Scilly Islands. Direct passage to Ireland would then be easy, and this sect may have introduced the apocryphon at an early date. Seymour's distinction between Adannan I and Adannan II is derived from his theory that the heaven-sections represent a tenth century attitude toward the eschatological problem. They may as well represent a fourth century viewpoint. Seymour's theory rests upon the interpretation of sect. 14A as a purgatory— an assumption which has no foundation in the text. No certain explanation of 14A is possible, but the conjectures given in the Commentary show at least that
another approach is possible.
PART VI: Previous Studies of the Vision.

The Bibliography contains a complete list of the previous studies of FA. Two works are of especial importance: Boswell's *An Irish Precursor of Dante*, and Seymour's *Irish Visions of the Other World*.

Boswell's book is well written and entertaining, and can be read with profit by anyone interested in the Vision. The material he has gathered together is of some value in indicating the various fields of literature to be used for comparative purposes. The summary of the vision-tradition, entitled "The Legend in Ireland" (pp. 113–174) is a convenient introduction to the voyage-literature and related types. However, Boswell's treatment often takes the reader far away from the actual text and problems of the Vision, and he frequently fails to indicate the authorities for his opinions. His treatment is general rather than specific, and since he fails to quote the actual words of parallels from his sources, the reader is often forced to rely upon his interpretations, instead of being able to examine the analogs and form his own conclusions. He explains inconsistencies by admitting numerous interpolations, apparently following the principle that what accords with his views of good literary structure belongs to the original (and superior) part of the text. His treatment of eschatological theory is
too general to enable the reader to form an accurate opinion of his interpretation. I believe that, in general, the book is based on secondary sources rather than upon the direct examination of apocalyptic texts. These defects of method and presentation seriously detract from the book.

Rather than give a detailed critique of Boswell's method and conclusions here, I have indicated in the Commentary those aspects of his interpretation which I consider unfounded. Otherwise I have not used his materials, for his parallels are frequently too generalised to be of value for direct comparative use. References are given to those sections of IPD which treat at length subjects which I have not cared to develop in the Commentary.

Seymour's work is on a far different level, for his interest is primarily the eschatological theory contained in FA. He assigns the hell-sections to an earlier period than the heaven-sections, and thus splits the Vision into two parts, Adamnan I and Adamnan II. This has been pointed out above, Part V, no. 4. His method of dealing with Adamnan I (sections 1-20) may be seen from the following quotation:

As we read Adamnan (I) it can at once be perceived that we are moving in a new eschatological atmosphere, and one very different from that of the visions and tales related in the first two chapters (so. of IVD). This becomes increasingly clear when certain excisions are made. Sections 11-13, which describe the appearance of the City of God
and its inhabitants, must be omitted. As has just been said, its citizens are the blest in Heaven, who have been previously described in sections 7-10. Furthermore, we are told that the people in the Land of Saints are separated from God and from the Host of Heaven respectively by a veil and by a portico, which do not leave room for the introduction of a further partition in the shape of a sevenfold ring of fortifications. In addition, the sections (15-18) which describe the ascent of the souls through the Seven Heavens must be also omitted. (IVO, 105).

It can easily be concluded that by following this method, the Vision could be made to fit any theory of the next life. Seymour has imposed upon the Vision his own plan of what a tenth century western eschatological text should be, and has rejected as interpolations those parts which do not fit into his theory of a fourfold division of souls immediately after death. The impossibility of any certain interpretation of 14A has already been pointed out. The only thing that can be said with confidence about these souls is that the places of their detention do not correspond with western ideas of a purgatory. It seems strange that Seymour, if he wanted a purgatory, did not interpret the second heaven as a locus purgatorius - this would have been a far more plausible assumption.

The objection to the images of sections 11-13 is also unfounded. That the imagery is obscure is certainly true, but keeping in mind that the author is imposing images
derived from church-structure upon imagery derived from the (gnostic?) Realm of Light, there is really no inconsistency. The choir-arrangement is but another aspect of the "mag 
muintire nime," as has been pointed out above (Introduction, Part IV.). The key to such imagery is the simple statement of Clement: Εἰκὼν δὲ τῆς οὐράνιου ἐκκλησίας ἡ ἐνιείου. To the modern reader the imagery may well be obscure, but for one steeped in the monastic tradition, the mystical interpretation of the liturgy, and the symbolism of the church, it would be immediately understandable.

Furthermore, there is no sound reason for rejecting the sections dealing with the soul's ascent of the heavens. The general pattern of such a celestial world has been outlined above in Part IV. Enough is known of the Himmelsreise-theory to show that in some circles it was the accepted way of visualising the immediate fate of the soul after death. I believe that the ΤΗΛ used in ΠΑ has been subjected to several stages of adaptation, mainly in an attempt to eliminate the dualism implied in the original archon-world. This, of course, makes it difficult to interpret, but the difficulty arises from our scanty information about the theory implied rather than from the text itself. Seymour himself ended his examination of the vision by attributing the ΤΗΛ in ΠΑ to the original author (IVO, 119).
The chief defects in Seymour's treatment arise from his attempt to read into the text a logical scheme of the fate of souls immediately after death. Using the flexible terms "boni", "mali", "boni non valde", "mali non valde", as his categories, he sets out to discover such classes in various groups of souls described in the Vision. Thus those of sect. 14A are labelled "mali non valde" merely for the sake of the theory. In reality the text gives us no clue as to how these souls should be classified.

Enough has been said to demonstrate Seymour's method. Further criticisms are incorporated into the Commentary. It should be emphasised that apart from these errors of interpretation, the work of Seymour in IVO and elsewhere (see Bibliography under Seymour) is of marked importance in the study of Irish apocrypha. His work on the seven heavens in Irish literature, his careful gathering of materials pertaining to the development of eschatological theory in Ireland are of prime value to the student of this branch of literature. Every investigator in the field is to some extent indebted to him, for he first called attention to significant texts and published convenient analyses thereof.

Since IVO the most important contribution to the study of FA was made by Rudolph Willard. In an excellently written monograph, Two Apocrypha in Old English Homilies (1935)
Willard published an Anglo-Saxon fragment of 7HA which he had discovered in the marginalia of MS CCC 41. This fragment has been used in the Commentary to the seven heavens sections, and is quoted in full in an appendix (II). Not only is the fragment of considerable value in elucidating some of the more obscure aspects of the 7HA, but it also demonstrates that this apocryphon was known and used in some branch of the Anglo-Saxon Church. This fairly recent discovery makes it seem quite possible that more such material will come to light, and that in time the remaining mysteries of 7HA will be solved. In MS 41 the apocryphon is inserted into a homily on the last ends. I intended to provide a complete transcription of this homily for comparative purposes, but unfortunately my microfilm did not arrive in time to make this possible.
THE PROLOGUE ACCORDING TO LB
Fis Adomnain incipit.

A. Magnus Dominus noster et magna virtus Ejus, et sapientiae Ejus non est numerus. Is uasal ocus is adamra in coimdiu, is mor ocus is machtmigthia nert ocus a chumachtu, nis fil orich na uimir for immud a eona na a moreolaes.

B. Suscipientem mansuetos dominus, humiliat hautem peccatores usque ad terram. Tocuirid din in coimdid chucie documm nime lucht na derci ocus na trocaire ocus na cendsa ocus na condirole. Toirbirid tra ocus trascoaid docum talman ocus ifirn comthinol n-starbach na mac mallachtan.

C. In spirut noeb, in spirut ota cech oomdignad ocus cech oomairli don eolais cechtarda phe tarlaicthi ocus nufiadnaise, is e in spirut sin ro insorched dana ocus derritiusa na ndilig n-diada don eolais, cuirthe fon uli domun. Is e in Spirut sin do rinfid na briathra sa triasin rigfaith, i. David mac Iese conapair: Magnus dominus noster, Is mor ocus is adbul ar tigerna-ne, in coimdiu Isu Crist, i.e. nemo potest ei dignam laudam afferre. Is inand on, ocus ni thic do neoch molad is
imohubaid fris do denum do. Major est omni
laude virtus qua condidit naturam rerum et
sustinet molem gravem terram. Ar do roisce
ceeh molad him nert ocus im ohumachtu consu-
thain or thuismestar aíoned na ndul ocus ic
fulang met ocus trumma na talman oenach cum-
scanugud foraib.

D. Et sapientiae Ejus non est numerus, i.e. Pater
cognoscit qualitatem omnium rerum. Is immda
fis ocus eolus in choimded, is inund on ocus
cid at imda, ocus cid at eosaíla na duli, ni
fil inntib ni no beth i n-anfollsi do.

E. Susciptiens mansuetos dominus, i.e., humiles
ad himáginem Dei legi non adversantes. Aur-
foemaid in Coimdiu chuci ina muinterus na
cainduthrachtaig ocus na cendais. Ferend sin
choimetaid inntib do gres cosmailius ocus him-
aigin De, ocus na tecait i n-agaid in rechta
atharda.

F. Humiliet hautem peccatores, i. est, solos man-
suetis contrarios, scilicet immites, et ad
promerendum scripturarum intellectum mansue-
tudinem carentes. Deroilid din ocus toirnid
Magnus Dominus noster, et magna virtus Ejus, et sapientiae Ejus non est numerus. The Lord is exalted and wonderful, His strength and His power are great and marvellous. There is neither limit nor measure to the abundance of His wisdom.
or of His great knowledge.

B. Suscipiens mansuetos Dominus, humiliat haeutem peccatores usque ad terram. Therefore, the Lord draws unto Himself into heaven the charitable and the merciful, the meek and the considerate. Moreover, He bows down and plunges towards the earth and towards hell the unprofitable assembly of the damned.

C. The Holy Spirit, the Spirit from whom comes ever consolation and every Counsel to the Church of both the Old and the New Testaments, He is the Spirit who revealed the graces and mysteries of the divine laws to the Church placed throughout the entire world. He is the Spirit who inspired these words through the royal prophet, viz. David, son of Jesse, so that he said: Magnus Dominus noster. Great and vast is our Lord, The Lord Jesus Christ, i.e. nemo potest ei dignam laudem afferre. That means to say that no one is capable of rendering unto Him suitable praise. Major est omni laude virtus qua condidit naturam rerum et sustinet molem gravem terram. For he excels every praise with reference to the strength and the eternal might by which is created the nature
of things, and which supports the immensity and
the weight of the earth without any commutation.

D. Et sapientiae Ejus non est numerus, i.e. Pater
cognoscit qualitatem omnium rerum. The knowledge
and wisdom of the Lord are abundant - that is to
say, no matter how numerous and diverse creatures
are, there is nothing among them which is unclear
to Him.

E. Suscipiens mansuetos Dominus, i.e. humiles ad
himaginem Dei legi non adversantes. The Lord
takes unto Himself into His family the well-inten-
tioned and the meek. That group maintain within
themselves always the similarity and image of
God, and do not go contrary to the law of the
Father.

F. Humiliat hautem peccatores, i.e. est solos mansue-
tis contrarios, scilicet inimici, et ad promeren-
dum scripturarum intellectum mansuetudinem caren-
tes. Therefore, He weakens and humbles sinners.
They constitute that particular group which is opposed
to the meek, and whose lack of charity and meek-
ness prevent them from understanding the meaning
of the Holy Scripture.
Usque ad terram, i.e., usque ad sapientian terrenarum vel usque ad sensus carnis. He humbles them unto the earth, that is to say, unto earthly knowledge, or unto the senses.

H. Si igitur mansuetos, i.e., mites bona Domini in terra viventium possessuros esse certum est, quid aliud peccatores isti, i.e., immites et non mansueti qui eis contrarii sunt nisi sempiterna supplicia in generibus suis possidebunt, i.e. If it is certain, therefore, that there is an abundance of heavenly rewards for the meek and for the considerate, what else will the proud, the impious, and the uncharitable receive, unless an abundance of storms of the eternal punishments according to the various kinds.

The text of this prologue is taken from Windisch (IT 1, pp. 169-170). The Latin is badly garbled in the MS. I have accepted Windisch's restoration, introducing only one emendation, viz. viventium for vivendum (sect. H, line 47). In the Irish text the abbreviation ofe has been emended to cuirthe (sect. C, line 14). Both text and
translation have been divided into subsections to bring out the structure of the prologue.

This prologue is a long and well written commentary on the fifth and sixth verses of Psalm CXLVI (Vulgate-text). The author quotes both verses in full, and provides each in turn with an expanded translation (sections A and B). Then he explains the role of the Holy Spirit in inspiring David. (First half of sect. C). Then, having subdivided the two verses into four λέμματα, he proceeds to comment on each lemma in turn (second half of C, D, E, F, and G). In sect. II, he so interprets the words mansuetos and peccatores as to prepare the way for the coming vision: the rewards of the meek are contrasted with the punishments of the sinners.

The interpretation given to these verses was common in both eastern and western exegesis. This can easily be verified by consulting the commentaries of Hilary or Augustine. The author doubtless had such a commentary before him as he wrote. From this commentary he derived the lemmata and the Latin glosses thereon. These glosses he either translated or paraphrased as he understood them. In some instances he came quite close to the sense of Augustine in the Enarratio
Thus, with sections F and G the following passage may be compared: Reprehendentes Scripturas mysticas quibusdam rebus salubriter tegentes intelligentiam, ut parvuli exerceantur, et ipsa reprehensione immites facti, quod contrarium est mansuetis, humiliati sunt usque ad terram, ut incorporealem Deum sentire non posse, et quidquid de Deo cogitarent, nonnisi corporali cogitarent. (OSA, iv, col. 2344 ad o). For G cf. also the following words: Caro ista per quinque nuntios quosdam, quos appellamus sensus, percipit nonnisi corporalia: intelligibilia vero, et spiritualia mente capiuntur. Quia ergo illi (sc. Manichei) obscuritatem Scripturarum irriserunt, quae propterea clausae erant, ut pulsantes exercerentur, non ut parvulis negarentur, humiliati sunt usque ad terram, ut cogitare amplius non posse, quam quod per terram percipitur. (loc., col. 2344B). On the interpretation of peccatores, cf.: Peccatores ergo hoc loco immites, et eos qui mansueti non sunt, intelligimus. Quare humiliat usque ad terram? Reprehendunt intelligibilia, terrena sensuri sunt. (loc., col. 2343, ad C).

Judging from these similarities of thought, the author used a cento-like commentary in which extracts from Augustine played a large part.

Such a prologue was probably chosen in order to
fit the vision for homiletic use. The commentary he used provided the author with a scriptural passage, and an appropriate bit of exegesis. It makes a good prelude for introducing the vision to a learned audience.
TEXT, TRANSLATION, and COMMENTARY
BASED ON THE VERSION OF
LU
Fís Adamnán só sís.

1. Is uasal ocus is adamraigthe in Comdui na ndúla ocus is mor ocus is machdaligthe a hert ocus a chumachta. Is cennaí ocus is sílgen, is trócar ocus is dearcach; ar tócurid dochum nimi chuid lucht na deirce ocus na trócaire, na censa ocus na connirle. Tairbirid, immorro, ocus trasraíd dochum n-íffirnd cómtinol n-éораíbdech n-étarbach na mac mallachtaí. Arfuírid derritusse ocus foiraice éoamla nimi dona bennachtnachail, ocus tairbirid illatu pián n-eoamal dona macaíb bás.

This below is the Vision of Adamnan.

Lofty and wonderful is the Lord of creatures, and great and marvellous is His strength and His power. He is mild and kind, merciful and loving, for He draws into heaven unto Himself the charitable and the merciful, the meek and the considerate; but He carries off, and plunges into hell the impious, unprofitable assembly of the wicked. He gives the mysteries and various rewards of heaven to the blessed, and bestows an abundance of various sufferings upon the children of death.
Lines 1-11. The Prologue: It is quite difficult to determine whether or not this prologue formed an original part of the text. It is missing in P. It is fitting insofar as the anagogical interpretation of Psalm CXLVI forms a suitable prelude to the content of the text. As it appears in LU, the Prologue is a summary, much reduced, of the LB Prologue. The text of LU adds one sentence, and considerably changes another. The relationship of the two texts can be seen in the following table where the sentences used from LB are placed beside the LU Prologue:

**LU:**

Is usal ocus is adaraigthe in Comdui na ndula, ocus is mor ocus is machdaigthe a nert ocus a chumachta.

Is cennais ocus is ailgen, is trocar ocus is dearcach.

Ar touirid dochum nimi chuici lucht na deirce ocus na trocaire, na censai ocus na connircle;

tairbirid immorro ocus trasraoid dochum n-iffirnd comtinol n- scraibdech n-estarbach na mac mallachtan.

**LB:**

Is usal ocus is adamu in Comdui, is mor ocus is nachtnaigi a nert ocus a chumachta . . .

(Lacking)

Touirid dano in Coimdiid chuicu documm nime lucht na derci ocus na troaire ocus na cendsa ocus na condirclo.

tairbirid trao ocus trascraoid docum talman ocus ifirn comthnol n-estarbach na mac mallachtan.
All Latin has been eliminated from the LU-prologue. Perhaps the redactor of LU was led to make the reduction in the text because he failed to understand the extensive Latin quotations in the LR-prologue. It will be noted that no Latin is quoted throughout the LU-text. LR preserves only one other bit of Latin, in sect. 19. There is thus not enough Latin in the Vision to say with certainty that the original was composed in Latin, or even derived directly from Latin sources. The LU prologue merely proves that a Latin commentary on the Psalms was used in its composition. It does not form an integral part of the Vision; it has merely been adapted to serve as an introduction. This adaptation and combining of originally unconnected materials is, however, a marked characteristic of Medieval homiletic, and is to be observed frequently in the Vision of Adomnan. Though such a process of combination seems to reveal a poor sense of literary structure, it cannot be criticised from this viewpoint. It was
the result of the constant excerpting that created the florilegia of the Middle Ages. Like the collections of example and the stereotyped miracula, so too homiletic materials were gathered under certain general headings, and could be used whenever the subject had only a general bearing on the matter to be discussed or preached. After a minute examination of the Vision of Adamnan, it will be seen that many of the motifs came from the most diverse sources. In fact, this characteristic has caused some critics, who judge the work from modern standards of prose composition, to assume numerous interpolations, an assumption which is all the more tempting because of the obvious shortened condition of the text as preserved for us. However, anyone acquainted with the struggling vernacular prose of insular popular homiletic in the tenth and eleventh centuries will see nothing too uncommon in this seemingly haphazard combination and assimilation of originally unrelated materials.

The LU prologue in its present form also suggests, from the beginning of the Vision, a tendency to shorten the text. This tendency will be observed repeatedly as the Vision is examined. The result is, in many instances, an obscurity of motif-relationship that baffles the modern reader in his attempt to read into the text a logical
eschatological theory expressed in logically arranged graphic details. Unfortunately, there were few Dantes among medieval homilists. To gain an adequate knowledge of such a text we are forced to trace back the individual motifs to comparable material in the great body of apocryphal literature that circulated in the Middle Ages. Thus we can partially reconstruct the materials used, see their interrelationship, and form some idea of the original of the Vision of Adamnan.
2. Sochaidi trá do naembaib ocus d'fírenaib in Comded na ndúla ocus d'apstalaib ocus descip-
laib Isú Crist dó ra feillsigtheá ráine ocus
derritiusa flatha ními fón cumma sin, ocus foch-
raice fororda na firén ocus dano dóra ra feill-
sigtheá píana écsama iffrind cosnafíb filet
intib. Ro feillsiged ém do Phetar apstal ind long
cesthararaddidi doleced do nim ocus cethri suanimain
esti. Binnithir each ceól a héstecht. Conúargabad
dano Pól apstal cosin tres nem co cóala briathra
diasnète na n-aingel ocus imacallaim n-adamraigthe
muintiri ními. Ruchta dano beos ind apstail uli
i llo estechta Muri co n-accatár píana ocus todér-
nama trúaga na ndáine n-anfechtnach dóra ra forcoin-
gair in Comdiu for ainglib ind fuinid oslooud in
talman ríasna apstalu co ro fegtaísc ocus co ro
inntimigtís hiffernd cona ilphíanaib amal do
rairngertsom fessin dóib aní sin ré čían rona
chésad.

Very many, indeed, are the saints and the
just of the Lord of creatures, and apostles and
disciples of Jesus Christ to whom have been re-
vealed the mysteries and secrets of the Kingdom
of Heaven in this manner, and the very golden
rewards of the just and to whom, moreover, were revealed the various punishments of hell together with those who are therein. Indeed, there was revealed to Peter the Apostle the rectangular vessel, with four cords upon it, which was let down from heaven: as sweet as any music was the listening to it. Moreover, Paul the Apostle was raised up to the third heaven so that he heard the ineffable words of the angels, and the marvelous conversation of the heavenly family. Furthermore, on the day of the death of Mary, all the apostles were transported so that they saw the pains and piteous sufferings of the unfortunate men, when the Lord commanded the angels of the West to open up the earth before the Apostles, in order that they might see and contemplate hell with its many torments, as He Himself promised this to them a long time before His passion.

----------------------------------------

Lines 1-4. This statement implies that the author is aware of an extensive apocalyptic literature. His work certainly illustrates this knowledge, for it would be difficult to find another vision which has combined so many traditions and so many motifs. The wording of these lines also implies
a distinction between Old and New Testament material by differentiating between the just of the "Comded na ndula", and the disciples of "Isu Crist". Unfortunately, there does not yet exist a thorough study of the survival of apocrypha in Ireland, but FA shows beyond doubt that much apocryphal literature little known today was read and utilised in the Celtic church. From this mass of imaginative literature it was relatively easy to select and recombine. FA reflects this syncretism throughout; it is a mosaic composed of pieces derived, at times, from conflicting theories of the next life. However, though FA in its present form may be discouraging because of its apparent lack of unity and its uncoordinated images, this second section shows that the author planned his work in two parts: a vision of heaven, and one of hell. Moreover, there are several remarks in the course of the text which reflect planning and conscious arrangement. Thus, there is a strong argument for the original unity of the work, a unity destroyed by the hand of the redactor, or by the unskilled attempt of a scribe to shorten the text.

Lines 4-6. The order of the revelations has already been stated in the Prologue. In the apocalyptic literature of the West, hell usually comes first. This is evident in
the visions of Laisren, and Drythelm. This was the probable sequence of Fursa's vision, for Bede (III, iii.19) says that he enjoyed "copiosior caelestium agminum visio", after experiencing the "accusationes malignorum."

Lines 6-7: cosnafid filet intib. Many western visions give the names of historical personalities and describe their condition in the next life. Fursa sees Beanus and Meldanus, Tundale sees Donacus, Conchober, Cormac, Ruadan, Patrick and others. FA contains no such names, limiting itself to a statement of the classes of blessed and damned souls.

Lines 7-9: Peter's vision is in Acts, x.11: Et vidit caelum apertum, et descendens vas quoddam velut linteum magnum, quatuor initiiis submitti de caelo in terram. The music of this "vas" is an invention of the author of FA. It is another example of the tendency, so frequently met with in Irish literature, of ascribing music to objects belonging to the Happy Other World. This motif appears several times in the course of the vision. The meaning of this symbolic music is quite obvious: the world of the blessed is one of perfect harmony. This harmony is possessed by every thing from the Happy Other World. Hell, on the contrary, is filled with the rude
The din of thunder, the music of hell is a cacophony. The distinction is nicely described in the section (14B) dealing with the gate of the heavenly city.

The author may have known an Apocalypse of Peter, but it is difficult to prove this. Yet the mention of Peter's vision seems to imply that the "vas quoddam" contained the "mysteries and secrets" of heaven and hell. The Akhmin-fragment of the Apocalypse of Peter does give the vision of heaven before that of hell, and is thus "von summa sin". In FA, sect. 32, is the following statement: Is e dano forsetol ba menciu dognid Petar ocus Pol ocus na apstail archena; .i. piana ocus forcraic d'innisin, arro faillingthea doib von cuma cotna. This obviously implies similar visions in the same order, attributed to Peter and Paul, and forms an argument of probability that the Apocalypse of Peter was known to the writer of FA.

Lines 9-12: Paul's vision is in 2 Cor.xii,2-4. There is more probability that the Visio Pauli was known to the author. Brandes' edition shows the popularity of the legend in Western Europe in both Latin and the vernacular languages. It may be pointed out that the declared
order of revelations in VPL corresponds with that of FA:
"Et respondens angelus dixit mihi: Sequere me, et ostendam tibi locum iustorum ubi ducuntur cum defuncti fuerint, et post hec adsumens te in abyssem ostendam tibi animas peccatorum, in qualem locum ducuntur cum defuncti fuerint". (ed. James, pp.14-15)

Lines 12-14. The tradition of a vision of hell granted to the Apostles on the day of the death of Mary (Transitus Mariae) is obscure. The closest resemblance to the statement in FA is found in a Syriac apocryphon (s.v. —vi) first published by Wright in 1865. He entitled the piece Obsequies of the Lady Mary. It is the same apocryphon used in the Irish version of the Transitus as found in LFF and Bodleian Land Misc. 610 (see JTS, xxiii, 36 ff.). The section of interest here reads as follows:

And after these things the Apostles say to our Lord: "Lord you said to us when you were with us, when we asked you that we might see the grave of Mary, that it would be well for us"; and you said to us: "If you wish to see this, wait until the day of the departing of Mary, and I will lead you, and you will see the dead". And when these things were said by the blessed Apostles, our Lord made a sign with His eyes, and a cloud snatched away the Apostles, and Mary, and Michael, and Our Lord with them, and carried them to where the sun sets, and left them there. And our Lord spoke to the angels of the pit, and the earth sprang upwards, and the pit was revealed in the midst of the earth. (ed. Wright, Syriac Text, p. 60)
The vision following has no connection with that in FA.
The last sentence quoted corresponds closely with sect. 2, lines 12-18.

**Line 15.** for ainglib ind fuinid. The situation of the underworld in the West is so very common that it needs no illustrations. The "angels of the West" are mentioned specifically in the Greek Apocrypha of Mary: τότε ἐκέλευσεν ὁ ἄρχιστρατήγος Μιχαὴλ ἀποκαλυφθῆναι τοὺς ἄγγελους τοὺς ἐπὶ δυσμῶν, καὶ ἔχανεν τὸ ἔδη καὶ εἶδεν τοὺς ἐν τῷ ἔδη κολαχομένους (ed. James, p. 116).

**Lines 18-19:** re cian rena chesad. It is difficult to trace any such promise in apocalyptic tradition. LB reads "gar rena chesad", P omits any reference. The Syriac apocryphon quoted above is no help in this matter. There may be a reference to this idea in Scela lai bratha:

Iṣu Crist mac De bi slanicid ind ule domair, in tres perso na deachta uasli, as chomsuthain ocus as confolbthaide dond Athair ocus don Spirt-ut Naem, iss e ro raid na scela sa gair bi riana chesad do folsigud na tuarasobala bias do fein 1 llo bratha conna noemaib ocus conna firenaib. (IU: 2307-2311)

This passage refers to the eschatological matters of Matt. xxiv-xxv, where the last things are being described by
Christ. The gospel contains no direct promise. However, the author may have had these passages in mind. If such a "promise" were contained in the apocryphal gospels, it would be quite natural to relate this promise with the eschatological portions of the synoptics. That such a process of association actually happened, and at an early date, is shown quite clearly in APA. Christ is speaking:

Πολλοὶ ἐξ αὐτῶν ἔσονται ψευδοπροφήται καὶ δοῦσι καὶ δόματα ποιήσων τῆς ἀπωλείας διδάσκοντοι, ἐκεῖνοι δὲ νῦν τῆς ἀπωλείας γενήσονται. Καὶ τὸτε ἐλεύσονται ὁ θεὸς ἐπὶ τῶν πιστῶν μου τῶν πεινῶντας καὶ διψῶντας καὶ θλιβομένους, καὶ ἐν τῷ—

Then occurs the strange interruption: Καὶ προσθεὶς δ Κύριος ἔφη: ἄρωμεν εἰς τὸ ὄρος, εὐδοκεῖαιμα. Ἀπερχόμενος δὲ μετ' αὐτὸν ἡμείς ὁ δαίμων μαθηταὶ ἐδείκτημεν, ὡς δὲ εἰς ἡμῖν ἐνα τῶν ἁδελφῶν ἡμῶν δικαίων τῶν ἐξελθόντων ἀπὸ τοῦ κόσμου, ἢν ἂν ἂρωμεν ποταποὶ εἰς τὴν μορφὴν, καὶ ἀραγίαντες παρα-

Then follow the visions of the just brethren, of heaven and of hell. Here an Evangelium Petri has been interrupted by an Apocalypsis Petri. The correct reading for the passage in FA is then, in all probability, "gar rena chosad", "a short time before His passion".
3. Ro faillsiged dano fó deóid do Adamnán u Thinne, do ardeonaid íarthair domain, labair-thir sund, dó ro eacmála a anim asa churp hi feil Iohain Baptist ocus dó rucad dochum richid co n-ainglib ními ocus iffrind cona dée-(é)-corstúag.

Finally, then, that which is spoken here was revealed to Adamnán u Thinne, a great scholar of the western world, when his soul departed from his body on the feast of John the Baptist and was brought to the heavenly kingdom with the angels of heaven and to hell with its rabble-host.

Now, when his soul separated from his body, the angel of its guarding appeared to it immediately, and took it with him to see first the Kingdom of Heaven.

Lines 1-2. Adamnán u Thinne. For Adamnán, and the attribution of the vision to him, see Introduction, p. 52.
Note that the vision is reported in the third person, and is not a narrative by Adamnan.

Lines 3-4: 1 feil Johain Baptist. Why the feast of John the Baptist has been selected as the occasion for the vision is not very clear. However, this may be an early reference to the fear which became crystallised in the panic of 1096 to the effect that great calamity would befall the Irish for their responsibility in the decollation of John the Baptist (Mög-Ruith legend). If the tension described in the Annals of the Four Masters (sub anno MXCVI) was general, then it was a proper atmosphere for such visions. For the legend see SESHI, pp. 749-753.

Kate Muller-Lisowski published a convenient collection of texts dealing with the legend in ZCP XIV (1923), pp. 145-63. According to the so-called Second Vision of Adamnan, special danger existed when the Feast of the Decollation occurred in a bissextile and embolismal year at the end of a cycle. The connection of Adamnan with this tradition is perhaps significant. Yet, the text of FA as we have it contains little material that could be directly associated with a feeling of panic. The perainetic element is rather slight; indeed, there are no direct appeals for conversion and penance. The vision seems more like a defense
of an eschatological theory than a call to a religious renovation.

Lines 4-5. Note that the order of the vision is again stressed.

Line 6: o ro scar iarom ind anim frisin corp. The vision is granted to the soul alone. Cf. Vision of Fursa (HE iii.19): ubi corruptus infirmitate, sicut libellus de vita ejus conscriptus sufficienter edocet, raptus est e corpore; et a vespera usque ad Galli cantum, corpore exutus, angelicorum agminum et aspectus intueri, et laudes beatas meruit audire. (Pl. 164). Likewise, Tundale's soul alone sees the next world. The separation of soul and body is found also in CCC: ocus tainio anfad mor doib iarain, ocus ro hetarscarad a n-anmanna rena corpaid, ocus rucad iad iarain do dochain nime ocus ifirnd, amal ro thaisbenad dona hapstalaib. (ed. WS, p. 140). This is obviously modelled after FA 3, but could have been easily omitted, had the author not felt that the next world could not be seen while in the body.

Line 7: aingel a comaitechta. Lit. "the angel of his accompaniment", translated when it occurs as "guardian angel". It is an exact equivalent of ἀγγέλος ἀποκομίζων (see sect. 6, comm. to lines 7-10)
Fursa was accompanied by three angels: "... de tribus angelis qui sibi in tota utraque visione ductores adfuerunt". (Pl. 166) Drythelm is guided by an angel "lucidus ... aspectu et clarus ... indumento". (HE v.12, Pl. 304). In apocalyptic literature we sometimes find two angels assigned to a soul, one good, one bad. An interesting early passage to this effect is found in 4 Bar. (ed. James, pp.92-93). The idea is also found in Irish literature. In DBFH, the soul at the last judgement will be accompanied by two guardians, one bad, the other good: "A demon comaitechta oc taithmet do each uile do rigne, ar no bid side for a laim chli-seom dogros oc a forcomot. A aingel comaitechta dana for a laim deis oc taithmet do an dorigne do maith". (ed. Dottin, p. 380). According to FA, the guardian angel remains with the soul at least until the final arrangement ensuing upon the last judgment, and perhaps longer. See sect. 6, lines 7-10. (and the comm. thereon).
The first land they arrived at was the land of the saints. That is a fruitful and luminous land. There are various wonderful groups there with tunics of white linen upon them, with shining white hoods upon their heads. The saints of the eastern part of the world are assembled apart in the eastern part of the land of the saints. The saints of the West, moreover, are in the western part of the same land. The saints of the northern part of the world, and those of the
South are in two large groups in the South and the North. Therefore, everyone who is in the land of the saints can easily hear the music and contemplate the vessel in which are the nine orders of heaven according to their degrees and their rank.

Lines 1-2: tir na naeb. This appellation, "land of the saints", is the first of a series of images (which may be called "geographic") used to describe the next world. By analogy hell is called tir inna plan, "land of the torments" in sect. 29B. The descriptive terms applied to the "kingdom of heaven" are by no means consistent throughout the vision. See the comm. to section 14, lines 1-6.

Line 2: tir sutach solusta. The author does not tarry long here in his description of this terra sanctorum, but the two adjectives sutach, solusta do sum up the characteristics usually stressed in such descriptions.

Cf. the description of heaven in APA: Καὶ ὁ Κύριος ἔδειξε μοι μέγιστον χῶρον ἐκτὸς τοῦτον τοῦ κόσμου ὑπέρλαμπρον τῷ φωτὶ, καὶ τὸν ἡερα τὸν ἐκεῖ ἐκτὸσιν ἥλιον οὐταλαμπόμενον καὶ τὴν γῆν
Lines 3-4. The raiment of the blessed may have been suggested by the monastic habit, at least in so far as the "hoods" are concerned. The white garments are common to nearly all apocalyptic. Cf. the following passages: 2 Cor. v.3,4; Ap. Joh. iii.4,5,18; iv. 4; vi.11; vii.9,13,14; 4 Esdras ii, 39, 45; 1 En. cviii.12.

Lines 5-9. This arrangement according to the four cardinal points may have been suggested by Matt. xxiv.31: "... et congregabunt electos eius a quatuor ventis, a summis caelo-rum usque ad terminos eorum"; or Matt. viii.11: "Dico autem vobis, quod multi ab Oriente et Occidente venient, et recumbent cum Abraham, et Isaac, et Jacob in regno caelo-rum". Cf. SP: Is and sin faidfed in Comdiu a tochtaire uasli i. na ealliu noema fon n-uli ndom, ocus tinolfait na huli firenu a cetri ardaib in talman, ocus nos berat leo hi comdail Crist isin n-aer. (LU: 2521-2523)

Lines 11-12: innithmigud inna luinge. The word "long" used
here is rather difficult to render. WS translated it "vessel", Bosw. gives "vault," and queries "nave" in a footnote. It is used as the equivalent of vas in section 2, line 7 (long cethararuddii). The primary meaning of the word is "ship" (navis longa). Had the word occurred in section 5B, or in sect. 13, then it would be reasonable to translate it by "nave". As the text states, this long is in view of those in the tir na naem. I am inclined to think that here the word should be rendered "globe", or "sphere". At least this would imply something like a container. It would be a "ship" in so far as it floats. It was probably this mode of thought which led to the translation of vas quoddam (of Peter's vision) as "long": it floated (in the sea of the air), and it contained something. Irish stories about the "ship in the air" would support this interpretation (see: K. H. Jackson, A Celtic Miscellany, p. 178-9). It will be remembered that Dante (Par. xxviii) places the nine choirs in the crystalline heaven, which is, of course, a sphere. Dante derived his material from Dionysius' De Caelesti Hierarchia. Since the author of FA mentions the nine choirs arranged according to their degrees and rank (lines 12-13), it is reasonable to suppose that his material goes back to the same source. (i.e. De Caelesti Hierarchia, chapters 7-9). The "degrees and rank" then
refers to Dionysius' division of the nine choirs (Seraphim, Cherubim, Thrones; Dominions, Virtues, Powers; Principalities, Archangels, Angels) into three hierarchies. The vessel they are in is the primum mobile.
5. Indara fecht dano dona naebaib canait ceol n-adamra oc molad Dé. In fecht n-aill contúaset fri ceol muintire níne. Ar ní recat a les ind naim ní aile acht éstecht, in ceol rísa coistet, ocus innithmigud inna soilse addécet, ocus a sásad don boltogud fil is tír.

Atá flaith adamra dano fri gnúis do gnúis dóib úathib sáerdes, ocus fíal glainide etarro ocus erdam orda fris anes. Is trítside immaicetsom fúath ocus róscugud muintire níne. Ní fil immórro 10 fíal no temel eter muntir níme ocus inna nóemo acht itát i soilse ocus i frecnarcus dóib i lleth friusom do grés. Cireull tentide dano imón tír sin imma cuaid ocus céch ind ocus ass ocus ní erchótigend.

Sometimes the saints sing a marvellous music, praising God; at other times they listen to the music of the heavenly family — for the saints need to do nothing but hear the music to which they listen, and contemplate the brightness which they behold, and sate themselves with the fragrance which is in the land.

A marvellous Prince is there, face to face
with them in the South-East. A crystal veil is between them (and Him), and there is a golden porch to the South of Him. Through this they behold the form and separation of the heavenly family. Moreover, there is no veil nor obscurity between the heavenly family and the saints, but they (the saints) are always in their presence and vicinity on the side facing them. Furthermore, there is a circle of fire round about this land, and everyone (may go) in and out, and it harms not.

Lines 1-2. The singing of the blessed in heaven is a commonplace in religious literature. Cf. the words of the Te Deum:

Tibi omnes Angeli;  
Tibi caeli et universae Potestates  
Tibi Cherubim et Seraphim  
incessabili voce proclaman:
Sanctus, sanctus, sanctus  
Dominus Deus Sabaoth  

Te gloriosus Apostolorum chorus;  
Te prophetarum laudabilis numerus;  
Te Martyrum candidatus  
Laudat exercitus.

In the APA, the singing of the blessed is thus described: καὶ μία φωνὴ τὸν κύριον θεὸν ἀνευφήμουν
εὐφραίνομενοι ἐν ἑκείνῃ τῷ τόπῳ
(ed. Dieterich, p.4). Cf. Augustino in En. in Ps.


Light, brightness, and splendour are the dominant characteristics of the heavenly otherworld of FA. Indeed, the contemplation of this brilliance is the Beatific Vision. Deity itself is a flaming fire according to section 10.
Line 6: boltnugud. Although the heaven of FA has been highly spiritualised, it does retain at least the fragrance associated with the earthly paradise. It recalls the many references to the fragrance of the Land of the Blessed in Greek and Latin classical literature. Cf. Lucian's description: ἡδὴ δὲ πλησίον ἠμεν καὶ βαυμαστὴ τίς αὐρα περιέπνευσεν ἡμᾶς ἡδεῖα καὶ εὐώδης, ... οἶπον γὰρ ἀπὸ βόδων καὶ ναρκίσσων καὶ δακίνθων καὶ πρίνων καὶ ὁμοιοί, ἐτὶ δὲ μυρίνης καὶ δάφνης καὶ ὄμπελανθῆς, τοιοῦτον ἠμῖν τὸ ἑδὺ προσέβαλεν (Ver. hist. 11, 5) There are many references to fragrant odours in 1 En., especially sections xxiv-xxxii (ed. Charles, pp. 51-61).

Lines 7-13. As already hinted in the commentary on sect. 4 (line's 9-11), the topography of the heavenly regions in FA is somewhat vague. No matter what visual image one may care to suggest for this section, the author is quite aware of the difficulty of description as he states in section 6: Ni chumaic tra nech isin bith frecnairosea tuarasbail no innisin inna n-samaecl sin, amal it at iar fir, (lines 10-12). The difficulty with any one graphic image is that it fails to fit all the characteristics of the heavenly regions as they are described in successive sections of the vision.
As will be discovered (see esp. sect. 11), there are several layers of imagery which are blended or juxtaposed in the description of the heavenly city. There is no logical plan for this blending, and the author slips from one image to another, coordinating major details, but overlooking fine points. Thus, in the course of the vision we find aspects of heaven described as a plain, ship, temple (church), city, and these images are intermingled and confused. Apparently the author was aware of many possibilities from other apocalyptic material, and seems unwilling to sacrifice some of them in order to gain unity of visual-imagery. This blending of several layers of apocalyptic tradition is one of the most striking features of PA, and extends not only to its imagery, but also to its eschatological theory. Whatever the image the author had in mind here, the point he is striving to make is that the saints perceive God through a veil, but they enjoy direct visual contact with the *muinte hime* - which term here means the angelic hosts. The description is intended to show that the ultimate state of bliss has not yet been granted to the saints. Their present state is a temporary condition. After the Day of Judgment the veil will be removed.
In Talmudic speculation, the souls of the just are sometimes represented as in storehouses under the Throne of God. (יִרְבּוּן קֹדֶשׁ). Thus in TB, Shab. 152b they are said to be "hidden" (genuzoth). This is very similar to the position of the martyrs in Apoc. 6:9: καὶ ἐδείκτησε τὴν πέμπτην σφαγίδα, εἶδον ὑποκάτω τοῦ θυσιαστηρίου τὰς φυλὰς τῶν ἐφαρμένων διὰ τὰν λόγον τοῦ θεοῦ καὶ διὰ τὴν μαρτυρίαν ἦν εἶχον.

The idea is parallel to that of FA.: the direct fruition of God must wait until after the general judgment has taken place. The altar-idea (cf. θυσιαστηρίον above) doubtlessly influenced the author in representing the Throne of God as resting on four columns. It would seem that in FA, sections 7-11, the author has combined elements derived from the interior of a church with descriptive elements found in the Merkaba-literature.

Line 10: fuaith ocus foscugud muintire nine. This refers to the arrangement of the angelic choirs "immaig muintire nine, im rigsuide in Comed fossin" to be described in sections 7-10. For comparison, the description of the heavenly hosts in SBH, ed. Bonwetsch, pp. 18-19 may be consulted. That the author had some similar arrangement in mind has already been suggested by sect. 4, lines 12-13:
Lines 13-15: circull tentide. This fiery boundary recalls descriptions of the earthly paradise, as do also the occupations of the blessed, the light, and the fragrance.

In the first centuries of Christianity the abode of the dead was a much argued question. In the second and third centuries it was a common opinion that all souls remained "in carcere seu deversario inferum" (Tertull. de An. 7,4). This teaching is also found in Justin, Clement of Alexander, Novatian. The "deversarium" came to be equivalent to a kind of paradise, the situation of which was a subject of controversy. Irenaeus (contra Haer. 5,31,2), who maintained that the just did not go to heaven directly, writes: Cum enim Dominus in medio umbrae mortis abierit, ubi animae mortuorum erant, post deinde corporaliter resurrexit, et post resurrectionem assumptus est: manifestum est, quia et discipulorum eius, propter quos et haeo operatus est Dominus, animae abibunt in invisibilem locum, definitum eis a Deo, et ibi usque ad resurrectionem commorabuntur, sustinentes resurrectionem. Tertullian made exception only for the martyrs: Nemo enim peregrinatus a corpore statim immoratur penes Dominum, nisi ex martyrii praerogativa, paradiso scilicet, non inferis deversurus (de res. 43). How-
ever, in an earlier work (apol. 47,13), he took a more
lenient view: Si paradisum nominemus, locum divinae
amoenitatis recipiendis sanctorum spiritibus destin-
atum, maceria quadam igneae illius zonae a notitia or-
bis communis segregatum. This region of the martyrs
Tertullian seems to place in heaven: Et quomodo
Iohanni in spiritu paradisi regio revelata, quae sub-
icitur altari, nullas alias animas apud se praeter mar-
tyrum ostendit? (De An. 55,4).

The special privilege of martyrs was a widely
recognised, indeed almost universally accepted idea.
However, the term was capable of a broad interpretation,
and with a theorist like Clement of Alexandria, martyr
came to mean a virtuous soul: πᾶσα ἡ καθαρὸς
πολιτευσαμένη ψυχὴ μετ' ἐπιγνώσεως τοῦ Θεοῦ,
ἡ ταῖς ἐντολαῖς ὑπακοήσα, μάρτυς ἐστὶ καὶ βίω καὶ
λόγῳ, ὡποὶ ποτὲ τοῦ σώματος ἀπαλάττεται, οἶον αἷμα
τὴν πίστιν ἄνα τὸν βίον ἀπαντᾷ, πρὸς δὲ καὶ τὴν ἐξοδαν προχέαυσα
(Strom. iv.15.3). Cf. this interpretation with the
definition of white and green (blue) martyrdom in the
Cambrai Homily (Thes. Pal., pp244-7).

The placing of paradise in heaven, as in our text,
represents a rather late development of eschatological
thought. However, it should be stressed that this region is not yet the one of final bliss - the veil is still there, and the final ranking of the blessed has not yet taken place.

A reasonable starting point for the "fiery circle" which is now about the heavenly paradise is Gen. 3.24: the cherubim with the flaming swords to protect the garden. It may be recalled here that in the hokal of the Temple, and about the Holy of Holies, figures of Cherubim were used. These heavenly watchers were associated with fire. Later the fire and the watchers became separated, so that sometimes one, sometimes both are found protecting heaven (= the transferred paradise). Thus, e.g., in the Koran, sura 72 we read (vs. 8) that the djinn found heaven watched by strict watchers and flames of fire (sihab). In vs. 9 we are told that the flames of fire kept watch to prevent the djinn from penetrating and listening in heaven.

In our text, the obvious function of the fire is a protective one - only certain souls are allowed to penetrate this region and they have free access: "occus each ind ocus ass ocus ni erchotigend." As in so many instances in our text, the author fails to state the reason. Perhaps the explanation is found in Origen who (in the Homil.in Luc., xxiv, ed. Lomm. V, 179) says that the souls of the just after
death first arrive at a place called Paradise, but before they can enter they are baptised by Christ in a baptism of fire in the river of fire which surrounds Paradise. Only those who on earth were baptised with water and the Holy Ghost are admitted to this baptism of fire, for only they can cross the fiery river.

This "baptism of paradise" is found also in Caesarius of Arles (MPL xxxix, 1947-1948) and Hilary of Poitiers (in Ps. CXVIII, MPL, ix, 522-523). In these two writers, however, it is associated with the last judgment. Hilary (loc. cit.) expressly compares the purgatorial fire of the judgment to the "flaming sword which turned every way" of Gen. 3,24. According to Ambrose (in Ps. CXVIII, sermon 20, 20, MPL, xv. 1487) all must pass through fire to reach paradise: omnes oportet per ignem probari quicumque ad paradisum redire desiderant. There are many interesting early passages on the effects of this fire. Epiphanius, de Haeres, 1,1 (MPG XLI, 1152) has a passage commenting on Ps. LXV, 12: Transivimus per ignem et aquam et eduxisti nos in refrigerium, which runs as follows: δ θεὸς παντοκράτωρ δ ἀνένειν δ πατήρ τοῦ Χριστοῦ, ἐν τῇ ἡμέρᾳ σου διαβάντι τὸ πῦρ ἀναλυμαντί, καὶ τῶν ὑπότων εἰς τὴν καυστικὴν
In FA this advantage for the just is amply illustrated later on in the sections describing the ascent of the seven heavens. Those who have the requisite qualities are not harmed by the fire. So far as the present section (5) is concerned, I interpret the words "ind ocus ass" to refer to the ingress and egression of the fiery circle. There would be no point in a repeated crossing of the barrier.

What has been said here about the fiery circle (= Tertullian's "ignea zona") may be said with equal application of the veil of fire and ice in the entrance to the first door of the heavenly city (sect.14). This is another example of the blending of traditions in FA. The paradise idea has been contaminated with the seven-heavens-motif. The latter involved, as a common feature, hazards made up of polar opposites. In sect. 14, this veil is
made to perform the same functions as the "circull tentide", i.e. it is a barrier, the passage of which demands certain qualifications in the celestial wayfarer.

There is, however, one tradition which might save the author from another charge of inconsistency. The "circull tentide" of the present section may be a purificatory stream, intended for the (ritualistic) purification of those performing celestial duties, especially the chanting of the divine praises. The tradition developed from rabbinical speculations on the נחאר_di-ניר (Nehar di-Nur) of Dan. 7.10. This fiery river was connected with the ministering angels of the same verse, and was thought of as a purificatory bath for them before they chanted the heavenly songs. In 3 En., chapt. xviii, the Nehar di-Nur serves as a barrier about the merkaba (i.e. it surrounds the Aruboth Raqia). Later it became associated with the purgation of sins after death, and with the last judgment. In all probability the Nehar di-Nur was the source of all the fiery rivers of heaven. In Chag. 13b (TB), it drips down into Gehenna to torment sinners. The Jewish tradition may be gathered from the following sources: 1 En. xiv. 19; Beresith Rabba lxxviii; Midras Eka iii, 21; TB, Chag. 13b; Hekaloth Rabbathi xiii.
The river is expressly described as a bath for the angels and a torment for the wicked in *Ma'ayan Chokma* (BH 1.58-64).

The *Nehar di-Nur* is represented in 3 En. (xxxiii.5) as flowing down through the seven heavens (which are named in descending order). This fiery river may well be the origin of the numerous rivers of fire distributed among the seven heavens in *FA*. Cf. the following passage from Clem. Alex. (Exc. Theod. 38): ποταμὸς ἐκπορευόταὶ πυρὸς, ὀπωκάτω τοῦ θρόνου τῶν τῶν, καὶ ἔει ἐἐς τὸ κενὰν τῶν ἐκτισμένου, ἐκ ἐκεῖν ἦ γέεννα ... καὶ αὐτὸς ὁ ὁ τόπος πυρίνος ἐστιν. Σιὰ τοῦτο, φησὶ, καταπέτασμα ἔχει οὐνα μὴ ἐκ τῆς προσόψεως ἀναλώθη τὰ πρᾶξιμα.

Dante retains the fiery barrier about the earthly paradise. Those who have passed through all the purifications of the seven cornices of Purgatory must pass through this fire. The situation is remarkably similar in Adamnan: after ascending the purgatorial heavens, the souls are not admitted to the "tir na naeb" until they have passed the "circuli tentide".

E cantava: Beati mundo corde,
In voce assai piú che la nostra viva
Poscia: Piú non si va, se pria non mordo,
Anime sante, il foco: entrate in esso,
Ed al cantar di là non siate sorde.
(Purg. xxvii, 8-12)

The fire in Dante is harmless (like the circuli
tentide) to those who got that far. Virgil reassures Dante thus:

Credi per corto che, se dentro all' alvo
Di questa fiamma stessi ben mill'anni
Non ti potrebbe far d'un capel calvo.
(Purg. xxvii, 25-27)

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE ON LINE 8: "fial glaínide."

The closest symbolic parallel I have been able to find to this veil occurs in 3 EN. In this work there is a curtain about the MAQOM (Divine Presence), behind which only certain privileged angels are allowed to penetrate. Thus the angels of the seventh heaven are divided into two sections. This curtain of the Divine Glory (מֵעָלוֹן יָדָר אֶלֹהִים) corresponds to the Mandaitic bar goda, and Gk. Καταπέτασμα. It parallels the veil of the Temple (see TB, Yoma, 77a). This curtain symbolises the greatest secrets of Divinity. The pargod serves as a heavenly tablet, reflecting the picture of all history. To penetrate the pargod is to become acquainted with the most intimate secrets and mysteries of God. In the Mandaitic Ginza Right, it is described how Dinanukt penetrated this veil (Bar goda):

"Then they opened to him the door of life, and lifted up for him the Bar Goda of security . . . And Dinanukt stood in the abode of light . . . " (ed. Petermann, GR. vi. 212, 21).
Similarly, Adamnan seems to have penetrated the veil when he describes the brilliance which is "i mmaig muintire nime" in sect. 7. As noted in the Introduction, the movement of the soul of the seer is not clearly defined in the vision. I do believe, however, that the source used by the author meant to imply the impenetration of the pargod, so that the description of the throne and the MAQOM might be brought to men. That the soul of the seer in FA did get beyond the porch and the veil is certainly implied in 31A, after the vision of hell is completed. This still further confuses the geography of the next world, for why should it be necessary to pass the porch and the veil in order to see hell? An attempt is made to answer this question in the comm. to line 4 in section 21. Here the important point is that the seer does pass the veil. Unlike so many Apocalypses connected with the merkaba, FA does not include a revelation of cosmological or historical secrets.
Na da apstal dēc immórro, ocus Maire óg ingen ina haireocht fó leith imón Comdrìd cum-achtach. Úasalathraig ocus fáde ocus descipuil Isu i comfocús dona apstalaib. Atát dano araile nōemōga do deis Maire ocus ré nách cían etarro. Noídin ocus maccaín impu do eagh aird ocus ocól enlathe muintire nímh ocu n-airfítiud. Buidne ana do ainglaib cointhechta inna n-anmand oc umallóit ocus oc timthírech tetr na hairicheatb sin i fiadhaisi ind ríg do grés. Ni chumaic thra noch isin bith freconaire soa tūarasobail nó inn-isin inna n-airrecht sin amal ítát iar fir. Na buidne ocus na hairechta dano filet i tīr na nēeb amal ro radsem bidat marthanaig isin mörglōir sin co mordai brátha co ros córaigea in brithem firón i llathe ind fugill isna sostái ocus isna inadaib i mbíat oc dóscin gnússe Dé cen fial cen forscáth etarru tria bithu na mbetha.

The twelve Apostles, and Mary the Virgin are assembled apart about the powerful Lord. The patriarchs, the prophets and the disciples of Jesus are near the Apostles. Other holy virgins are on the right hand of Mary, and there
is no great interval between them (and her).

Children and youths surround them on every side, and the music of the bird-flock of the heavenly family entertains them. Bright bands of the guardian angels of the souls are serving and attending among these assemblies in the presence of the King forever. No one indeed, in this present life, can describe or relate those assemblies as they are in truth. The groups and bands which are in the land of the saints, as we have said, do be remaining in this great glory until the great assembly of the judgment, until the just Judge, on the day of sentence, arranges them in their stations and places, in which they will be seeing the face of God without veil and without shadow between them (and Him) for eternity.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Lines 1-7. As already suggested by the quotation from Clement Alex. (sect. 5, comm. to lines 13-15), the early church gradually enlarged the classes of those admitted to heaven. The people mentioned here consist of a. Heroes of the New Testament: the twelve Apostles, the Virgin Mary,
the disciples of Jesus, virgins, holy youths, b. the just of the Old Testament, the patriarchs and prophets. It is most convenient to deal with the second group first.

The just of the Old Law were admitted to heaven as a result of the "descensus ad inferos" of Christ. This theme, which became so familiar in the medieval tales of the Harrowing of Hell, was an important element in early eschatological theory, and was treated from every possible angle. The fact of Christ's descent into Hell was commonly accepted. Quite early the idea developed that while 'apud inferos', Christ preached to the just. Thus in the Dialogue (72), Justin quotes pseudo-Jeremias: Ἄμεν ἡ θεοῦ δὲ κύριος ἀπὸ Ἰσραήλ τῶν νεκρῶν αὐτῶν τῶν κεκοιμημένων εἰς γῆν οὐρανός παὶ κατέβη πρὸς αὐτῶν εὐαγγελίσασθαι τὸ σωτήριον αὐτῶν.

The result of this sermon in hell was the redemption of the just of the old law. There was much discussion as to where these just remained until the resurrection of the dead and the general judgment. The dominant popular opinion emerged that they were in a celestial paradise, enjoying various degrees of blessedness, according to their merits.

Once this stage was reached, it was by no means a problem to admit the Apostles and disciples to this group. That the Virgin Mary enjoyed a special place in the hierarchy
of saints is quite evident from the stories of the Assumption found in the numerous versions of the Transitus Mariae. The special honour reserved for virgins occurs in the Apoc. (xiv, 4,5): Hi sunt qui cum mulieribus non sunt coainquinati; Virgines enim sunt. Hi sequuntur Agnum, quocumque ierit . . . ; et in ore eorum non est inventum mendacium, sine macula enim sunt ante thronum dei.

The 'noidin oecs maccaim' are very probably the Holy Innocents. In the VMA, Mary sees these young martyrs: Et deinde deduxit me e regione huius fluminis et adduxit me ad flumen lactis ubi erant centum et quadraginta quattuor milia puerorum civitatis Bethlehem ab Herode occisorum, qui nec carnem suam nec vestimenta sua inquinaverunt in immunditia huius saeculi praetereuntis (p.53).

Lines 6-7: oel enlathe muintire nime. This phrase can have three possible interpretations: 1. bird—music of the heavenly family; 2. the bird—choir of the heavenly family; 3. the music of the bird—flocks of the heavenly family. It is impossible to decide the exact meaning. The singing of birds is a popular theme in Irish literature. Moreover, the representation of souls as birds is a common motif. The traditional representation of the angels as winged could easily lead to representing them as birds. The presence
of the birds here is probably derived from stories of
the earthly paradise: In the apocalypse of Baruch (4
Baruch) in the description of the fourth heaven, there is
a remarkable passage about the birds of the heavenly para-
dise. The passage deserves to be quoted in full as a con-
trast to the celestial paradise of PA. Moreover, it con-
tains traits of fancy that remind one of the Immrama-lit-
erature: (ed. James, T. & S. V, Anecdota Apocrypha II, p.91):

καὶ ταῦτα πάντα μαθὼν παρὰ τοῦ θεραπέου, λαβὼν ἤζησαν
μὲ εἰς τέταρτον ἁρματόν. Καὶ εἶδον πεδίον ἀπλοῦν, καὶ ἐν
μέσῳ αὐτῶν λίμνην ὄβατον. Καὶ ῥησάν ἐν αὐτῷ πτηνῇ
ἐνενεών ἐκ πασῶν γενεών. ἄλλα οὐχ ἔμοια τῶν ἐνταῦθα.
ἄλλα ἴδον τὸν γέρανον ὡς βόας μεγάλους. τὶ ἔστι τὸ πεδίον
καὶ τὶς ἡ λίμνη, καὶ τὶ τὸ περὶ αὐτῶν πτηνῇ τῶν
ἐνεκέων; καὶ εἶπεν ὁ ἄγγελος Ἄνωσον Βαροῦχ. τὸ μὲν
πεδίον ἐστὶν τὸ περίεχον τὴν λίμνην καὶ ἄλλα βαυμαστά
ἐν αὐτῷ, ἀδέρχονται αἱ ψυχαὶ τῶν δικαίων ἐκαί
διδόσυν συνδιάγωντες χοροὶ χοροί. τὸ δὲ ὄσαρ ἐστὶν ὄπερ
τὰ νέφη λαμβάνοντα βρέχουσιν ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς, καὶ οὐδὲν—
νοσίν ὁ πάροι. καὶ εἶπον πάλιν τὸν ἄγγελον κυρίον:
τὰ δὲ ἐνεω τὶς καὶ εἶπεν μοι. Αὕτα εἴδειν καὶ δια—
pantὸς ἀνυμνοῦσι τὸν κυρίον.

M. R. James assigns
this work to the second century (A.D.).
Lines 7-10. The service of the guardian angels still continues, but the nature of this service is not described. Apparently, it will not cease until the state of final happiness is reached. See the remarks on the angelology of the text in the Introduction (p. 53-54).

There is a passage in Severus of Antioch preserved in Nicetas' *Catena* which expressly states that the guardian angels remain with the soul until the Judgment.

Commenting on Deut. xxxiv. 6, the text reads: Ἐνταῦθα διὰ σωματικοῦ τόπου προϋπέθειζεν δὲ θεὸς περὶ τὴν ψυχὴν γενόμενόν τι μυστήριον. ἐπειδὴ γὰρ τῆς ψυχῆς χαριζομένης ἀπὸ τοῦ σώματος μετὰ τὴν ἐνθεύσει ἀπαλαγῆν προϋπάντωσιν αὐτῇ καὶ ἄγγελικα δυνάμεις ἀγαθαὶ καὶ δαιμόνιαν στίφος πονηρότατον, ὡσ' ἐπ' τὴν ποιότητα τῶν ἐργῶν ὅτι ἐπραζεν πονηρῶν τε καὶ ἁγαθῶν ἐπὶ τοὺς προσφόρους τόπους ἢ οὕτω ἢ ἐκεῖνοι ταυτὰν ἀποκομίσωσιν φύλαξθησόμενην μέχρι τῆς τελευταίας ημέρας, καθ' ἢν εἰς κρίσιν πάντες παραστησόμεθα, καὶ ἢ εἰς τὴν αἰώνιον ἔως, ἢ εἰς τὴν ἀπέραντον φλόγα ἀπαχθησόμεθα (quoted from M.R. James, The Testament of Abraham, TS II.2, 1893, Introduction, p. 17).

Note the relationship of ideas in the ἄγγελοι ἀποκομίζοντες implied in this passage and "aingel acomaitechta". Not until the ἀποκατάστασις πάντων
will the souls, even of the just, be able to dispense with protection.

Lines 12-18: The state described is a temporary one. The veil will not be removed until the Day of Judgment. It is interesting to note that, even though the author puts the blessed in great proximity to divinity, he does not consider direct contemplation yet possible. Similarly, the arrangement according to merit has not yet taken place. An attempt has been made in the Introduction (p. 20-29) to throw some light on the ideas involved in retaining the veil. In many apocryphal pieces the Just are situated so that they can see the rewards that will be theirs. So in TMS: "And Mary said, 'What are these?' The Christ said to her: 'These are the tabernacles of the just, for the time has not yet arrived when they shall receive their recompenses; but they see them from afar and rejoice; until the day of the resurrection shall come when they shall receive the reward of their struggles.'" (Transl. A. S. Lewis, p. 66). According to FA, this final reward is the direct contemplation of God.
Moreover, though the brightness and the light in the Land of the Saints may be great and vast, a thousand times more vast is the splendour which is in the plain of the heavenly family about the throne of the Lord Himself. This throne is an ornate chair with four columns of precious stone under it. Were there no entertainment for anyone
except the harmonious concinnity of these four columns, it would be enough glory and beauty for him.

Moreover, three birds rest on the throne in the presence of the king, and their minds are on their creator throughout eternity: that is their task. They celebrate the eight hours praising and magnifying the Lord, with the chanting of archangels accompanying them in response thereto. The singing is begun by the birds and the archangels, and then the entire heavenly family, both saints and virgins, answer them.

Lines 1-4. Note that a clear distinction is made between 'tir na naem' and mag muintire nime. Up to this point of the text, muinter nime seems to mean the heavenly hosts, who are in a special zone, closer to the throne than the saints. There is a great increase of brightness and splendour in this zone. The dominant qualities of the heavenly region in FA are light, brightness, splendour - ever increasing until its source, Divinity itself, described as a great glowing mass, is reached. On the significance of the light images see Introd. (p. 54-56).
Similarly, in SBH, there is great brightness in the seventh heaven. (See passage cited from B.'s translation, sect. 5, comm. to line 5). From the following description of the throne, it would seem as though Adamnan had penetrated the veil.

Lines 4-6. The throne. The author may have based his description of the throne on passages like the following:

A. Vidi Dominum sedentem super solium suum, et omnem exercitum caeli assitantem ei a dextris et a sinistris. (3 Reg. 22.19)

B. ... vidi Dominum sedentem super solium ex-scelum et elevatum; ... seraphim stabant super illud; sex alae uni, et sex alae alteri; duabus veleabant faciem ejus, et duabus veleabant pedes ejus; et duabus volabant. Et clamabant alter ad aliterum, et dicebant: Sanctus, Sanctus, Sanctus, Dominus Deus exercituum, plena est omnis terra gloria ejus. (Is. 6, 1-3; cf. Apoc. 4, 8).

C. Et super firmamentum, quod erat imminens capiti eorum, quasi aspectus lapidis sapphiri similitudo throni, et super similitudinem throni, similitudo quasi aspectus hominis desuper. Et vidi quasi speciem electri, velut aspectum ignis, intrinsecus ejus per circuitum; a lumbis ejus et desuper, et a lumbis ejus usque decorum, vidi quasi speciem ignis splendentis in circuitu velut aspectum arcus, cum fuerit in nube in die pluviae; hic erat aspectus splendoris per gyrum (Ez. 1, 26-28).

D. Et statim fui in spiritu; et seco sore posita erat in coelo, et supra sedem sedens. Et qui sedebat, similis erat aspectui lapidis jaspidis et sardinis; et iris erat in circuitu sedis, similis visioni smaragdinae. (Apoc. 4, 2-3).
Material such as this would have given the author the elements of his description - the elevated throne, the light and fire images, the precious stones. The first chapter of Ezechiel alone would have provided the ideas. However, speculation on the forms a large portion of Jewish mystical literature, and sections 7 to 12 may very well have been modelled on such material. That such material was known in Western Europe is clear, e.g. from an epistle of Agobard of Lyons (c.829) who apparently knew the or some similar work. For this reference and others concerning the knowledge of Jewish mystical writings in the ninth century in Western Europe, see the discussion by H. Grätz in Frankel's Monatschrift für Geschichte und Wissenschaft des Judenthums, viii (1859) 67-78, 103-118, 140-153. Grätz' work has to be used with extreme caution because of his theory that these mystical writings belong to a late period (Gaonic era), so far as their origin is concerned. There are some striking resemblances between the general pattern of FA and the Merkaba-literature.

Lines 6-8. On the music of the four columns see Introd. p. 50.

Lines 9-11: This is a difficult motif
to trace. The image, however, is clearly derived from the customs of the chanted recital of the canonical office. The three birds are the chanters, or intoners of the psalms, which are continued, antiphonically, by the other two groups mentioned. It should be noted that there is no instrumental music anywhere in the vision. This is quite in keeping with the nature of the ecclesiastical chant – which even today remains the only approved method of liturgical singing in the church. The presence of birds on the throne may have been suggested by a passage like that above, their number being determined by the concept of the triune God. As in so many other instances in the vision, so here also, the author gives the merest hint of his idea without detailed description. Had he only added a brief remark, saying, e.g., that these birds had six wings each, then we would have some clue for solving the problem of origin. As it is we can only resort to conjecture.

Among the possibilities, I think that derivation from native Irish myth is the least plausible. The author is making such an effort to avoid anthropomorphic images, is so intent upon giving a description of God that defies all human representation that it would be almost contradictory to suppose that he would borrow images from the pagan literature. His heavenly city is indeed very far removed
from Magh MELL, or indeed from any such Land of Cockayne. Furthermore, the Irish material dealing with the earthly paradise has not yet been fully studied, and until its sources have been more accurately disclosed, it is better not to use analogies which at the best are strained. Among other possible sources I should like to suggest the following.

a. The birds represent the Angels of the Presence (אלהי שביות Is. 63.9), the number reduced from four to three because of the trinity. Cf. 1 Enoch: "And on the four sides of the Lord of Spirits I saw four presences, different from those that sleep not, and I learnt their names: . . . . And I heard the voice of those four presences as they uttered praises before the Lord of glory". (Charles, l.c., p. 77).

b. They are the Cherubim that appear in Ezechiel (1,4-28; 3,13,23; 9,3; 10,1-22; 11,22) as supporters of the throne of Jahwe. Cf. 2 Sam. 22,11; Ps. 17,11 and also 1 Sam. 4,4; 2 Sam. 6,2; 2 Reg.19,15; 1 Par.13,6; Ps.79,2; 98,1.

c. They were suggested by the Cherubim of the Ark (Ex.25, 18-20,22; 37, 7-9; Num. 7, 8-9; 1 Par. 28,18; 2 Par.3, 10-13; 5,7; 1 Reg. 6,23; 8,6,7. With these may be
compared the Cherubim associated with the Tabernacle (Ex. 26.1,31; 36.8.35), and the Temple of Salomon (1 Reg. 6,29-36; 2 Par. 3,7,14) and Ez. 41,18-25. Cf. Jacob, Genesis, p. 129: "Allen Stellen in den Cherubim vorkommen gemeinsam ist die unmittelbarste Nahe zur Gottheit und ihrem Allerheiligsten, die sie tragen und umschließen, schutzen und von denen sie abhalten".

d. One might be tempted to think that the birds are φοίνικες if one were to believe that the description in sections 8,9,10 is derived from a representation of the sun (e.g. a kind of UR-SONNE). This "sun of heaven" which would serve nicely to represent the deanthropomorphised deity would then attract the birds of the sun (and possibly the horses of the sun: cf. section 8 for the six thousand warriors in the forms of horses and birds). More on this below in Section 10.

e. A good analogy for the bird-idea occurs in 3 Henoch where in Chapter II mention is made of "עָנָף עַלְמוֹנִים (eagles of the Merkaba) who seem to be the Chayyoth who chant the Qe'dushaha, ib. I.ii. There appears to have been a whole class of eagle-angels in later speculation (based on Ez. 1.10) cf. Zohar III. 170.6. The trinity would account for the number three. However, as in so many other instances of angelology, exactness is hardly
possible. According to Sifra on Lev. 1.1 even the Chayyoth do not see the throne. (1)
8. Stúag dermar dano os chhind ind ordnide ina chathair rigdai amal cathbarr cuntaicha nó mind rig. Día nos faictís roisc dóenna no leg-feitis fo chétóir. Tri cressa in a mórtimchell etarro ocus in slúag ocus ni fes la túaraiscobál cid atascomnaic. Só míle do miledaib co ndelbaib och ocus éin imon cathaír tentide for lassad cen orích cen forsend.

Over the head of the Dignified One in His royal chair there is a great arch like an ornate helmet or a kingly diadem. If human eyes were to look at it they would melt immediately. Three circles are about it, between it and the host, and what they are is unknown by description. six thousand soldiers in the forms of horses and birds are about the fiery chair which burns ceaselessly and endlessly.

----------------------------------------

Lines 1-3: stuag dermar. Boswell (IPD, p. 188) suggests that these words may refer to the picturesque and chivalrous custom of the Irish ardri to wear his helmet on state occasions, reserving his crown for the day of battle.
This may be possible, but staying within the genre in which the author is writing, it seems rather improbable. A plausible clue is contained in 3EN. There the Divine Presence (החי והלב) is described as consisting of two parts: a crown (kether), and a heart (leb). The kether represents the highest part of the divine manifestation, and is engraved with the divine names — which represent the first essences of all creation. In chapter xxix it is described as fearful (ץ התליין), the reason is an impressive one: "And from each one of them (the ניבים) there go forth sparks and lightnings. And each one of them is beset with horns of splendour round about. From each one lights are shining forth, and each one is surrounded by tents of brilliance, so that not even the Seraphim and the Chay-yoth who are greater than all the children of heaven are able to behold them." (Odeberg, p. 103). Cf. "Dia nos faioitis roiso doenna, no legfaiais fo chetoir." It is worth noting that legaim, "melt" is used here. The crown was doubtlessly a fiery one, like the kether nora of 3EN. Note that according to the same passage the "Crown Fearful" is on "the head of the high and exalted King."

Lines 4-6, tri oressa. VS (l.c. 186, n21) quotes Dante, Par. xxxiiii.115:
Nella profonda e chiara sussistenza
Dell' alto lume parvemi tre giri
Di tre colori e d' una continenza.

The three circles probably symbolise the Trinity, and the Dante passage is the best analogy in western European literature. I have been unable to find an exact parallel to this passage. The word "circs" means cingulum, girdle, zone. This makes exact interpretation rather difficult. The author states the impossibility of understanding these "circles" or "zones": occus ni fes la tuaiaisbail cid atascomnaic (lines 5-6). This suggests that the "circles" represent a mystery, and the mystery one naturally thinks of is the Trinity. However, similar symbolism is found in Arabic mystical writers, e.g. Abenarabi, in the third book of the Fotuhat, where circles are used to represent various aspects of the divine epiphanies. Abenarabi even approaches the idea of a Trinity in some of his speculations. However, this material is late, and since the investigation of the earlier sources would take us back to the inception of the influence of Plotinian metaphysics upon Arabic thought, it lies beyond the range of this commentary. This is one of the many statements in the text which we wish were more explicit, because it implies that the author had access to rather highly refined symbolic literature.
There is, however, another approach to the three circles or zones which may be suggested. The person on the throne is described as a "powerful lord" in section 9. Previously, in sect. 5B, he is called a "marvellous prince". It is possible, then, that the three circles represent three aspects of the glory which belongs to the king of heaven. Since, in sect. 9, this King is described as a fire, it is reasonable to suppose that the three circles are fiery, or manifestations of the regal Sāz by light-phenomena. In other words, the three circles are epiphanies of the ṉīlā, or perhaps may be called the triple ṉīlā of the King. There is a remote, but pertinent analog which may throw some light on this. In Persian religious literature, the King of Paradise is Yima. His abode is on the mountain of Paradise (Hukairya). In Dinkard, VII, 1, 24 (SBE, Vol. XLVII, p. 9) this paradise is said to be "like the supreme heaven" in pleasantness. However, Yima "began to find delight in words of falsehood and untruth" and lost his glory. The glory (= Persian Hvarenah, lit. "brightness") flew away from him three times in the form of a bird. Darmesteter, in a note to the passage (Zend-Avesta, II, p. 294), explains that the brilliance is three-fold because it refers to the king as priest, warrior and
friend. It is possible that some similar idea, viz. a king crowned with triple glory, may be behind the three circles of the heavenly King in FA. The representation of the Deity in FA may go back to the representation of the Yima as king of paradise. This analog may also throw some light on the "three birds" of section 7. Though the analog is remote, there are certain other parallels to the Persian tradition in FA, and such a comparison is thereby justified. See also Introduction, p. 50.

The conjugated preposition "etarro" (line 5) presents some difficulty, for if we read "between them and the host" (as WS translated) we would have to suppose that something had fallen out of the text. The meaning is probably "between it (i.e. the arch) and the host". This is the idiomatic use of the conjugated preposition, and is especially common with etarru, the suffixed pronoun being used in an "inclusive" sense. One could as well translate "between Him and the host", but since the section is describing the stuar (f.), I have used "it" in the translation.

Line 6. se mile do miledaib. Both WS and Boswell translate "six thousand thousands", and this is an attractive translation, justifiable by the spread of dental stems in plural formation in Middle Irish. However, the word also means
"soldiers" (from milid, m), and I prefer to translate it thus. There is nothing surprising in finding "soldiers" in a context where "King" and "host" are mentioned. For warriors in heaven of SHH (shorter redaction) xvii: "inmitten aber des Himmels sah ich gewaffnete Heerscharen, welche dem Herrn dienten . . . ." (ed. Bonwetsch, p. 71).

The soldiers in the "forms of horses and birds" result from an attempt to visualise the supporters of the divine throne or chariot. Pegasus-like creatures may be meant. The possibilities of significance in the symbolism are so numerous that it would be futile to attempt exact definition. Horses appear frequently in mythology associated with the sun - and Divinity is represented as an UR-SONNE in these passages. It may be recalled that in the Veda (esp. x, 114, 10), the horses of the sun are kept in the heavenly paradise (cf. Mahabharata II, 311 ff).

There is an interesting trace of the Horse-Sun relationship in 4 Reg. xxiii.11: abstulit quoque equos quos dederant reges Juda Soli, in introitu templi Domini juxta exedram Nathanmælech . . . .

Angels in the form of birds provide no problem. The usual representation of the Cherubim would suggest such an image. Cf. the "eagles of the morkaba" mentioned in the comm. to sect. 7, lines 9-10.
"Six thousand" are mentioned. In an heptouranic system one would expect 7, and that is the reading of P (ed. Vendryes, p. 360).

Lines 7-8: imón cathair tentide for lassad cen orich cen forcend. Cf. the vision in Dan. vii. 9: Aspiciébam, donec throni positi sunt, et Antiquus Dierum sedit; ... thronus ejus flammeae ignis; rotae ejus ignis ascensus.

Also the fiery throne in Test. of Abraham (Recension A): καὶ ἐν μέσῳ τῶν δύω πυλῶν ἵστατο θρόνος φόβερός ἐν εἴδει κρυστάλλου φοβεροῦ ἐξαστράπτων ὡς πῦρ (ed. James, TS. II, 2, p. 90).
It does not come within the power of anyone to describe the mighty Lord who is in that royal seat - unless He Himself should do it, or unless it were spoken by the orders of heaven. For no one would tell His glowing heat and His power, His ruddiness and His exceeding brilliance, His brightness and His beauty, His wisdom and His stability, the number of His angels and archangels who sing music unto Him. Punctually, His numerous messengers go to Him and from Him from every group, bearing very short messages, announcing His sweetness and great mildness to some, His rigour
and His great bitterness to others.

Lines 1-3. The קדוש is beyond the power of man to describe. Cf. 2 En. xxii 1-3 (Sok. variant): "I also saw the Lord face to face. And His face was very glorious, marvellous and terrible, threatening, and strange. Who am I to tell of the incomprehensible existence of the Lord, and His face wonderful, and not to be spoken of: and the choir with much instruction, and loud sound, and the throne of the Lord very great, and not made with hands; and the choir standing around Him of the hosts of cherubim and seraphim!" (ed. Charles, op. at. p. 27).

Lines 4-6. Of the eight attributes here ascribed to the Divine Presence five relate to light-images: glowing heat, ruddiness, brilliance, brightness, beauty. The author seems to be using all the resources of his vocabulary to convey the impression that the קדוש is the source of light; a lumen gloriae. The other attributes, power, wisdom, and stability belong to the Presence under the aspect of Comdiu cumachtach, "a powerful Lord".

Lines 6-7: imad a angel ocus a archaingel oc cantain
The celestial choir, as mentioned before, is a common idea in such apocalyptic writing. The number of the choir-angels became a frequent subject of speculation in later Jewish mystical writing. As early as 3 En., however, there are estimates of the number of angels singing the trisagion (Qedusha): "506 thousand myriads of camps has the Holy One . . . in the height of Araboth Raqia. And each camp is composed of 496 thousand angels." Note that the author of FA as elsewhere, refers only to "angels and archangels". Though he mentions "noi grad nine", he does not use the other names for the various choirs. The functions assigned to various groups does, however, reflect some knowledge of the diverse functions of the angelic hosts.

Lines 7-11: A thecchtairi roimdaи, etc. The angels are here presented in their original function as divine messengers (Heb. יְתַקֵּד , יְתַקֵּד , to send, send a messenger; ἀπεσταλμένος ). The instances of such divine messengers in O.T. and N.T. are very many and too well known to require comment. The picture given in FA reminds one of a powerful king, whose supreme power in various parts of the realm is represented by satraps appointed by him, and whose commands to them are conveyed by numerous ἀπεσταλμένος . In rabbinical literature
the נְכָלַסֶּה has a full set of subordinate officials (angels) charged with the care of the celestial bodies and the kingdoms of earth, based on passages like Dan. x, 20, 21; Sir, xvii, 17, 1 En., xxxix, 59 ff. Gradually, the concept of a daily court held at a fixed time in the great judgment hall of the seventh heaven was elaborated — cf. 3 Hen., xxx, 1, 2; xiviii, 9. In the יְרוּמָה at the appointed time, the נְכָלַסֶּה of the various sections of the world pleaded for and defended their charges; judgment is pronounced and executed. In FA the angels see that such judgments are carried out. The epithet "rochumrib" is probably intended to stress the effectiveness of the divine commands (aitheso, "counsel," "admonition") — they are terse and exacting — like the "fiat lux".

Should anyone contemplate Him from East or West, from North or South, He will find on every side a majestic countenance, seven times brighter than the sun. He will not see, however, a human form possessing a head or feet, but a fiery mass, burning eternally, and everyone in fear and trembling before Him. Heaven and earth are filled with His brilliance, and there is a brightness about Him like that of a king's star. There are three thousand different songs from each choir which is singing about Him. As sweet as many songs of the world is each of these songs
in itself separately.

-----------------------------

Lines 1-6. With this section the author reaches the climax of his description of the heavenly plain, and of its throne. He has prepared the way by a series of light images, and now the source of all light is reached. The section possesses a particular interest in so far as it is one of the rare instances in early Christian apocalyptic where an attempt is made to describe the Divine Presence.

Jewish mystical writers, however, were much given to speculation on the appearance of the heavenly throne, and, inspired by passages like Ezechiel I, they produced an extensive literature on the subject. Their writings provide a storehouse of imaginative and symbolic representations of the נאצרת, the mysteries of which were revealed to leading Jewish mystics by Metatron-Knoch or his counterpart. The revelations of such a מנהיגי who had penetrated the נאצרת and seen the splendour of the אבא also contained many details about the celestial hierarchy, the camps of the מנהיג and the chanting of the Qedushsha. A Christian writer, desiring a description of heaven that would be a realm of light, would here find his materials made to order, for the pre-
dominant trait of this mystical literature is the presence of light, splendour, fire, increasing steadily until, the veil having been penetrated, the rhythmical effulgence of the "eternally mysterious source of light is reached.

Therefore, I have not hesitated in using such literature for comparison with related sections of FA. The Enoch-Metatron writings, and the —speculations do provide a key for many of the motifs present in an embryonic stage in FA. The question of borrowing, direct or indirect, cannot be fully explored within the limits of this commentary. To unravel to their origin the many threads of religious thought which have been woven together in this Irish vision would require a special and minute study. However, a general indication of sources is quite possible. What complicates the problem is the variety of materials used to form the vision—materials which, after their assembly, had to be Christianised, even though slightly, and then further adapted to the religious milieu and the theological opinions of the author's age.

We do know that the septouranic system was known in Ireland, and used in other visions (see Intr. p. 42). A refinement of this system was the representation of the seventh heaven as composed of seven concentric halls, the
pattern of the early הַרְבִּינִיִּים - literature. The celestial City of FA is a sevenfold heaven, and some division of the seventh heaven is implied. The region is like a city of the Sun, illuminated by the UR-SONNE, the brilliance of which penetrates the celestial regions. The "countenance of the sun" (sect.11, (4) is on its base. It seems justified to assume that this Divine Sun, which with its effulgence provides the rainbow-like colouration of the crystal walls and base of this crystal city, is an image produced from speculation on the שְׂרוּ הָאָדָם of Ezechiel I, 27. The colours of the הַרְבִּיִּים have become the colours of the walls - it is all in accordance with the modus operandi of the Jewish mystics. A crystal city, enshrining the UR-SONNE in a seven-fold UR-HILÅL marks a rather advanced stage of הַרְבִּיִּים - speculation. FA marks an intermediary stage of development.

In the pseudepigrapha many hints of this refined development are found. Thus, e.g., I Enoch, xiv (ed. Charles, 34): "And lo! there was a second house greater than the former, and the entire portal stood-open before me, and it was built of flames of fire. And in every respect it so excelled in splendour and magnificence and extent that I cannot describe to you its splendour and its extent. And its floor was of
fire, and above it were lightnings and the path of the stars, and its ceiling also was flaming fire. And I looked and saw therein a lofty throne: its appearance was as crystal, and the wheels thereof as the shining sun, and there was the vision of the Cherubim. And from underneath the throne came streams of flaming fire so that I could not look thereon. And the Great Glory sat thereon, and His raiment shone more brightly than the sun and was whiter than any snow. None of the angels could enter and behold His face by reason of the magnificence and glory, and no flesh could behold Him. The flaming fire was round about Him, and a great fire stood before Him, and none around could draw nigh Him: ten thousand times ten thousand (stood) before Him, yet He needed no counsellor”.

Here the Divinity or Presence (נוֹרָא) is definitely anthropomorphic, but betrays considerable refinement. During the second and third centuries A.D., a strong reaction against any anthropomorphic representation of God is found in Jewish theology. The fire-image then became a favourite symbol of the עיוֹבֵּת. This stage is reflected in a variant of the twenty-second chapter of סנה: “In the tenth heaven, Arboth, I saw the vision of the face of the Lord, like iron burnt in the fire, and brought forth
and emitting sparks, and it burns. So I saw the face of
the Lord; but the face of the Lord cannot be told. It is
wonderful and awful and very terrible". (Ed. Morfill and
Charles, p. 27). This is the image used in FA, but in FA
it is further developed: the crown (kether) has been added,
and the expression "fiery mass" seems to be a closer approach
to an immaterial fire.

The resemblances between the vision of the "digni-
fied One" in FA, and the traditions reflected in 1 Hen., in
SBH, and which are developed to their highest extent in the
Merkaba descriptions of the -literature, are very
striking. It seems plausible to assume that this part
of FA was ultimately derived from such material. At least
it provides us with a set of comparable motifs, and renders
intelligible aspects of FA which otherwise remain quite mys-
terious.

Lines 7-8: Is lomnan dia soilse nem ocos talam, ocos
ruthen amal retlaind rig ina morthimoell. The first part
of this sentence could be an adaptation of the trisagion
of the Mass: Pleni sunt coeli et terra gloria tua (cf.
Missale Romanum, praefatio communis).

The symbolism of the second part of the sentence
was probably derived from Num. xxiv. 17: Orietur Stella
ex Jacob. The thought stella regis = Messias is clearly stated in Test. Levi. 18, 3-4 (Ed. Charles, AP, II, 314):

"And his star shall arise in heaven as of a king, Lighting up the light of knowledge as the sun the day. And he shall be magnified in the world. He shall shine forth as the sun on the earth, And shall remove all darkness from under heaven - - - ".


"And after these things shall a star arise to you from Jacob in peace, And a man shall arise from my seed like the sun of righteousness".

These two passages could yield the following symbolism:

Messias = Stella Regis = Sol justitiae (ἡγεμών Mal. 3, 20).

In the next section it is mentioned that the "countenance of the sun" is on the base of the heavenly city. This may be "the sun of justice", the "light" of the Messias.

Cf. "He shall shine forth as a sun on the earth", above. There may be some attempt here to blend characteristics of the Messias (glorified) with the Divine Presence:

The Son as the emanation and reflection of the Father.

There is a tendency to identify attributes of the Father with those of Christ even in early Christian literature - cf. Epist. Clem. II: οὗτος δει ημᾶς φρονεῖν περὶ Ὀσῶν Χριστοῦ ὡς περὶ θεοῦ, ὡς περὶ κριτῶν ζωντῶν καὶ νεκρῶν.
See Intr. p. 43 ff. for more details on such symbolism.

11. In cathir iarom ina fail in riga cuid sin is amlaid atá, ocus vii. mír glainide co ndath-aib écsamlaib ina thimcell, airdiu cach mír araile. Lebend immórro ocus fond-iníchtarach na oathach di glain gil atacomaic co ngné grene fair iarna breochrad di gurm ocus chorera ocus úani ocus cacha datha archena.

Thus then is the city in which that royal throne is, and there are seven crystal walls of various hues about it, each wall being higher than the other. The platform and lowest base of the city are made of white crystal with the image of the sun thereon, and blue, purple, green, and every other colour have been mingled therein.

Lines 1-7. See the commentary on section 10. This description of the heavenly city should be contrasted rather than compared with Apoc. xxi. 19-21.

Beginning with this section the heavenly region is spoken of as a "city". This new image continues until 15A. Sections 12 and 13 give us some description of the city so far as the arrangement of the blessed and the choirs are con-
cerned, but appears to be incomplete. The "city" description is interrupted by 14A, the "exclusi". 15A seems to give a definite termination to what was at one time a long description. Treating sections 11-15A as a unit, the reader will probably feel that 14A is out of place. It may have been drawn into the text at this point from a marginal gloss. For more discussion, vide infra. sect.14.
Those who dwell in this city are gentle people, very mild and very meek, lacking no good qualities. For only virgins or pilgrims zealous for God reach it and dwell in it for ever. Moreover, it is difficult to understand how their arrangement and placing is accomplished, for neither the back nor the side of any one of them faces the other, but the ineffable power of the Lord has arranged and disposed them face to face in rows and equal crowns round about the royal chair, with splendour and beauty, and all have their
faced towards God.

Lines 1-5. To the number of those who reach the celestial city LB and P add penitents (aitrigig). Even so, it is a rather limited range. The fondness for pilgrimage in the Celtic Church needs no comment. Here it cannot be determined whether or not the author meant "pilgrims" literally or figuratively (peregrini in hac terra). The virtues may safely be considered as the prime monastic virtues, yet the statement here is too weak to justify the assumption that FA was intended for monastic circles only.

Lines 5-12. The arrangement of the blessed. Here again the author anticipates the difficulty of visualising his image. The arrangement is a mystery which only the "ineffable power of the Lord" can achieve. One naturally thinks of Dante’s celestial rose (Paradiso xxx, 100-132; xxxi, 1-54; 112-117; xxxii, 1-84; 115-138) – an attempt to solve a similar problem. In the VMA is a pleasing image of the celestial city: Et deinde fecit me ascendere in regionem illius fluminis et introduxit me in civitatem Domini, et ostendit mihi civitatem sicut rosa constructam, eius nee fines usque ad terminos suos revel-
atae sunt, nec fundationes cognoscuntur; eius claritas
magis quam sol septuplo resplendebat, et in ea
congregabantur vestimenta aurea et argentea et monilia
aurea cum coronis aureis. (transl. Chaine, p. 60).

The text mentions "that neither the back or side of
any one of them faced the other". Jewish speculation
dealt with this problem so far as it related to the angels:
they had eyes all over. Chag. 15a says that "there is no
back in heaven". The starting point was probably Ez. x. 12:
Et omne corpus earum, et colla et manus, et pennaet
circuli plena erant oculis, in circuitu quatuor rotarum.
If such a privilege were conferred on the blessed they
would then always be in visual contact with each other
while having their "faces towards God", and still being
"face to face" with each other. This intercommunication
of the faithful by sight is an attempt to convey their
mutual awareness of being in the same general region, that
of beatitude.

Beatitude, however, admits of different gradations:
those of greater merit should be closer to the source of
the beatific vision. The problem then arises: Will those
in an inferior place feel envious of those in a superior
place? Theologians answered this in the negative: each
soul receives that amount of the divine-effulgence which
corresponds with its capacity. It is therefore completely happy. The author of this section of FA was aware of the problem and made a remarkable attempt to symbolise it: His "equal rows and crowns", plus the rose-image, as found, e.g. in VMA yields the same pattern as Dante's wonderful structure. In European literature the image is unique before the time of Dante. Of extra-European literature the closest resemblance to such speculation is found in rather late Arabic material, as e.g. in the Fotuhat (Bk. III) of Abenarabi, where the positioning in concentric circles, one rising above the other to resemble a vast amphitheatre is described in minutest detail.
A crystal chancel-screen is between every two choirs, with superior ornamentation of red gold and silver upon it, with excellent rows of precious stones mingled with extraordinary gems and with thrones and crowns of carbuncle against that chancel screen. Moreover, three precious stones possessing a gentle sound and sweet music, are between every two principal groups, their upper portion being burning lamps. Seven thousand angels
in the form of great candles brighten and illuminate the city round about; seven thousand others in the very centre are burning through long ages around the royal city. The perfume from the top of a single one of those candles would satisfy as food does the human beings of this world gathered into one place, no matter how numerous they may be.

---

Lines 1-5. Another difficult picture to reconstruct! The heavenly choirs are placed in a number of choir-stalls about the throne. The choirs are separated by chancel-screens which are highly ornamented. The scene is like that of a Cathedral, or rather monastery chapel where the choir stalls are on either side of the altar, the altar and choir being separated from the congregation by the chancel screen. Along these chancel screens in FA are thrones and crowns of carbuncle. Note that their occupants are not mentioned. Thrones and crowns occur very frequently in the heavens of the apocalypses: cf. Apoc. Joh. IV. 14. Precious stones in the new Jerusalem are also a common motif. Why "carbuncle" alone should be mentioned by name is rather puzzling, but technical names
for precious stones are not common in early Irish literature.
The substances mentioned above remind one of descriptions
of royal houses in the epics. For example, in Fled Bricrend,
we read: "Nói n-imdada and o thenid co fraigid, tricha
traiged i n-airdi cacha hainig cedumae co n-diorad oir
friu uile. Conrotacht rigimdae and iarom do Chonchobur i
n-airinuch ind rigthige sin usas imdadaib in tige uile co
n-gemaib carrmocail ocos logmaraib ar chena, ocos ligrad
oir ocos airdig ocos charrmocail ocos datha each thire, co
m-bo chomsolus la ocos adag inti". (ed. Windisch, IT I,
254). Such descriptions very probably had an influence
upon the author, and may have led to adaptations of his
source material.

It is not stated for whom these thrones and
crowns are intended. In apocalyptic they are sometimes
destined for the just, sometimes for the angel princes.
Cf. 4 Esdras ii, 45: Hi sunt qui mortalem tunicam deposer-
uerunt, et immortalem sumserunt, et confessi sunt nomen
Dei; modo coronantur, et accipiunt palmas. 1 En. 108.
12: "And I will bring forth in shining light those who
have loved My holy name, and I will sit each on the throne
of his honour." Matt. xix. 28: Amen dico vobis, quod
vos, qui seuti estis Me, in regenaratione, cum sederit
Filius hominis in sede majestatis suae, sedebitis et
vos super sedes duodecim, judicantes duodecim tribus
Israel; Apoc. Joh. iii.21: Qui vicerit, dabo ei
sedere Meum in throno Meo: Jas. I.12: Beatus vir
qui suffert tentationem, quoniam, cum probatus fuerit,
accipiet coronam vitae, quam repromisit Deus diligent-
ibus se.

Crowns for angels occur frequently in the
Hekaloth-literature. In 3_KN, there are many impressive
descriptions of crowns. The following may serve as
eamples.

a. The crowns of the Ophannim (xxv.7):
"And four carbuncle stones are fixed on the crown of
every single one, the splendour of which proceeds in
four directions of Araboth even as the splendour of the
globe of the sun proceeds in all the directions of the
universe. And why is it called Carbuncle (Barqet)?
Because its splendour is like the appearance of a light-
ning (Baraq)".

b. The Crown of Metatron: "And he made me
a royal crown in which were fixed forty-nine costly
stones, like unto the light of the globe of the sun.
For its splendour went forth in the four quarters of the
Araboth Raqia and in the seven heavens, and in the four
quarters of the world". (xii.3).
Lines 6-8. The three precious stones. The number is probably another bit of trinity-symbolism: cf. the three birds, sect. 7 line 8; and the three circles, sect. 8, lines 3-4. For the music produced by these stones see. Introd. p. 50. Flaming jewels are a development of the popular fancy that a certain "fire" is to be found in them. In FA they can have little more than symbolic value: triple reflectors for the (triune) divine fire on the throne.

Lines 9-10. The flaming angels. This is a common phenomenon in Jewish apocalyptic, especially in the literature. The angelic substance is fire, the angels are renewed in a river of fire (יִרְדֵּן נוֹר). In 3 En. there are many references to the fiery nature of the angels. The following examples will illustrate this:

a. "in that hour the eagles of the Merkaba, the flaming Ophannim and the Seraphim of consuming fire asked Metatron ...." (II.1).

b. Speaking of the angels about the Shekinah: "...... the fiery Shin'anim, the flaming Kerubim, and the burning Ophannim, the flaming servants, the flashing Chashmallim and the lightning Seraphim". (vii).

c. Description of Kerubiel, prince of the Cherubim:
"The opening of his mouth is like a lamp of fire. His tongue is a consuming fire. His eyebrows are like unto the splendour of the lightning. His eyes are like sparks of brilliance. His countenance is like a burning fire". (xxii.4).

Line 12: Imon cathraig rigdai. Since these angels are described as being "in the very centre", the phrase Imon cathraig rigdai should probably be changed to read "about the royal throne", as in CCC, rather than "about the royal city". LB reads "rigchatheir", CCC has in righ suidhi, P has here the reading of IU: "imon-cathraig righda". Cf. the note on mile, supra, Sect. 8. line 5.

The imagery of lines 7-13 could have been suggested by the liturgical use of candles (especially scented candles). As candles illuminate the sanctuary, so do angels illuminate the heavens. But see Intro. p. 47.

Lines 10-12. This is the only reference to something resembling food in the vision. It apparently has no reference here to the nourishment of the blessed. For the fragrance of Paradise see above sect. 5, line 6. The candles as the source of the perfume seems to be an original idea of the author.
14 A. Do neoc le drá do dáinib in domain nád roch-
et in cathraig sin asa mbíu oclus dianid érdalta
a haittreib iar fugiull brátha is intib airbirit
co anbsaid oclus co utmall i ndindignaib oclus i
onocaib, i sesnib oclus i rrotaiğib a n-aitreba
co tí chuoc bráth.
(lacuna)
Is amlaid daco atát na slóig sin oclus na
hairechta oclus aingel comimtechta cacha hóenan-
ma fil indib oo umallóit oclus timthriecht di.

B. Fíal tened oclus fíal d'aigriud i prim-
dorus inna cathrach inna fíadnaisse, oclus síat
íco comthúarcain cind ar cind tria bithu. Fogur
ocais fúamand daco na fíal sin o comríachtain
atolünite rón mbíth. Síl n-Adam, dia oluintis
in fogur sin, nos gébad ule crith oclus úamun doí-
ulachtá remi. It torsig thrá oclus it búadertha
na pecdaig ocond fogur sin. Nád i lleth-imnórro
fri muintir ními ní olünite din gárthóraidin
din acht lánbeo do ráith, oclus binnithir cach
ceól atacomnaic.
Those of the men of the world who do not reach this city after their life, and unto whom is assigned a dwelling in it after sentence of judgment have a restless and changeful dwelling on heights and hills, in swamps and rivers until judgment comes for them.

(lacuna)

Thus, then, are situated those bands and those groups, and the guardian angel of each soul which is among them is engaged in ministering to it and serving it.

Before them, in the principal entrance to the city, there is a veil of fire and a veil of ice, and they clash together throughout the ages. Moreover, the sound and echoing noises of these veils as they clash together is heard throughout the world. Fear and trembling insupportable would seize the seed of Adam, if they were to hear this noise. However, on the side of the heavenly family, only a very small amount of this rough thunder is heard, and it is as sweet as any music.
Lines 1-6. The text from 11 to 15A is in a very confused condition. Beginning with 11, the kingdom of heaven is described as a "city", and the beginning of a description of this city is found in 12 and 13. Then the text is interrupted by the description of those excluded from the "city". 15A speaks of a "plan" of this city, and seems to imply that a fairly extensive description has gone before. Apparently the description of the city was, in part at least, replaced by the description of those excluded from the city. Logically, this group should not have been mentioned until after 15A, where we might reasonably suppose that outside of the city the seer comes upon a particular group consisting of those who are not admitted.

Moreover, sect. 14A is obviously incomplete, for its second part speaks of "bands and groups", which implies a mention of the subdivisions of souls to be found among those excluded. This lacuna is a regrettable one, for, not knowing the types of those excluded, we can only resort to conjecture as to the nature of these groups. The passage apparently puzzled the compiler of CCC, for he omits (or possibly did not have in his source) the first sentence of 14A. The other texts, which retain the passage, give no further clue as to its original position.

Seymour (IVO, 109) interprets this passage to refer to
purgatory: "And it must be remembered that the state of the wandering souls in Adamnan (who = mali non valde) was very far indeed from partaking of the nature of Hell, provisional or otherwise; in reality it affords the first instance in Irish literature of a definitely purgatorial sphere, in which souls must remain till Doom, after which they would be allotted a place in heaven". The parenthesis is Seymour's. His classification of these souls as "mali non valde" finds no justification in the text. We are not told what types make up these groups. Moreover, the assumption that they are in a kind of purgatory is also unfounded: the first requisite for purgatory, the "ignis purgatorius" is missing. The author of FA follows a theory that temporal punishment takes place in the ascent of the seven heavens, (15 B-20), and also in the hell sections. Another "purgatory" was not required.

Boswell (IPD, 191) expresses the following opinion: "It would rather seem that they are the mixed characters upon whom, at the individual judgment immediately following death, no final sentence has been passed. The reservation of a temporary abode for suchlike occurs in the Avestan books, in certain Hebrew speculations, - as shown by the reference, in the Book of Enoch, to the mountain of Sheol
in the West. .... and by the writings of several Rabbis — and in early Christian tradition». Now the text of FA as we have it mentions no type of judgment as having been passed on these souls: their temporary fate consists in their exclusion from the city. Judgment in FA takes place in the seventh heaven. What device has been used to categorise them is not mentioned — nor have they passed the bridge, so far as we can conclude from the text.

As for the Avestan texts mentioned, Boswell must refer to Hamestagan, the “ever-stationary”. This term represents those whose good works and sin are equal. But their condition is quite different from those in 14A. In the Book of Arda Viraf, they are described as follows: "I came to a place, and I saw the souls of several people, who remain in the same position ... They call this place Hamestagan (the ever-stationary); and these souls remain in this place till the future body; and they are souls of those men whose good works and sin were equal ...; they in whom both are equal, remain among these Hamestagan till the future body. Their punishment is cold, or heat, from the revolution of the atmosphere; and they have no other adversity." (BAV, chapt. VI, p. 157). This is quite different from the "restless and changeful existence" of the souls in 14A. Moreover, those in whom good and
evil are equal are found in hell "in the tide of pain", infra sect. 24. The reference to Sheol in 1 Enoch, chapt. xxii contains no classification resembling the souls in 14A; there are four hollow places, one for the righteous and three for various sorts of sinners - they are \( \kappa \omega \mu \alpha \) forming promptuaria until the "great day of judgment and punishment". (See 1 Enoch ed. Charles (1912), pp. 46-50, + notes). Unfortunately, as so often in JPD, Boswell gives no references for the "Hebrew speculations", and the "writings of several Rabbis". A "locus intermedius" is nowhere specifically mentioned in FA, and there is no justification for assuming that it is represented in 14A. If the author of FA considered the primorobus of 14B to be the entrance to the seven heavens, then the group in 14A represents those capable of purification (ascent) eventually, but who are now deprived of the privilege of purgation.

So far as a classification of souls according to \( \psi \nu \chi \sigma \tau \sigma \alpha \gamma \dot{\iota} \) is concerned, the text of FA gives us the following classes:

A. The Blessed, of which there are two divisions:
   1. Those in TIR MA NAEB (SANCTI)
   2. Those in MAG MARTIRE NIME (SANTISSIMI)

B. The IMPERFECT, who are purified by the ascent of the seven heavens.
C. The INTERMEDII - those whose good and bad are equal. They are temporarily in HELL (until the LAST JUDGMENT).

D. The DAMNED, who are in Hell for eternity.

Now of these classes, the souls in 14A are best associated with Group B. We may conclude this from the following arguments: 1. These souls are not wholly evil, if so they would be the DAMNED, and be in HELL; 2. Neither are they INTERMEDI - for then too, according to the system of FA they would be temporarily assigned to Hell; 3. They are most obviously excluded from group A, i.e. they need some purification. Hence they are associated with group B so far as their ultimate fate is concerned. Their exclusion from the purificatory ascent must, therefore, be per accidens, and not due to their present moral state. What souls would fall into such a group?

The answer which most naturally suggests itself is that they are the souls of the Ἁταραγόνια. That such souls must wander about, excluded from Hades is the teaching of Il. 23,71 ff., and Odys. 11,51 ff. This tradition became very widespread and is found frequently in papyri (see Hopfner, "Gr. - Ag. Offenbarung = Zauber", 1, 87). More testimony can be found in Rohde, Psyche, 2, 412-413; Cumont, Afterlife, 64-69. Later, to this class were added
the βιαίοθάνατοι, and the αὐρωποί. Servius, commenting on Aen. 4,386, makes the following remark: dicunt physici biothanatorum animas non recipi in originem suam, nisi vagantes legitimum tempus fati compleverint. For further subdivisions see Waszink, Mnemos, III ser., 13 (1947), 123-24, and id. "Biothanati", HAO 1, 1167-70. The privation of burial was the important factor. The belief that suffering for such souls was inevitable is also found among the Jews (see 1 EN., ed. Charles, p. 49, note to xxii, 9.). The βιοθάνατοι were frequently αὐταφοί, and if not, they were subject to the curse of ending life before the assigned time. This idea remained for a long time a part of the beliefs associated with departed souls. The souls of the βιαίοθάνατοι had to wait until they had completed the requisite period of years before being admitted to the next world. The tradition was modified and adapted in Christian popular eschatology, and the result is found in Dante's use of the tradition. In the Purgatorio, the Mountain of Purgatory has about its base the region known as the Antipurgatorio. It is peopled, among others, by βιαίοθάνατοι, who did indeed die repentant, but enjoyed no burial rites. They are condemned to remain there for varying periods (unless aided by the prayers of their friends on earth). See, especially, the section on
Manfredi, Purg. III, 112-145; Buonconte, Purg. IV, 68-129. That the proper inhumation of the body was still of marked importance in Dante's time is strongly implied in Buonconte's words (l.c. 100-108):

Quivi perdei la vista, e la parola
Nel nome di Maria finii, e quivi
Caddi, e rimase la mia carne sola.
Io diro il vero, e tu il ridi tra i vivi;
L'Angel di Dio mi prese, e quel d'inferno
Gridava: O tu del ciel, perch'ei privi?
Tu te ne porti di costui l'eterno
Per una lagrimetta che il me toglie;
Ma io faro dell'altro altro governo.

Here the idea has been much refined, and non-burial plays only an accidental role in the theory of justice here implied. Dante's Antipurgatorio is a good starting point for studying the tradition of those souls who cannot "ire ai martiri" (Purg. IV, 128) it presents a large group of souls excluded for a time from the purgatorial ascent to heaven, but not damned.

That a similar tradition was available to the writer of FA is very possible. An approach to such an idea is preserved in the story of Coirpre Crom. Coirpre was miraculously restored to life by Ciaran, and, upon being asked by the latter whether he went to heaven or hell, said: "Niam-rusceach, ol se, ar ni beras anim dochum nimhe co n-adhnaicter an corp. Ocus ni beras ainim dochum nimhe na iffirn co cend secht trath lois."
An interesting passage, showing the survival of this tradition is preserved in a passage from Geiler von Kaisersberg: "Also redt der gemeine Man von dem Wütischen Herr, das die, die vor den Zeiten sterben, ehe denn dass inen Got hat uffgesetzt, als die, die in die Reis laufen und erstochen werden, oder gehenkt und ertrenkt werden, die müssen also lang nach irem tod laufen, bis das zil kumpt, das inen Got gesetzet hat und dann so würkt Got mit inen, was sein Göttlicher Wil ist". (Quoted by Weniger, "Feralis Exercitus", ARW (1906), 220).

Other speculations as to who composed this group are possible. The one selected above has been presented somewhat fully because it is found in a highly developed and refined form in the Commedia, that great storehouse of medieval eschatological beliefs. Dante's treatment of this class of souls justifies a new approach to sect. 14A, and partly enables us to preserve some unity in the theory of the text.

Critics of FA who, have decided, a priori, that 14A refers to an intermediate state have then been forced to reject the Hell section as an interpolation, or else suppress the seven-heaven sections. However, the author of FA seems to have a detailed idea of temporal punishment,
and doubtlessly introduced the seven heaven section to serve as a vehicle for temporal punishment for those whose good outweighed their evil, but were not perfect. The text is in such poor condition that one is easily tempted to assume interpolations — if one deals with the text thus it could be made to fit any theory. Seymour, for example, seems determined to make 14A = mal non valde, and then readjusts the rest of the text to fit his theory.

Rather than resort to "interpolations", it is far better to accept the obvious quality of the text: it is a pasticcio, a blending and juxtaposition of many motifs. Moreover, it shows signs of having been reduced, indeed rendered almost fragmentary in parts. Had we a complete text, probably no such problems of interpretation would arise. Since our text maintains a fairly uniform language throughout, it is impossible to decide interpolations from a linguistic standpoint. The variants of the other MSS. are of little help. The safest assumption is that the source materials, taken individually, did express a consistent theory of the next life. The redactor (perhaps the Irish scribe who sought to fit this vision into the Adamnan-tradition) has obviously shortened his texts in some places, and added in others and that not too intelligently:
the thread of unity is destroyed. All explanations about the types of souls have been reduced to a minimum, except in the hell section. This is quite possibly due to the fact that the redactor did not fully understand the theory of celestial immortality implied in the material used for the first twenty sections, but was well acquainted with the theories of hell (see Introd. p. 56-57).

Lines 8-9. For the continued ministrations of the angels see the notes on sect. 6, lines 7-10.

Lines 10-20. For these veils, compare the note on Sect. 5 3, lines 11-15. I know of no exact parallel to these veils, but it is quite easy to understand the underlying ideas. At the ends of the earth, or in the lower heavens early cosmological speculation placed the sources (storehouses) of all natural phenomena. These natural phenomena, combined in groups of polar opposites (ice and fire, light and darkness) came to be associated with the terrors of the next life, and are usually found in the vicinity of places of punishment. Thus, in the third heaven Enoch sees a region: "And all that place has fire on all sides, and on all sides cold and ice, thus it burns and freezes"). (2 En. ed. Charles, Chapt. x, p. 10). The clashing of these veils
is a primitive explanation of thunder. Those entering the next world find themselves at the very source of thunder. This bit of cosmological lore would seem to indicate that the seven-heaven material available to the author had elements of astro-physical speculation, as in 1 Enoch and 2 Enoch. A good example of the type of mysteries contained in such speculations is in 1 Enoch XI. 3-4 (ed. Charles 80):

And there mine eyes saw the secrets of the lightning and of the thunder, and the secrets of the winds, how they are divided to blow over the earth, and the secrets of the clouds and dew, and there I saw from whence they proceed in that place and from whence they saturate the dusty earth. And there I saw cloud-chambers out of which the winds are divided, the chamber of the hail and winds, the chamber of the mist, and of the clouds, and the cloud thereof hovers over the earth from the beginning of the world.

That the noise of these clashing veils should be music to the blessed and a source of terror to the damned is analogous with those sources of torment in the seven-heavens which harm the wicked but are no obstacle to the good. Here the veil is apparently a barrier separating those inside the city from those without. If section 14 possesses any kind of unity, then the "exclusi" must mean those mentioned in 14B. But where is this barrier? It cannot equal the circull tenthide of 5B, because this circle
is about a land (TIR NA NAEB). Nor is it in the door
mentioned in 16A, for that is a "Dorus nime". The veils
are situated 1 primdorus inna cathrach. Cathir is used
in sections 11, 12, 13, 14A, 14B and 15A. Therefore, as
the text stands, we must conclude that the seven-walled
city is spatially distinct from the seven heavens. However,
the seventh heaven, which is implied in sect. 19 ad fin.
is in "the presence of God", and, judging from sect. 19,
in the presence of the "muinter nine". According to 14B
the muinter nine is separated from "sinners" by the veils
of fire and ice which are in the chief gate of the "city".
These veils are not mentioned in sections 18 and 19—
indeed no seventh gate appears there. This is consistent
with sect. 15B which mentions 6 gates, the implication
being that the seventh gate = the "primdorus inna cathrach".
But then an additional barrier would seem superfluous.
However, with the text in such a confused state it would
be futile to look for consistency in the multiplication of
such hazards. Their general purpose is obvious: they
keep out those who have not the requisite qualities for
ertering the "autre monde". FA abounds in fiery walls,
rivers, veils, a whirlpool of fire, and a circle of fire.
Despite the confused multiplicity of these obstacles, there
is no doubt that the author was clearly convinced that trial
by fire was essential for entering the next life. In view of this, it is difficult to believe he could have constructed a purgatory without fire. Those mentioned in 14A are prevented from such an examination - they are really excluded from the next world until the judgment. The ascent of the soul, according to the order of the text means an ascent of six (purgatorial) heavens, with the goal of the journey the seventh heaven, which is represented as a seven-walled "city" - a replica of the cosmos. This type of sevenfold seventh heaven is common in the Ḥaṙān - literature, and were the text not as poorly integrated as it is, it would be quite easy to cite parallels. The images, however, are so inconsistent, that it would be futile to maintain that the source-material for the vision was a direct borrowing from Ḥaṙān - speculations. Similar images could be derived from Mithraism, Egyptian Sun Rituals, and even Pythagorean systems.

To make this confusion of images clear to the reader a tabulation may help. In sections 3-20, the "flatha nime" part of the vision, the following terms occur:
SECTIONS: 3A. Soul taken to the **riched** (Kingdom of Heaven).

3B. Soul to see **flatha nimi** (Kingdom of Heaven).

4. Soul first enters **tir na naeb** (Land of the Saints).

5B. This **tir na naeb** is surrounded by a circuill tentide (fiery circle). It has a golden portico in it. (church-imagery).


7. Now **mag muintire nime** is added - therein is the throne.

8. Same setting, throne described.

9. " " Enthroned One described.

10. " " " "

11. Throne is now said to be in a city (**cathir**).

12. **Cathir** and arrangement of inhabitants.

13. **Cathir** plus choir-stalls image.

14. - 15A. **Cathir**, the "explusi", the veils "i primdorus".

15B. Throne, 7 heavens, goal of ascent = **riched**. (= sect. 20, flatha nime).

With the limited material at present available for direct comparison with our text it is impossible to reconstruct the original plan for the heaven-section. All of the images used could have been worked together to give an elaborate and impressive picture; as they appear in the text as it has come down to us they are not assimilated at all, they
are merely juxtaposed. Heaven, the next world, represented as a series of "lands" is common in western visions, but a seven-walled heavenly city is not - neither is the idea of the ascent of the seven heavens found in any other complete western vision. An Irish writer would have been quite at home using the images of sections 3-10. But that he should fail to understand the seven-walled heavenly city and the Himmelsreise through the seven heavens is not at all strange. The combination of Pythagorean, Neo-Platonic and Gnostic elements in the seven-heaven theory of celestial immortality is still a stumbling block to scholars. It is by no means surprising that an author from Western Europe in the tenth century, could do little more with this than turn it into an elaborate purgatory. There are signs throughout the text of an attempt to unify the presentation, but the attempt was largely unsuccessful.

As will be seen from the commentary on the sections from 150-20, the seven heavens apocryphon was a unit in itself, used in various texts at the discretion of the author. As it is preserved in the fragments we possess, the ascent is constant progression from heaven to heaven, each heaven having its special door, and special attendant. In each heaven there are various torments, mainly fiery ones, which serve (in heavens I and II) to purify the imperfect and torment
the damned. Upon being purified, the souls of the just enjoyed the presence of God in the seventh heaven.

But the author knew another apocryphon in which heaven was described as a seven-walled city. From the little descriptive matter he gives us, this seven-walled city contained no punishments— it is a city of the saints. So, though in origin this city was an ideal representation of the seven heavens— its crystal substance, its varied colours, its sun-images point in this direction— the author used it as a sevenfold seventh heaven. He made an attempt to fuse it with the apocryphon of the souls ascent, but was not too successful— at least so far as our present text shows the blending. But a blending could have been successfully achieved, and if the author had before him a complete text of the Seven-Walled City Apocryphon, we can only feel disappointed that he has failed to give us a complete picture. Even as it stands, this idealised city is an important testimony to the late survival of those speculations on celestial immortality which played so large a role in the teachings of the hellenistic "magi".
15A. Is adbul ŋarom, ocus is ingnad fria innis-sin sudigud inna cattrach sin, ar is becc di mórá ndi ro innisemár dia hordaib ocus dia ingantaib.

B. Is andam trá lasin n-anmain iar comgháis ocus comattrib na colla cona suan ocus cona sádaile, ocus cona saíre, cona soinnige, insaigíd ocus dula co rigsuide in dúleman, acht mani dig la heolchu aingel, ar is docomail drem na .vii. nime, ar ní assu nach ai araili dib, ar itát .vi. doraí chórémetechta ar cind in chín-iuda doenna co rrice in ríched. Ro sudiged dano dorsioir ocus cométaid o muirnir nimi do forcomét each doraí bib.

A. Therefore, vast and wonderful to describe is the plan of that city. What we have related of its varied orders and marvels is only a small portion of much.

B. It is rare for a soul, after commerce and co-habitation with the flesh, with its sleep and its sloth and its liberty, and its prosperity, to strive for and go unto the throne of the creator, unless it come with experienced angels. For the ascent of the seven heavens is difficult,
for no one is easier than the other. For there are six protecting gates before the human race until it reaches the kingdom of heaven. Furthermore, a doorkeeper and guardian from the heavenly family has been appointed to protect each of these gates.

For convenience, this section (Windisch's 15) has been divided into three parts, A and B and C, of which A and B are treated here.

Lines 1-3. For 15A, and its position in the text see the notes to sect. 14. Note that no attempt is made to give an intelligent transition to the seven-heaven section. If only a hint as to the relationship between the seven-heavens, and the seven-walled city had been given, it would have made interpretation so much easier.

Lines 4-8. The doctrine of the hindrance of the body to the soul could well be an ascetic commonplace, but here, placed in relationship with the ascent of the soul, and stressing the need for guiding angels, it points, almost certainly, to gnostic ideas of the ascent, and the hazards on the way. This aspect is treated in detail in the introduction (p. 30-42)
where the sources of the theory, its gnostic development, and the various forms in which it appears in apocalyptic are detailed. This sentence could serve as a precis of Plotinus words in Ennead I, 8, 4. The idea is $\sigma \omega \mu \alpha = \sigma \eta \mu \alpha$.


Lines 11-13. See Introduction, p. 30-42. The doroioir, (ostiarius) is the gnostic $\Delta \rho \chi \omega \nu$, or $\tau \epsilon \lambda \omega \nu \eta s$, a sort of customs-officer who examines the (moral) baggage of the celestial voyager and then decides whether exclusion is called for or penalties to be imposed or free passage is to be granted. Cf. the prayer in Historia Iosephi Lignarii, Tisch. Ev. Apoc. 127: "neque sinas ut ostiarii animam meam ingressu paradisi prohibeant". The peculiar thing about our text is that it admits the damned to the various heavens. This motif was preserved in Christian visions because it was one way of letting the damned see the joys of the blessed, thus adding to their sufferings. Analogously, in FA, the blessed visit hell, evidently to increase their happiness by contrast with the lot of the damned.

But the original plan of the ascent was probably much different. If neo-platonic doctrines played a role in this rather gnostic fragment, then the souls condemned were those destined for reincarnation in another body. There
was a constant coming and going of souls: those possessing the true gnosis were allowed to return to their creator. The others, the imperfect were possible, and were tormented by avenging demons, and prepared for reincarnation in a form (man, beast, plant) corresponding to the nature of their faults. The cycle of births continued until they merited admission to their proper celestial dwelling. This aspect of neo-platonism permits still another approach to the "exclusi" of 14A. Porphyry expressly taught that some souls, enveloped by the humidity of nature, became surrounded by dense vapours, an εἰδωλον, which drew it down to the abodes of dampness. Perhaps the "exclusi" in 1A were originally such souls.

To reconcile the theory of the descent and ascent of souls with orthodox views of the individual soul and its fates was no small undertaking. 1A gives us a precious example of how this was done. It was no perfect adaptation, but the very inadequacy of the attempt is most significant, for it represents a stage in syncretism where the contributing elements are still clear enough to be distinguished and to be referred, at least generally, to their origins.

Before beginning the section of the seven-heavens, it is well to stress the difference between the heavens as pictured here and the traditional scheme of heavens made up
of the spheres of the sun, the moon and the five planets. A new system is used in FA, and in the other fragments preserving this apocryphon. The origin of this new set of heavens is still very mysterious, and it is most interesting to see it placed in a text with the seven-walled city, a model of the primitively conceived planetary system. From this viewpoint, FA is a most daring bit of syncretism, and it is no wonder it failed, at least in part, to achieve unity.
Dorus iarom ind nine as nesu ille is
fair ro sudiged Michel arcaingel, ocus di oig inna
farrad co fleseab iarraidib ina n-ochnaib do
sroigled ocus d'esorcan na peothach co comraic-
cet iarom and sin na peodaig fri cetglift ocus 5
frí cetchesad na conaire oengait i.tiagait.

Now the door of the Heaven which is near-
est this world has the archangel Michael set over
it, and near him are two youths with iron lashes
in their laps with which to beat and whip sinners,
so that sinners may there meet the first reproach
and the first suffering of the path they are tread-
ing (i.e. going).

Line 1. Dorus. FA does not give the names of the heavens.
Names are given in G, LF, M, H, but no one list is complete.
According to G, LF, M, and H, the first door is called ABYSSUS.
G adds a second door called Sabaoth, i.e., Weoroda Duru,
for bon englas dider ingad and manna sawla. If this first
door is considered as being named from the viewpoint of one
making the κακοδοσα, then it is especially appropriate,
for then the soul emerges into the "abyss of matter" of this

**Line 1:** ind nime as nesu ille. This heaven is called "lyftlic" in C (see lyftlica heofon, Will. 4). M, LF, N agree on "Air" (i.e. ἀήρ). It was denser (στυφυνότερας) "gloomier" than the next region (αἰθήρ). It corresponds somewhat with the ἄθρια of Berachoth 53 as being misty and dense and obstructing the light of the ἀθέρα.

**Line 2:** Michael. All texts agree in assigning Michael to the door of the first heaven. He later appears as in the seventh heaven. For the double role, see remarks on the angelology of the section in Introduction, p. 39.

**Line 2:** Di oig. These companions of Michael are two youths (virgins) in FA, LF and P, Y, M. The commonest reading is 'di oig' which probably means two virgins (female), the dual fem. plural of og (oac). The source may have had virgines, which, of course, could be translated by a masculine or feminine noun. C reads: "and twa faemnan hi healdad mid him, þa sindon nemde Equitas and Estimatio; da habbad byrnende gyrde on hira, handum". The virgins are therefore Justice and Prudence (δικαίοσύνη and φρόνησις, cf. Charles, A and P II, 667, note 2). We may, therefore, assume that the παιδευσίς of the
souls to be examined in this heaven consists in their being perfected in prudence and justice. The sinners, analogously, would be tormented for lacking these virtues. The scourging of the souls reflects the fairly widespread belief in the corporeality of the soul. This body, according to neo-platonic theory, it had acquired during the κάθοδος, and it had to be removed before being readmitted to union with its creator. The four virgins in the first two heavens recall the charmingly simple lines of the Solarljod:

Helgar meyiar
haurpu hreinliga
sal af sundum þuegits
manna þeirra
er a morgum degi
pina sialfa sik. (SSΕ, 21).

Line 5. peodaig. It can reasonably be supposed that there are two types of travellers entering the first heaven: those who are capable of being purified, i.e. the imperfect, and those who are to be damned. Those purified are called anmand na naem in 16A. The (potential) saints are apparently not scourged. The sinners probably are the damned (damnandi), and their treatment is far more harsh.

Line 6. conaire. The 'conar' the soul treads after
death again reflects the primitive belief in a "journey", - "iter arduum" an active movement through the various stations of the next life. Effort and guidance are necessary in order to "ascend" the heavens.

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE: As mentioned above, note to line 1, Σ gives a second door Sabaoth, and then attempts an explanation of it. But there is at least a possibility that Sabaoth was originally the name of the angel of the door. Sabaoth is the chief of the seven powers in charge of the planets in the gnostic systems. (cf. Bousset, Hauptprobleme, 9ff). Among the papyri published in Rhein. Mus. xviii, 563, there is one, (viz. pap.Brit. xlvi, 33) in which occurs the interesting phrase Σαβαωθ, Μελισοχε τυραννα, where Μελισοχε apparently means "possessor of the μελεκα", the remains of the dead. This is another interesting example of associating Sabaoth as a kind of δαιμων with the other world.
Moreover, the door of the second heaven has the Archangel Ariel as its guardian, and two virgins are near him, holding fiery whips in their hands. With these they beat sinners across their faces and their eyes. Near this door is placed a fiery stream with a mighty flame upon it. Now
Aberseetus is the name of the angel who guards this stream which tests and washes the souls of the saints from the quantity of crime which clings to them, so that they obtain a purity and brilliance equal to the brightness of stars. Furthermore, there is a bright spring placed there, with bloom and fragrance, to purify and solace the souls of the just. However, it torments and burns the souls of sinners, and diminishes nothing for them; it is rather an increase of pain and penance which reaches them there. With immense sorrow and grief do sinners rise up from it, the just, however, with joy and extreme happiness, (rise up from it) to proceed unto the door of the third heaven.

-------------------------------

Line 1. Dorus. This door is called ELIOTH in C and LF. In M it is ILLISION, in N. ILLYSION. ELIOTH is quite mysterious. Elysium is an appropriate name for this heaven, insofar as there is a refreshing spring, flowers and fragrance in it - a celestial paradise.

Line 1. ind nine tanaise. The second heaven is called
'oferlyftlic' in C. This is equivalent to the Ether (Eitrim) of M, LF, and N.

Line 1. Ariel Aroaingel. All versions have a name which points to an original URIEL. URIEL is "over the world and over Tartarus" according to 1 Enoch, xx. 2. (Ed. Charles 1912, p. 43) If this apocryphon has gnostic elements, it represents a stage when the seven archangels were being substituted for the seven ἀρχαγγελοί.

Line 2. Di oig. C explains: and da twa faemnan mid him, da sindon nemde Continentia, and hi habbap fyrene girde in hira scetum, mid þam hi alead da eagan þara sinfulra sawla. If continentia = σωφροσύνη, and contentia = ἀνδρεία we then have the four Cardinal Virtues assisting in the purification of the souls. With this second παιάδευσις, the just souls have finished that part of their ascent which entails suffering. They apparently undergo further "polishing" in the sixth heaven. (Vid. inf. sect. 16), but they pass the hazards of the third, fourth, and fifth heaven without delay or harm.

Line 3. co sroiglib tentidib ina llamaib. C represents the virgins of the second heaven as having whips in their laps, as FA does in the case of the Virgins of the first
heaven. This is another instance of the confusion that appears so many times in the fragments.

Line 5: sruth tentide. This fiery stream is called Atveritas (= Adversitas) in LF.

Line 6: Abersetus. The name appears as APROSETOR in LF. The name is badly garbled, but may be from ADVERSARIUS, or ADVERSATUS. C spells it Abiersetus, and makes it the name of the fiery stream. A further example of the confused state of the text. Whatever the source, the names were grossly misunderstood and mis copied. K gives us no information, since the first two heavens are missing from that fragment. In N the name is ABYTHUS, which Willard thinks is due to the influence of Abythum, the name of the first heaven in N. (Will., p. 14).

Lines 7-8: in tarotha sin derbas ocus niges anmand na naem. C reads: Daer beod da sawla aerist dwegene and olensud swa siolfur and gold. The star-simile in FA reminds one of the ancient belief that the stars were souls of the blessed.

Lines 10-14: Topor taitnemach. This spring is called fons roris in C, and there interpreted as wednisse floc (stream of mildness). In contrast with FA, C does not
speak expressly of sinners entering this well (spring):
Da sawla of daem byrnenda flode bead sende in disne flod, and daer biod ðwegen and bebadude ðp pa wunda bead hale. The sinners suffer in this stream according to FA. Here two motifs have crossed. Originally there was one (fiery) river which served as a barrier about the celestial paradise. It acted as a discriminating agent for those who tried to cross it. This fiery barrier is described by Clem. Alex. as πῦρ σωφρονοῦν, φρόνιμον πῦρ, αὐταρκὴ τῶν χειρόνων καὶ σωτικὴ τῶν ἁμεινόνων, with the further explanation: διὸ καὶ φρόνιμον λέγεται παρὰ ταῖς προφήταις τόῦτο τὸ πῦρ (Clem. Alex., ed. Potter, Chapt. p. 47; Paed. iii. 8, p. 280; Ecol. 25, p. 985). Such a river of fire is well described in the Arabic Testament of Isaac:

And he brought me to a river of fire, and I saw its waves beating and rising higher than thirty cubits, and the voice thereof was like rushing thunder. And I looked upon many souls sinking in it to a depth of more than nine cubits, and they who were in that river were weeping and crying out with a loud voice and deep groaning. And the river had intelligence in the fire thereof that it should not hurt the righteous, but sinners only, burning them, and it burnt every one of them because of the stinking and loathsome odour which enwrapt the sinners. (Transl. Barnes, TS, 2, p. 147).

FA has retained the discriminating power, but has assigned it to the "bright spring". This contamination
having been explained, this spring provides little difficulty. It is comparable to the "bright spring" placed in the first κοιλαμωσα of Ἰ.Επ. xxi (E) 9 for the refreshment of the just. C very appropriately calls this spring fons roris, and attributes a healing power to the stream. According to FA, this spring imparts a brightness like that of precious stones to the souls. This function of the "dew" suggests a phrase in Isaías (26.19): ἡ ῥηξ ἱρίκ ἱδ. The dew communicates the δόξα, the light of immortality. The spring in FA is bright because it contains the ῥηξ ἱδ: The "bright spring" provides an interesting example of how apocalyptic develops and retains motifs which are merely suggested by the sources. This, of course, is nothing strange when we consider e.g. the vast literature which has its origin in the first chapter of Ezekiel.

It will be noticed that all the fiery rivers of FA are πῦρα νεπτόνα. In the second heaven, the fiery river represents Tartarus, according to a tradition which placed both Paradise and Hades side by side in one of the heavens. According to 2 En., paradise and hell are in the third heaven (ed. Charles, pp.7-10). Cf. 4 Ezra vii.36: Apparabit locus tormenti, et contra illum erit locus requicionis: ehibamus gehennae ostendetur, et contra
If we imagine a combination of the *lacus tormenti* (= *Nehar di-Nur-sruth tentide*) with the *puteum abyssi*, and move both into the heavens, then Abyssus as the name of one of the heavens is explained. It would reflect a common procedure in apocalyptic. Cf. VMA: Eia, eamus in paradisum, et ego tibi ostendam ubi sedent animae iustorum et electorum. Et me fecit ascendere et ingredi in altum abyssum, cuius profunditas non manifestatur, et ibi vidi mansiones quarum splendor quinquages septuplo magis quam sol et luna splendebat (ed. Chaine, p. 51).

The VHA ultimately goes back to a source in which the theory of a *Himmelsreise* was well developed. The author of FA no longer understood the theory, and thus failed to make the various torments distinctly functional. All his fiery barriers are, in a sense, *πῦρα νοητα* , and for his purposes one would have been enough.

Line 18. *dorus in tres nimi*. See the commentary on the following section (17).
17A. Sornd tentide dano for lassad do gréss andside. Dá míle déc cubat iss ed rosoich a lassar i n-ardde. Tíagait dano anmand na fírein triasain sornd sin la brafad súla. Ergorid immórro ocus loscid and anmand na peothach o cend dá bliadna déc, co no-s-beir iar sin aingel in cóimhfecta cosin ceitramad ndorus.

A fiery furnace burns eternally there. Its flame extends twelve thousand cubits in height. The souls of the just pass through this furnace in the twinkling of an eye, but it bakes and burns the souls of sinners for twelve years, until, thereafter, the guardian angel carries them unto the fourth door.

The third heaven is called "se fyrena heofon" in C. In Lf, M, M, it is called Olympus. K names this heaven Abottem. I am inclined to consider Abottem as = Abaddon (גַּלְגָּלְגָּל) of Iob. 26.6: גַּלְגָּל יָשָׁב נַפְלָשׁוֹ לְךָ! where it is considered as distinct from בִּיקוֹע. If this conjecture is correct, we have some key to these apparently semitic names: they are derived from words associated with
places of punishment (or refreshment). Abaddon would be an appropriate name for a heaven containing a place of torment. Abaddon is used for an intermediate place of punishment in 1 En. LI, 1.

The door of the third heaven is called IOTH in C, ISATH in LF, JARIAN in M, (?JULIAN) in N. (N calls the keeper of the door JULIAN, but it may be a variant of JARIAN, the door of the third heaven in M). According to M, the ostiarius of 3H is Raphael, but in N he is in charge of 5H. The authors knew but few names of angels. The most complete list of porters is in N (RIA, MS 23.L.29, s.xviii) and M (1817), both giving four: Michael, Uriel, Raphael, and Sariel. FA mentions only Michael and Ariel.

Lines 1-2: Sornd tentide. The description in G is practically the same: Halle da sawla þara sodfaestra and dara synfulra farad þurh bone lig: þa sodfaestan in ane eagan birhtme bone lig oferfarad; dam synfullan bynced in pan lig .xii. wintra fyrst in disse worlde. In M, instead of a furnace, there is a river of ice, seven times colder than snow.

Lines 3-6. For the difference in effect of this fire, cf. note on Sect. 16, lines 10-14. All sources agree in the duration of the torture of the sinners. The number
12 is rather favoured in Apocalyptic. Note that the flame of this furnace is 12,000 feet high. The significance of a 12 year period of torture is not clear. It may be related to the period of temporal penance imposed for serious sins. The penitentials contain many penances assigned for a number of years. Twelve, however, was also a number of the punishments in hell (cf. the twelve dragons in section 20). The more probable reason is an attempt at some number symbolism: seven being associated with heaven, and twelve with hell. For further remarks on this subject, see the commentary on section 20.

Lines 6-7. Note that the Ζώγελος ἄποκομιζων is still with the souls of the wicked. They are not parted until the judgment in the seventh heaven. Cf. notes to sect. 6, lines 8-9.
Is amlaid dano atá dorus inotachta in chetramad nime, ocus sruth tentide ocá thimcell amal in sruth romoind. Timchellaíd dano mór for lassad; lethet a thened fri dá míle déo cubat tomsithir. Gengait immórrro anmand inna fírén taris amal na beth etir. Ocus fastóid anmand inna peotach fri ré da bliadna deo i tróge ocus i todérnam co-no-s-beir aingel in cóemtechta co dorus in chúcéd nime.

Thus, then, is the entrance-door of the fourth heaven, and there is a fiery stream about it, like the preceding stream. A flam- ing wall surrounds it. The breadth of its fire is estimated as 12,000 cubits. The souls of the just walk through it as though it did not even exist, but it holds the souls of sin- ners for a period of twelve years in misery and punishment, until the guardian angel takes them to the door of the fifth heaven.

C runs as follows: Siddan sio sawl bid laeded to daere feordan dura pære nama is Iohim. pæreis fyren flod iроне,
and daer sind weallas ymbe pone flod; and daes flodes braedo is .xii. dusenda faedma. And ealle da sawla dara sodfaestra and sinfulra ferad ofer pone flod; and swa ic oer owaed, da sodfaestan in anes eagan birhtme oferferad hi, and da sinfullan beod celde and owilnde .xii. wintra lengo.

Lines 1-2. The wording seems to imply a description of the door which is now missing, not only in FA but in all the other fragments. The fourth heaven is called "se stronga heofon, pone we 'rodon' hatad, in C. LF and N name it FIRMAMENTUM, M has IGNITUM (but M has apparently confused 4II with 5II). K has IOTHIAM, which resembles the name of the door (IOTHAYM) in C. The door is named LAZARUS in M and N, IACIM in LE. The doorkeeper is SARIEL according to M and N.

Lines 3-4. Twelve continues to be the standard of measurement and of time (line 6). Though the fiery streams are rather monotonously alike in THA, they do have minor differences. Here the "wall of fire" is the distinguishing factor. For twelve years of torment, there is an interesting analog in the Arabic Testament of Abraham (transl. Barnes, T and S. II.2, 1892, p. 136): "And I answered him, I, Abraham, and said to him, and I also am a man who dwells
in a material body, and I know not whether they will let me enter by the straight gate without my suffering tortures for twelve years ... ."

Line 7. See the commentary on sect. 18A, (line 5).
There, too, is a fiery stream, but it is different from the other streams, for there is a peculiar whirlpool in the middle of that stream which turns about the souls of sinners, and holds them fast for sixteen years. However, the just cross it immediately, without any delay. When it is time to release the sinners from it, the angel beats the stream with a hard whip of a stony nature, and lifts up the souls on the tip of the whip.

The 5H is called "se ageslicā heofon" in Coelum in C, Coelum Ignitum, the name having been
split up to provide a name for the 4H), Coelum Igneum in LF, Caelum Ignitum in N. K omits a name (a description of the 5H is missing in K).

The door 5H is called idit in G (= IGNITUM?). No other sources provide a name for this door.

The doorkeeper of this heaven is called RAPHAEL in N. The other versions do not mention a doorkeeper.

Lines 1-3: Thor tentide ... soebchore sainraedach. K places this description in the sixth heaven, and speaks of a whirling wheel in the stream: in medio eius rotam et angelo tartaricho cum virgis ferreis percutientis rotam, et inde volvitur in gyro et flumine tres; ponitur homo peccatur super rotam, xxi anni tormentatur. G describes as follows: Daer is flod ymbirnende, and birnende hwoowol in middum daem flode ymbhweorfende, and hit scufed da synfullan ofdune in done birnendan flod. Donne ure Scippend ut wile da sawla danon alisan of dam flowendan fyre, he sended bonne his englas mid heardum gyrdum, ba beod in gemete hefigran bonne stanas. Be engel slihd mid daere in bone byrnendan flod and aheawed da sawle up of pam flode; of aeghwelcum annum slege aspringed o. spearoena, in aeghwylocum annum bid mannes byrden. C. sawla dara synfulra sweltad and forweordad for dam spearo cum. This
is remarkably close to K. Nevertheless, there are differences between K and C which indicate that they are not directly related. Thus FA and C both associate "stone" with the description of the whips or rods of the angel, whereas in K these rods are of iron and are used to make the wheel revolve. In K this wheel is not in a stream of fire. Both FA and C combine the two ideas, FA turning the wheel into a whirlpool. These variants seem to reflect different traditions, and peculiar confusion and blending. Apparently the 7H apocryphon was never too clearly understood in the West.

Line 5. sembladna dec. This number (16) breaks the symmetry of numbers in our text. Both C and K have twelve years. The corresponding section of CCC from YBL has twelve also. The number .xvi. probably came from a miscopying of .xii. As mentioned before, the significance of this number is somewhat obscure, but is probably associated with the twelve divisions of hell (as preserved in C), the twelve dragons, and the twelve pains. The definite period of time associated with these intermediate penalties is probably due to a strong concept of temporal punishment as contrasted with eternal punishment. Hell is a place where both forms are combined. The damned must experience both, the just are subjected to a limited purgation and are then admitted to the
presence of God, where they remain. The damned, in a
gnostic sense, would profit from this purgation in so far
as it prepared them for reincarnation - they would have
returned to their creator, indeed, but their previous
contamination with the flesh, their imperfect γνώσις
would require their re-entry into the κύκλος γενέσεως.
The orthodox rejection of metempsychosis brought confusion
into such a theory, hence the contradictions arising in
the 7HA as we have it, where an attempt has been made to
combine it with the doctrine of hell. It should be em-
phasised that this attempt at combination is quite evident
in the 7HA section, and as C shows, there was a tradition
combining the ascent of the seven heavens with the descent
of the twelve hells. The mention of the twelve dragons in
FA 20 anticipates a description of hell, and though the author
of FA chose to use a description of hell that lacked the
well-worked out divisions, he did know that the theory of
the 7HA involved a hell and consequently gave us one. This
is an important point, for it argues for an original unity
at least, and makes FA a singularly important document in
the history of gnosticism in the West. Since, to maintain
an appearance of orthodoxy, there had to be a hell, the
problem arose as to how to get the condemned souls into it.
FA makes their descent a matter of passing through the twelve
dragons. According to Q these dragons belong in hell, where they mark its divisions. In K, the soul is first delivered to the angelus Tartaruchus who plunges it in hell. These fragments, then, do imply a description of hell to follow, and FA supplies such a description. In fact, it looks as though some of the torments of the seven heavens were derived from a description of hell. All in all, it is a most curious mixture.

Lines 8-10. òò fleisc duir òò n-aioniud lecdu. This phrase may simply mean that the rod is as hard as stone. (Compare the description in the section of Q quoted above). However, there is another possibility which may be advanced here. The angel in charge of the whirlpool performs a task appropriate enough for an Ïγγελος βασανισμής. Now in FA, this angel beats the stream, and lifts up the souls on his rod. The rod = βάσανος, the touchstone - it tests those ready for removal from the whirlpool. The souls are tried like gold in the furnace, and then removed, having been made fit for the Divine Presence. If this is true, then this whirlpool was originally one of the effective purgations in the ascent, antedating the confusion with the hell-motif. This etymologising interpretation of the rod is quite possible if the text derives in part from a
Greek original. Moreover, this approach may help to explain the mysterious name SELOTH which assigns to the heaven containing the wheel. Like several other words preserved in various versions of the 7HA it has a definitely Semitic appearance. There is a possibility that it is connected with a μελλ, e.g. which is found in syr. $\mathfrak{U}_\mathfrak{F}$ = to purify in Pa. (cf. $\mathfrak{L}_\mathfrak{E}_\mathfrak{F}$ = purgatio). The word Seloth may then represent the construct. fem. sing. of a noun meaning purgatio, purgatorium. It would be a most appropriate name, but the text providing us with this name is in such poor condition that no sound argument can be based on a single word, especially when the word is a foreign one and especially liable to mis-copying. See the remarks on ABOTTEM at the beginning of the commentary to section 17A. If, as remarked there, these apparently Semitic words are derived from places of punishment, then the epithet 'egeslic' given to this heaven in 0 is rather fitting, insofar as the 5H contained a "purgatio horrenda".
Berid dano Michél iar sin na amand co dorus in t-se sad nime. Nó armither immórro plán nó thodernam dona amannaíb isin dorus sin, acht forosnaíteir and o soillse ocus o etrochta líac logmar. Rosoich dano Michél iar sin co angol na trinóite co taisfanat díb linaíb in n-ammain i fiadnaíse Dé.

Then Michael, after that, takes the souls unto the door of the sixth heaven. However, neither pain nor torment is noted out to the souls in that gate, but they are illumined there with the light and brilliance of precious stones. Thereafter Michael goes unto the angel of the Trinity, so that they, one on either side, may admit the soul into the presence of God.

Line 1. Michel. Michael is not mentioned as the ψυχοπομπός in Q, nor in K. He does appear in this role in LF, M and N. In sect. 156, Michael was in charge of the first gate, so that there is a contradiction here. This may be due to the limited number of angel-names available to the author of FA, or Michael may have been substituted.
for a less known name. It is impossible to decide the
original plan. However, the tradition of Michael as the
ψυχοποιός par excellence may account for a substitution
here. The attendance of Michael until the judgment is
accomplished is stressed in a Latin Homily (BN, MS Lat.
2628, ff. 103b-105r) printed by Louise Dudley (Egyptian
Elements in the Legend of the Body and Soul, Baltimore,
1911, pp. 164-5): Michael tamen non dimittet eam (sc.
Animam) donec assignet eam ante tribunal Trinitatis, ut
referat prout gessit sive bonum sive malum.

Lines 1-2. co dorus in t-sessed nimo. The sixth heaven
is called "engla heofon" in C, SELOTH in K, Hesperium in
M, (text has XPERIUM), Angelorum in LF, and IMPERIUM in N.
The SELOTH of K probably belongs to the fifth heaven.
There are then two systems of naming. C and LF give us
caelum angelorum, and the names of M and N are probably
corruptions of τὸ ἐμπύριον. I know of no text wherein
caelum angelorum is equated to τὸ ἐμπύριον. Again,
confusion is obvious in the traditions of THA.

The door of 6H is called IERUD in C, and ERICTUS
in LF. They may both be variants of the same name, but
as they stand they are most difficult to interpret.
Lines 3-5. Cf. C: Ao ne bid himfaer naenigu tintregu geteled ne gerimed, ao baer ñcined þaet lecht þara diorwyrpa eorolan-stana. This agrees with LF (no punishment, precious stones). There is no description in U. In K, the sixth heaven seems to have replaced the fifth so that there is really no description there. N has 'no pain', but then speaks of bathing the souls in a well of healing.

C mentions the stones, but does not state, as FA does, that they are the source of illumination for the souls. FA thus makes this heaven a kind of dressing room, where the garment of light is put on.

An explanation is possible if we assume that τὸ ἐμπύριον is equivalent to Heaven of the Fixed Stars. Then the precious stones = the stars. The soul, having been purified in the other heavens, then receives the light of the empyrean heaven before entering the abode of the 'Ὑπόστος. τὸ ἐμπύριον', however, is used in neoplatonic speculation to signify the area extending above the sphere of the fixed stars. Judging from our fragments, however, the author of this apocryphon followed no definite system of heavens. K, describing the seventh heaven, speaks of the Lord sitting on a precious stone which emits light and fire.
FA does not distinguish between the souls of the just and the souls of sinners at this point, but perhaps his source did. It is hard to imagine why the sinners should be illuminated, one would rather expect them to become darkened. This darkening of the sinful soul takes place in the 5H of the Armenian fragment trans. by Issaverdens. According to 16B, the sinners are not purified by going through the heavens, so they would hardly be illumined here. The text is doubtlessly abbreviated here as in so many other instances. A study of the accounts of the good and evil soul after death as contained, e.g. in the Visio Pauli, shows that FA has combined and thus partly confused the scenes of judgment.

Among the Armenian pseudepigrapha published by Doctor Jacques Issaverdens in his Uncanonical Writings of the Old Testament, there is a fragment of an Esdras-apocryphon which contrasts the effect of the judgment on the just man with that on the sinners. The passage is quoted in full because of the Himmelsreise-theory it contains. The "Angel of the Lord" is speaking:

When I make a soul to pass through that path there are in it seven steps up to the Divinity. The first halting-place is one of terror and wonder. The second is awful and unspeakable. The third is hell and icy cold. In the fourth there
are quarrels and wars. In the fifth judgment is held; if it is the soul of a righteous man it is enlightened, and if of a sinner, it becomes dark. Then in the sixth the righteous shines like the sun. Then through the seventh I carry it, and bring it to prostrate itself before the great throne of the Divinity, over against paradise, before the glory of God, where dwells the transcendent Light. (Issaverdens, op.cit., 1901, 699-700).

This passage is quite similar to the 7HA used in FA, but it introduces judgment in the 5H, and speaks of the darkening of the soul of the sinner. Note that, as in FA, the seventh heaven is a heaven of light.

Line 6: aingel na trinoite. Only FA has this angel. I have been unable to find any direct parallel in apocalyptic literature. Since the scene is that of judgment we may expect that Michael acts as the defendant, while the "Angel of the Trinity" is probably the κατηγορος.

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE TO SECTION 18B. The reader of FA is probably impressed by the absence of any description concerning the tree of life which is so common an element in apocalyptic descriptions of paradise, earthly or celestial. Yet, FA may contain a substitute for the tree of life.

The Vision speaks of the souls as being illuminated in the seventh heaven "from the light and the bright-
ness of precious stones". This may mean either that they acquire a $\delta \xi \alpha$ or $\tau \lambda v \gamma$ resembling the brilliance of gems, or that they are actually clothed in these jewels.

The first possibility needs but little comment, for the acquisition of a "garment of light", the $\tau \lambda v \gamma$ of Dan. 12.3, is a very frequent teaching of Jewish and Christian eschatological writings. Then we need only equate the "precious stones" of FA with the stars. This brings us to the concept of the Tree of Life interpreted as the starry heaven (as in Philo, de quaest. in Gen. 1.10). The Tree of Life is then represented as bearing precious stones as its fruit - it becomes a Tree of Light. Cf. Grossman, "Mythische Reste in der Paradieserzählung", ARW (1907), p. 385. The eating of the fruit of this tree is equivalent to putting on the garment of light. We may then interpret the precious stones of FA as a substitute for the tree of life. There is a striking analog to the situation in Adamnan in Ezechiel 28, where the King of Tyre is said to have lived $\tau \rho \mu \nu \theta \varphi \chi \alpha \nu \chi \eta \gamma \iota \mu \iota$. Many scholars, e.g. Cornell, Zimmer, Gunkel, Keil, Kraetzscher, Procksch, Konig, Tennant, believe that Ez. 28 goes back to a source describing the life of the first man in paradise. If so, FA is but another variant of this same tradition, used in a most fitting way, for it implies that
when a soul reaches this seventh heaven, it regains the garment of light belonging to the πρωτόπλαστος before his fall. Adam's garment of light retained its brilliance because he lived in paradise (the sacred mountain of God) among the ㎢_leg㎢. It is another example of the obscure traditions preserved in this Irish apocalypse.

Some sources speak of clothing the soul with precious gems. Thus in Yalkut Shim'onî (Pent. XX), the reception of the just man into Paradise is described as follows: "In Paradise there are two gates of carbuncle guarded by 600,000 serving angels whose faces shine like the firmament. When a just man enters, they clothe him with garments of honour, and place on his head a crown of pure gold, adorned with precious stones and fine pearls."
19. Is adbul tra ócus is dírim failte muintire níne ócus in Comided fessin frisin n-anmain in tan sin, mád anim ennac, firén hi. Mád an- fíren immórro, ócus mád anforbthe in anim, fogeib anmine ócus acairbe ón Chomaidi chumachtach, ócus atbeir fri aingliu ními: Tarrgíd lib, a aingliu ními, in n-anmain n-eorsáidig scé, ócus tabraid l lúaim Lucifir díla badud ócus díla formúchad i rudamain iffirnd tria bithu sír.

Vast and boundless is the joy of the heavenly family and of the Lord Himself at the soul at that time, provided that it is an innocent and just soul. If, however, the soul is unjust and imperfect, it receives harshness and severity from the powerful Lord, and He says to the angels of heaven: Oh angels of Heaven, carry off with you this impious soul, and deliver it into the hand of Lucifer, to be plunged and suffocated in the depths of hell for eternity.

This seventh heaven is called "heofon þæere halgan Drinnisse in C. In K it is called THERUCH, LF. has SEDES
TRINITATIS, N gives Coelum trinitatis, as does M. Only one text, LF, names the door of this heaven: AMMA. No text specifically mentions an OSTIARIUS for this heaven, but the ANGELUS TRINITATIS of FA may be such a guardian.

Line 1. failte muintire nime. Many passages analogous to this could be quoted. One of the finest is that contained in the NARRATIO ZOSIMI. Here are found the cortege of angels, the journey of the soul, and the presentation to God: Τότε ói ἄγγελοι ἀναλαμβάνοντες ἄδουσιν ἀσμα καὶ ὕμνον ψάλλοντες τῷ θεῷ, καὶ πάλιν άλλα τάμματα τῶν ἁγίων μετὰ σπουδῆς ὑπατώσιν ἀσπαζόμενοι τὴν ψυχὴν τὴν προσερχομένην καὶ εἰσερχομένην εἰς τὰ στερεώματα. καὶ ὑπέλθη εἰς τὸν τόπον ἐν ὧδε ηὕρε τὸν θεόν, οὕτως ὦ οὐός τῶν θεῶν μετὰ τῶν ἁγίων δέχεται τὴν ψυχὴν τοῦ μάκαρος καὶ προσφέρει πρὸς τὸν ἄξιον τοῦ πατέρα τῶν αἰώνων. Καὶ πάλιν ὡταν ψάλλουσιν οἱ ἄγγελοι ἄνω, ἦμεις ὄντες κάτω ὑπακούομεν αὐτῶν, καὶ πάλιν ἦμεις ψάλλομεν καὶ αὐτοὶ ὑπακούομεν ἐν τῷ οὐρανῷ ἄνω, καὶ οὕτως ἀνάμεσαν ἦμῶν καὶ τῶν ἁγίων ἀνέρχεται ἡ δοξολογία τῆς ἡμινολογίας. ὅτε δὲ ἡ ψυχὴ τοῦ μάκαρος πεσωδα ἐπὶ πρόσωπον προσκυνή τῶν κύριων, τότε καὶ ἦμεις πεσόντες προσκυνοῦμεν τῷ αὐτῷ ἐκεῖ τῶν κύριων . . . . . . . . . . .
Lines 3-9: FA does not mention that the judgment takes place in the seventh heaven. C describes the scene as follows: Siddan hi bidla laed to ham heofone and to ham heahsetle paere halgan Drinnisse, and him bid paer demed. paer Sanctus Michael agifed pa sawla paera sodfaestra and paera sinfulra. paet is paet se wealdend owid, 'Syllad pa synfullan sawla ham grimman engle to owilnianne and to besencanne in helle'.

The words of condemnation are thus given in LB (Windisch, IT, 1. 183, lines 18-20): Et dixit fri haingliu nime: Hanc animan multo peccament angelo Tartari tradite, et demergat eam in infernum. K words the condemnation thus: Dominus judicat de illo homo peccator, et tradatur hunc ad angelum Tartarucho. Et angelum dimergit eum in infernum. We have, therefore, three versions of the name for the angel who receives the sinful soul:

1. "the grim angel" of C,
2. the angelus Tartari of LB,
3. angelus tartaruchus of K ( = ἀγέλους Ταρταρούχος).

This name occurs in the Visio Pauli: Tradatur ergo angelo Tartarucho qui prepositus est penis . . . . .

Tischendorff: παραδοθὴν ὡς φυχὴ αὕτη Ταρταροῦχῳ ἄγγελῳ, καὶ φυλαττέσθω ἐώς τῆς μεγάλης ἡμέρας τῆς κρίσεως. Cf. the words of condemnation in VMA: Ducite nunc illam ad Satanam patrem eius; tradite eam Temliakos, angelo gehennae; ut ponat eam in maxima gehenna. Ibi erit donec veniam iterum iudicare omne saeculum in novissimo die, tunc redibit ad corpus suum prius, et descendet in magnum supplicium (ed. Chaine, l.c., p. 50).

That the wicked soul should be presented to God to be judged is not unusual. The VISIO PAULI contains an instructive passage about the journey of the wicked soul after death. I quote it in full, because it obviously implies an arduous Himmelsreise by the unjust soul going to receive judgment. The guardian angel (consuetus angelus) is speaking to the soul: (ed. James, l.c. 18-19)

Ego tibi quidem alienus factus sum, et tu mihi. Pergamus ergo ad iudicem iustum; non te dimittam antequam ab odierna die scio quia alienus tibi factus sum. Et spiritus confundebat eum et angelus conturbabat. Cum ergo pervenissent ad potestaten, cum iam ingredi celum abiret, labor impositus est ei super alium laborem; error et oblivio et susurracio obviaverunt eam, et spiritus fornicacionis et relique poestestates, et dicebant ei: Ubi perges, misera anima, et audes praecurrere in celo? sus-
tine, ut videamus si abemus in te peculiaria nostra, quia non videamus tibi sanctum adiutorem. Et post haec audivi voces in excelsa celorum dicentes: Offerte miseram animam deo, ut cognoscat quia est deus ut contempsit. Cum ergo ingressa esset coelum, viderunt eam omnes angelii milia miliorum et exclamaverunt una voce, omnes dicentes: 'Vetibi, misera anima, pro operibus tuis que fecisti in terra; quid responsum datura es deo cum accesseris adorare eum?' Respondit angelus qui erat cum ea et dixit: Flete mecum, mei dilectissimi, requiem enim non inveni in hac anima . . .

Et post haec oblata est ut adoraret in conspectu dei, et monstravit ei angelus dominum deum qui eam fecit secundam imaginem et similitudinem suam. Then follows the examination and condemnation. In this passage above lies the framework of a detailed Himmelsreise. If we distribute the "potestates" in various categories through the heavens; and then assume that those of each heaven in turn stop the soul in its ascent to see if it be tainted with the vice peculiar to the heaven, then we have a system like that of the Mandaitic books. The planets represent the hostile powers, constituting Mattartas, stations wherein those not possessing the requisite purity are imprisoned and tortured.
20 A. Is and sin iarom scarthaír ind anim
thrúagh sin co éigthide ocus co hacarb ocus co
adúathmar ri freonarcus flatha níne ocus gnussi
Dé.

B. Is and dano doiléci in n-osnaid as trum-
mu cach n-osnaid oc techt i ngnúis Déábal far
n-ascin cíbniussa flatha níne. Is and scarthaír
fri comairge inna n-áirceangal lasa téiníoch dochum
ními.

C. Is and sin dano slúcit na dá draic dót
thentide cach anmain d'éis a céle oc curennd
úaid in draic inichtarach i ngní Déábal. Is
and sin fogleib comlaíntius cach a huilo la
freonarcus Déábal tria bithu sír.

Thereupon that unfortunate soul is sep-
arated with fear, bitterness and terror from the
presence of the kingdom of heaven and the face
of God.

Then it sends forth a sigh which is
heavier than every other sigh, going to face
the devil after seeing the delights of the kingdom
of heaven. Then is it separated from the pro-
tection of the archangels with whom it came un-
to heaven.

Moreover, then it is that twelve fiery
dragons swallow down each soul, one after another,
until the lowest dragon hurls it from himself in-
to the mouth of the Devil. Then does it receive
the plenitude of all evil in the presence of the
devil throughout eternity.

Lines 1-9. The Scela lai bratha contains a similar passage,
applied to the condemnation of the Last Judgment. The be-
ginning of the section is lost: ... do aitriabh fhirnd tra
bith sir. Ocus it e beti i scoraib ocus i llong phortaib
Diabail. Ocus scoraid fri airfitind in domain seo ro char-
sat. Ocus fri gnusib muintire nive .i. na n-aingel ocus na
noem ocus na firen. ar mbith doib male bliadna i tenid bra-
tha. ar is e sin re lathi bratha mar innisit trachtairde
na canoni noimi. (IH lines 2401-2405).

Is ed bertair iar sin do taig Diabail co fogur der-
chainte co tromosnadaib sirrechtaidib. Bid truag gair ocus
nuall golfadach ocus eigech. bron ocus basgainre. na tu-
ath peodaich and sin inca tarroing dochum pene iffirnd. (ibid.
2407-2410).
Lines 10-14. C makes it clear that the dragons consume the souls after they have been brought to hell. Here is the entire passage from C: Sio helle hafad iserne weal and .xii. sidum hil beliet da helle; and ofer pan .xii. fealdum para wealla waeron .xii. dracan fyrene. Se grimma engel sended ūa synfullan sawla ūam ytemestan dracan, and he hi forsweolgod and eft aspiwed ūam nideran dracan, swa hira aeghwylo sended odrum in mud ūa sawla de biod gebunden mid ūam bendum ūara eahta synna ealdorliora. Se ytemesta draca, paet is paet ealdordefoul, se lihd gebunden onbeeling mid raceteage reades fyres, to taone Cristes rode, in hellegrunde. And deah de hwylc mon haebbe .c. tungena, and ūara aeghwylo haebbe isene stefne, ne magon hi aseogan helle tintrego and da fulnissa ūara draconna ond done singalan hungor. (Willard, op.cit. 6). The situation is made still clearer in another homily (Cotton Faustina Aix, fol. 12): Sanctus Michael nimd ūa sodfaestan sawle and gelaeft hi beforan Godes heasetle; and paer heo gesynd ealle hyre weorc ūe heo to gode dyde her on worulde. ūe earman sawla man let to hylle and man mynegad by hyre yfeldaeda. And onbutan helle syndan .xii. ysene weallas, ūa synd ealle byrnende readam fyre; and widinnan melcum wealle is synderlic witungstow, ūe ūa sawla purhfaran sculan aer hy to helle cuman. Then follows a description of
The twelve-year periods of torment mentioned in 7HA are probably connected with the twelve walls and the twelve dragons of hell. Such symmetry of structure and number is common in apocalyptic. The dodekad was an important element in the Valentinian system, according to which the Cosmos is divided into an ogdoas, a dekas, and a dodekas. The dodekas may be related to the zodiac. At any rate, it was inferior world, and could well be thought of as a type of hell. The twelve inferior aeons of the Pistis Sophia are another possible source for the twelve-fold world of evil. Unfortunately, no full description of such a twelve-fold hell is known to have been preserved in western visions. The author of PA, who probably knew at least indirectly the short hell portion in K and G, substituted a fuller description to complete his vision.

The substitution, however, was done rather carelessly, for, in a sense, the author has already introduced us into Hell in Sect. 20. He may have thought that the dragons were a sort of elaborate passageway between heaven and hell, but this is contrary to the plan of K and G: the swallowing takes place in Hell, after the wicked soul has been delivered to the ἄγγελος Ταρταροῦχος.
The TTHA does not describe the route of the soul's descent.

After comparing FA with K, C, LF, N, and M it becomes quite clear that the Apocryphon was inserted into the text of FA without any marked effort to reconcile it with what went before and what follows. At least, as the text is now extant, no such attempt is evident. Until a detailed description of the twelve-hells comes to light it is impossible to determine whether there is any relationship at all between the hell-section of FA and the twelve-walled hell of K and C. A careful comparison of section 20 with sections 21-31 makes such a relationship highly improbable. In FAH the devil does no swallowing; and the eight glowing beasts of section 22 are quite different from the twelve dragons of section 20. We are practically compelled to conclude that FAH is at decided variance with the type of hell implied at the end of K and C. However, the hell of K and C does invite elaboration - indeed, it was the elaboration of such a terraced hell which provided the pattern for Dante's Inferno. The adding of sections 21-31A does not, therefore, involve a contradiction in judgment or delicacy on the part of the author. It was unfortunate that he did not have at hand a description elaborating the symmetry implied by the brief allusions in K and C.

Consequently, we enter a new world in passing into
the hell sections. It is largely the traditional underworld, with the traditional collection of sins and punishments, lacking the symmetry and range of imagination of the sections which have gone before.
When the guardian angel had revealed to the soul of Adamnan these visions of the Kingdom of Heaven, and the first adventures of each soul after it has left its body, he then took it with him to visit lowest hell, and the abundance of its pains and tortures and sufferings.

This is the first land it reached: a black, scorched land, void and parched, with no pain at all in it. A valley filled with fire borders on it on the farther side. Its lowest portion is black; the middle and top
portion are red. Eight beasts are there, their eyes like burning coals.

---

Line 1: O ro foillsig thra aingel... do anmain Adamnan. This is the first time that the seer and his companion have been mentioned since section 3. A similar remark occurs again in section 31A. Within the 7H-sections and the H-sections, the seer is not mentioned, and the description is in the third person. The author has apparently inserted these three references to Adamnan (3A, 21A, 31A) in order to give a superficial appearance of unity. The insertions are so obvious that it may be concluded that they did not form an original part of the vision-materials used. At the same time, they show that the author (or redactor) was making an effort to secure unity, and that he intended to include the H-sections from the beginning of his work. This is already implied in 3A, and reiterated in 31A: both heaven and hell formed part of the original plan of the author.

Line 3: cetimthusa cecha hanma. This remark can only apply to the 7H sections, for the descriptive and narrative portions of sections 4–15A hardly apply to every soul after death, whereas the 7HA implies that the just and sinners
alike must make the ascent of the heavens after death, and, during that ascent, the souls do indeed meet with adventures. It seems, therefore, that the author (or redactor) who tried to fit this material together in a Vision of Adamnan also used the 7HA together with its appendix about the twelve dragons. The "first adventures" are the events in the soul's experiences from death until judgment. These adventures take place in the seven heavens, and the latter appeared in the original redaction.

Lines 3-4: Rosfuc leis hi iar sin d'insaigid iffirn nichtaraig. . . . Compare this with 3A: Oscus ros fuc leis ar thus do fegad flatha nimi. This again shows the hand of the same author (or redactor).

Line 4: Iffirn nichertaraig. This seems to imply a subterranean hell. Compare section 2, lines 12-19 where we have "oslocud in talman", with reference to the vision of the apostles. However, this is never expressly stated in the H-section, and section 31B seems to imply that hell is reached after passing the "fial glainide"! - this is so contradictory at first, that one might be led to think that 31B is out of place, belonging more properly after section 20. The explanation is to be found in the type of "journey" used in sections 4-13 and in 21-31. Within these sections
the movement is one of advancing, as one goes from place to place, country to country on a voyage. It is a hinge-
hen, not the hinaufsteigen of the 7H-sections: procedere, not ascendere. Thus 31B is not really a contradiction; it is really the simple idea that to get back to where one started, one must retrace his steps. This kind of move-
ment can be well illustrated from the Gizeh fragment of 1
Enoch, e.g. chaps. xxviii ff.: καὶ ἐκείθεν ἐπορεύθην ἐἰς τὸ μέσον, Μανδοβαρά, καὶ ὅδεν αὐτὸ ἔρημον . . . . Ἔτι ἐκείθεν ἐπορεύθην ἐἰς ἄλλον τόπον . . . καὶ πρὸς ἀνατολάς τοῦ ὄρους ταύτου ὄχόμην . . . καὶ . . . ὄχόμην πρὸς ἀνατολάς μακράν . . . καὶ ἐκείθεν ἐφόδευσα ἐπὶ τὰς ἄρχας πάντων τῶν ὄρεων ταύτων . . . .
The movement is the same in Bede’s account of the vision of
Drythelm (v.12): incedebamus autem tacentes . . . ; cumque ambularemus, devenimus ad vallem . . . . Et cum progoderemur . . . Quo cum perductus esset . . . . iter, quasi contra ortum solis brumalem mo ducere cepit. (ed. Plummer, 304-
307). Drythelm also returns along the same path he had
gone: “Cumque reversi perveniremus ad mansiones, etc.”
(Plummer 308). In the related sections, therefore, FA
follows a long established tradition according to which the
next world was a series of lands, seas and rivers which were
traversed, just as in a trip in this world. The movement of the θΗΛ, which is a δεπρβαίνειν, belongs to a different type of apocalyptic - a type especially developed in the various gnostic systems. The ascent is then marked by increasing grades of illumination and beatitude. The ܢܝܠܐ - literature marks the ultimate development in this genre of apocalyptic.

We can conclude then that in FA the author follows the traditional pattern of movement, except in the θΗΛ. He goes from region to region: the first region is the Land of the Saints, then the Plain of the Heavenly Family, and now the "black, scorched land" of hell. There has been no mention of a descent of the θΗΛ. For a strong contrast, see the Ascensio Isaiae. (in Hennecke, NT-Apocryphen, pp.292-305).

Line 6. Is e iarom cetna tir coso ranic. Cf, the notes on line 4. This formula is common in the Immrama-literature, but is also the general pattern of all western apocalyptic.

Lines 6-11. This wasteland provides an excellent setting for the sections to follow, and its barrenness and emptiness make a strong contrast to the "Tir sutach, solusta" of sect. 4. Cf. Dante's "E vengo in parte ove non è cho luca" (Inferno, LV. 151) with the "Black (dark) land" of this section, cf. the Vision of Drythelm: "... vidi subito ante nos ob-
scurari incipere loca, et tenebris omnia repleri. Quas
suum intraremus, in tantum paulisper condensatae sunt, ut
nihil praeter ipsas aspicerem, .... The description of
the flame in FA is probably derived from direct observation
of extensive fires.

It is important to note here that the gland lan di
thenid is not the final abode of the damned. According to
29B, this final abode is a "wall of fire", which is now in-
habited only by the devils and to which will be consigned
the souls of the damned only after the last judgment. This
is apparently contrary to the teaching of 20C, where the
state of the damned is decided immediately after the indiv-
dual judgment. However, the phrase "tria bithu sir"
(line 14) literally means "through long ages", and could
quite possibly refer to the time between death and the day
of judgment (final). It is, therefore, not necessarily out
of harmony with the teaching of section 29B.

Line 8: Gland lan di thenid. The valley filled with fire
is a common picture in visions of hell. Cf. 1EN. 90.26;
cf. Gizeh fragment 10.6: Ὑμπυρισμὸν τῶν πυρῶν;
10.13: ξάοσ τῶν πυρῶν; 18.11: χάσμα μέγα
26 f.: φαραγγα; etc. The probable origin of this concept
in apocalyptic is a combination of ὑπὲρ with the torment-
um ignis". Drythelm reports his vision of the Χόσμα as follows: "Et cum prograderemur 'sola sub nocte per umbras', ecce subito apparent ante nos orebri flamma num tetrarum globi, ascendentes quasi de puteo magno, rumnumque decidentes in eundem". (Plummer, 305).

Lines 11-12: ooh mbiastai. Cf. Bodes account of Purseus' vision (HE iii.19): "Vidit autem et daemones per ignem volantes incendia bellorum contra iustos struere". (Plummer, 168). I do not know why there are eight "beasts" in FA. According to sect. 22 they swallow those who fall from the bridge. That the dragons of hell should consume the damned, thus becoming their hell is found quite early in Apocalyptic. See sect. 22 on this. These beasts have glowing eyes and (in sect. 22) are "glowing beasts" as a result of their fiery habitat. See section 29B.

The beast sometimes becomes the only hell; the gaping mouth of the pit is the mouth of this beast. The motif is found in the Apocalypse of Abraham 31 and in 4 Baruch 4: Baruch asks: τίς ἐστιν ὁ ἄγγελος; καὶ εἶπεν ὁ ἄγγελος: ὁ μὲν δράκων ἐστίν ὁ τὰ σώματα τῶν κακῶν τὸν βίον μετέχομεν τῶν ἐσθίων. καὶ ἐπὶ αὐτῶν τρέφεται καὶ αὐτὸς ἐστιν ὁ ἔδης, ὅτι καὶ αὐτὸς παρόμοιός ἐστιν αὐτοῦ . . . (ed. James, TS, V.1,p.86).
The ealdordeoful of C (vii) is such a consuming dragon, the last of twelve. These Kurynomus-like διαβολοῖ became very common in the Middle Ages, in art as well as in literature. All are images probably derived from the tomb which, as σαρκοφάγος, corrupts the body and, figurately, consumes it. Therefore we read in the Commentary of Servius to Άen. VI: Cerberus terra est, et consumptrix omnium corporum (on Άen. VI, 395). The ἁλληνξ of Isaias LXVI, 24, is related to the same sphere of images.

Slóg díbh, is leathan dóib in droch ét o thús co dered, co roch ét ógslán con uamun con imeola tarsin nglend tentide. Slóg aile dano ocá insaigid cáel dóib ar thús he, lethan immórro fo deóid, co roch ét iarom amlaid sin tarsin nglend céith a tarsin nglend tentide. In slóg dedenach immórro, lethan dóib ar thús in droch ét, cáel ocus cumung fo doíd co tuitet dúa medón isin glend ngaibthech céith ma n-brágh na n-ocht mbiast mbruthach út ferait a n-aittreb isin glind.

Over the valley is a very great bridge. It extends from one edge to the other. It is high in the middle, but its two ends are lower. Three groups try to pass it, but all do not achieve it. For one of these groups the bridge is broad from beginning to end, so that they pass over the fiery glen completely unharned, without terror or fear. For the second group
the bridge is narrow at the beginning, when they attempt to cross it, but broad at the end, so that they get across the same valley after great danger. However, the last group finds the bridge broad at the beginning, but straight and narrow at the end, so that they fall from its middle into the same dangerous valley, into the jaws of the eight burning beasts there who make their dwelling in the valley.

-----------------------------------

Lines 1-15: Drochet dermar. WS, in his translation of FA (Fraser’s Mag., Feb. 1871, p. 189) compared this bridge with the Chinvato peretus of the Zend-Avesta, Boswell, IPD p. 71 and p. 112, makes similar comparisons. The Persian tradition is indeed the best source for studying this bridge. In the Pahlavi-literature the bridge-idea was somewhat refined, and I prefer to use this later material for purposes of comparison. The bridge-episode does occur in other western visions (e.g. Tundale, Frate Alberico), but in them it is an episode belonging to hell, whereas in FA, as in the Pahlavi-texts, the bridge is a hazard which all souls must attempt to pass. It leads to paradise or to
damnation. The structure and function of this bridge are thus described in Dadistan-i Dinik:

"...; reaching unto the vicinity of that peak (the Daitih-peak) is that beam-shaped spirit, the Kinvd bridge, which is thrown across from the Alburz enclosure back to the Daitih-peak. As it were that bridge is like a beam of many sides, of whose edges there are some which are broad, and there are some which are thin and sharp; its broad sides are so large that its width is twenty-seven reeds, and its sharp sides are so contracted that in thinness it is just like the edge of a razor. And when the souls of the righteous and wicked arrive it turns to that side which is suitable to their necessities, through the great glory of the creator and the command of him (i.e. Rashnu) who takes the just account."

"Moreover, the bridge becomes a broad bridge for the righteous, as much as the height of nine spears - and the length of those which they carry is each separately three reeds -; and it becomes a narrow bridge for the wicked, even unto a resemblance to the edge of a razor." (Transl. West, SBE xviii, 11, 48-49). The function of the bridge is stated more clearly in the following passage:

And that third night, in the dawn, they (the souls of the dead) go to the place of account on Alburz; the account being rendered they proceed
to the bridge, and he who is righteous passes over the bridge on the ascent, and if belonging to the ever-stationary (hanistaniko), he goes thither where their place is, if along with an excess of good works his habits are correct he goes even unto heaven, and if along with an excess of good works and correct habits he has chanted the sacred hymns he goes even unto the supreme heaven. He who is of the wicked falls from the lower end of the bridge, or from the middle of the bridge; he falls head-foremost to hell, and is precipitated unto that grade which is suitable for his wickedness.


Comparing the passage in FA with the passages above it becomes clear that there is some similarity between the accounts, but FA has a trait not described in the Pahlavi-texts (or elsewhere in Persian relig. litorature): the narrowing and widening of the bridge for those who get over "after great danger". This may possibly refer to the hamestagan, but section 23 describes them as "those who are forced by necessity to do the will of God, and thereafter they turn their necessity into voluntary willingness unto God". This is an entirely new use of the bridge-episode, and is without a known parallel.

Moreover, FA has no angel corresponding to Rashnu who takes the account; indeed, the author suppresses any reference to the bridge as a judge or decider of the soul's fate. This is consistent with the placing of the individual judgment of the soul in the seventh heaven (sect. 19).
The bridge in FA serves three purposes:

(a). It is a device for getting the damned into the fiery glen (the place of preliminary punishment) until the last judgment.

(b). It is a path enabling the blessed to see hell while on the way to heaven. (For the ideas involved see the commentary on the following section).

(c). In addition to these two functions, which may be called practical, it has a symbolic function, representing the effect of gradual conversion on the souls of those belonging to group 2 of section 23: the more willingly the service of God is undertaken, the easier the path of virtue becomes. The bridge thus symbolizes the spiritual risks to which these souls exposed themselves before their complete conversion: they nearly fell into hell. These souls are not to be equated with those whose good and evil are equal. The souls of section 22, who cross after hazard, belong among the just, and the bridge is merely a symbolic hazard for them. At the same time it also enables them to see hell, like the group for whom the bridge is wide from beginning to end.
I am inclined to believe that the function assigned to the bridge in C is not original, but was inserted by the author to secure a special effect. The symbolism would have impressive significance for readers acquainted with the monastic principle of "blind obedience", that form of submission to the will of God which is completely selfless, and which expresses the perfection of the vow of obedience. If there are three groups attempting the crossing of the bridge, the categories we would expect are: 1. The perfect, who meet with no difficulty; 2. Those with varying portions of good and evil, for whom the trial of the bridge has a purgatorial effect (like the Mohammedan Sirat); 3. Those who are completely wicked and who, consequently, fall into the valley of fire. The author of FA has given a special interpretation to group (b), making the bridge symbolic rather than functional for them, for if they were completely converted when setting foot on the bridge, they had nothing to be removed (by trial) in the crossing of the bridge: they merely perceive more clearly the dangerous state they were in before conversion.

The reason for this change is not hard to trace. Once the 7HA had been introduced to provide a purgatory for the imperfect, the bridge no longer needed to function as such. As for those whose good and evil are equal, they are
assigned a special place of intermittent punishment in hell (sect. 24). Yet the tradition of a threefold division at the bridge was so strong that the author preferred to change the nature of one of the groups rather than eliminate it completely. Though an imperfect adaptation, it does represent an attempt to eliminate inconsistency of eschatological theory. The author, having removed the equivalent of Rashnu to the seventh heaven also placed the original purgatorial functions of the bridge (here best considered as the Mohammedan Sirat) in the first two heavens.

It should be remembered that there is no official teaching of the Roman Church as to the location of purgatory. "Omnia igitur quae spectant ad locum, durationem, poenarum qualitatem, ad catholicam fidem minime pertinent, seu definita ab Ecclesia non sunt". (J. Perrone, Praelectiones Theologicae, II, 122). For the Eastern Church see Intro. p. 20-29.
Those are the people for whom that path was easy: the chaste, zealous penitents, those who willingly suffered red-martyrdom for God. The group for whom that path was narrow in the beginning but broad at the end consists of those who are forced of necessity to do the will of God, and who then turn their necessity into voluntary service of God. Those for whom the bridge was broad in the beginning and narrow at the end consists of sinners who listen to the preaching of the word of God, but do not fulfill it after hearing it.
Line 2. *aes oige*, lit. "folk of chastity", i.e., the chaste. Chastity was, of course, one of the three great monastic virtues, and its perfect observance was traditionally considered to merit a special place in heaven. Cf. the comm. on sect. 6, lines 1-7.

Line 2. *aes atrigo lere*. Penitents are included among those who reach the celestial city (in section 12, lines 3-4), according to the reading of LB and P.

Line 2. *aes dergmartra*. Red martyrdom is thus described in the Cambray Homily: "This the red martyrdom: to endure a cross and destruction for Christ, as happened to the Apostles in the evil ones' persecution and in teaching God's law." The other two types of martyrdom are "ban-martre", and "glas-martre" (white and blue martyrdom).

Thus, according to the author, three classes find the path to heaven easy: the chaste, the penitents, the martyrs. This is entirely consistent with section 12 (if we add the reading of LB and P) and is another indication of the original unity of the text. These three classes, who represent the SANCTI and SANCTISSIMI pass over hell, so that the contemplation of the place of torment may add to
their joy upon arriving in the celestial city. This is an old motif in Apocalyptic, and is expressed in various ways. Thus paradise and hell are sometimes placed side by side (as in 2 Sm 10, and in 4 Ez., quoted above in the comm. to sect. 16, lines 9-13), or at least within seeing distance, as in the story of Dives and Lazarus, (Lue. xvii. 20-26). Another common device was to have the soul go on a journey to heaven and hell (as in the passage cited from VPL, supra, comm. on sect. 19, lines 3-5).

The basic principle involved is stated quite clearly in the Vision of Tundale. Here the function of the bridge is also emphasised. I quote from the (early) Middle French text, because it is essentially the same as the Latin text and deserves to be better known:

Mais maintes ames sont delivrees des tormens d'enfer par la misericorde de dieu a soit ce que il aient pechie, et sont menes voir les painnos d'enfer quant elles trespassent de lors cors avant que on les presente en la gloire de paradis, pour ce que il plus puissant loer lor creatour et avoir grignour joie et grignour leesee des tormens dont il les a delivres par sa misericorde. Et aussi les ames des damnes sont avant menes voir le gloire de paradis qu'eles soient presentees as tormens d'enfer, pur ce qu'eles soient plus tormentees et plus courecies de la gloire et de la hautece de paradis et de la compaignnie des sains angels et des autres glorieus sains que il ont perdue par lors pechies. Ne nul si grant torment n'est ne si grant doleur ne ne puot estre comme di perdre la compaignie de dieu et des
In FA a similar theory is found, and the bridge is put to a similar use. I believe that it is incorrect to interpret the bridge as making a threefold division of souls immediately after death. It quite obviously does not do so, for the only people falling from the bridge in FA are the unrepentant sinners, who were destined for hell after their trip through the seven heavens. The bridge episode is no more out of place in FA than it is in Tondale. In no place does the author say that the soul approaches the bridge immediately after death. The "setimthusa" of the souls consist in their ascent of the heavens, sect. 21, lines 2-3. Seymour's analysis (IVO, p. 31 ff.) creates problems of interpretation which do not exist after the bridge-episode has been carefully read, cf. the comm. to section 22.

Lines 3-7. For this second group passing the bridge see above, comm. to sect. 22. These people do not constitute a special class for it is implied that they finished their life in the voluntary service of God. They must, therefore, be classed among the just, and are candidates for the celestial
city. The operation of the bridge in their case is symbolic and not functional.

Lines 7-10. The sinners fall off to become the food of the eight burning beasts. They are here described as those refusing to observe the law of God after hearing it. The wording is probably derived from an interpretation of the "Parable of the Sower." The people in this last category are like "he who received seed by the wayside" (Matt. 13.19). They are the ones lacking understanding mentioned in the LB prologue, part F.
There are, moreover, very large groups in distress on the shore of eternal pain which borders on that lightless land on the far side. In alternate hours the pain ebbs from them and then returns over them. Those who are in this situation are the people whose good and evil are equal, and on the day of judgment, judgment will be passed among them, and their good will drown their evil on that day, and they will be brought unto the harbour of life, into the presence of God, forever.
Line 1: The people described here are the intermedii mentioned above in the course of the commentary on sect. 14, lines 1-6. They should be compared with the hame-stagan of the Book of Arda Viraf (see quotation above sect. 14, lines 1-6). They are beyond the bridge, but the author has not told us how they were assigned to their places.

Line 2: Traig na pene. This implies that there is a Nehar di-Nur in hell as well as in the celestial regions. This sea, or river of fire — mare ignis — is mentioned in 27B, and the images used here refer to it. When one has been exposed to the dangers of this fiery river, then heaven becomes the "port of life" (lines 6-7).

Lines 3-6. The image is an excellent one for symbolising the spiritual state of these people. For their good they are given an hour's respite, for their evil they receive an hour's torment.

Line 6: comthrom a maith ocus a n-olo. The ancient idea of a ψυχοστασία is still present. The judgment is a process of weighing. The idea probably comes from Egypt. In Apocalyptic literature, it appears for the first time, so far as I know, in the Testament of Abraham: During the
krísis kai antapódoxis which Abraham witnesses one soul is set in the middle, and Abraham, having inquired about the fate of this soul receives the following answer: Ἀκοομ, δίκαιε Ἀβραὰμ, διότι εὖρεν δ' κριτής τὰς ἀμαρτίας αὐτῆς καὶ τὰς δικαιοσύνας ἐξ οὗ, καὶ ὡτε εἰς κρίσιν ἐξέδοτο αὐτὴν ὡτε εἰς τὸ σωτέρθαι, ἐως οὕτω ἐλθῇ δ' κριτής τῶν ἄπαντων.

(ed. James, TA. II. 2, p. 93).

This is the situation of the souls in sect. 24.

It is rather strange that there is no mention of the help that these souls might derive from the prayers of the faithful on earth. The belief in the power of such intercession was widespread in the Irish church, and later came to play a dominant part in western apocalyptic.

That souls could be delivered from hell was a common belief in pre-Gregorian times. The idea remained in the Irish Church until relatively late. Seymour, in IVO has gathered much material (see esp. pp. 40-44) to illustrate this belief. It would be superfluous to repeat it here.

If these souls possess an equal weight of good and evil, this fact must have been determined by some sort of judgment. I am inclined to believe that originally they were judged before crossing the bridge and probably constituted
the group called (c) above (sect. 22, lines 1-12). In keeping with the individual judgment of the souls in section 19, the earlier bridge-judgment had to be suppressed. It is another example of the partial adaptations the author made in his material.

A scene similar to the one here used is also found in VMA. While going through hell, Mary says: Et ibi vidi planitiem nil habens lucis, et flumen ignis illam implebat. Et interrogavi filium meum et dixi: "Quaenam est significatio istius fluminis, et quinam sunt sedentes prope istud?" Respondit mihi et dixit: "Eorum qui non omnino frigidis nec omnino calidi sunt." (ed. Chaine, p. 61). Unfortunately, VMA does not detail their punishment, nor speak of their ultimate fate. Another variety of this (temporal) punishment was to have the sinners immersed to various depths in the fiery river. This form is found in VPL:

"Et vidi illic fluvium ignis ferventem, et ingressus multitudo virorum et mulierum diversus usque ad isna et alios viros usque ad umbilicum, alios usque ad labia, alios autem usque ad capillos; et interrogavi angelum et dixi: Domine, qui sunt isti in flumine igneo? Et respondit angelus et dixit mihi: Neque calidi neque frigidis sunt, quia neque in numero iustorum inventi sunt neque in numero impiorum. Iste enim impenderunt tempus vitae suae in terris dies aliquos facientes
in oracionibus, alios vero dies in peccatis et fornicationibus usque ad mortem. (ed. James, T & S, II. 3, p. 23).
Atat dano drem mór aile and hi comfocus
donl lucht sin ocus is abul a pian. Is amlaid
iarom atát i cumriuch fri colomna tentide.
Muir tened impu connice a smecha. Slabrada
tentide imma medón fo deilb natrach. Lassait
a ngnúissi osin pín. Is iat iarom filet isin
phéin sin: peodaig ocus fingalaig ocus ées
admillte ecailsa Dé ocus airchinnig strócair
bíte ós inchaib martra na mnáeb for danaib ocus
dechmadaib na hecaisi, ocus dochnát dona ind-
masaib selba sainrudoha sech aígedu ocus aidlic-
nechu in Comded.

There is another large crowd in the vi-
cinity of those people, and vast is their tor-
ment. It is thus that they are: bound to fiery
pillars. There is a wall of fire about them
reaching up to their chins. Fiery chains in the
form of snakes are around their waists. Their
faces are blazing from the torment. Those who
are in this torment are sinners, i.e. slayers of
kinsmen, destroyers of the church of God, merci-
less krenachs who are in the presence of the
relics of the saints, in charge of the gifts and
tithes of the church, and who make personal
possessions of this wealth rather than use
it for the guests and the needy of the Lord.

---------------------------------------------

Line 1. This is the second group of those in hell. Those
constituting the group are apparently destined to remain there
eternally, like the sinners of sections 26, 27A, 28, 29A.
Like the "intermedii" of sect. 24 are those protected by their
alms (sect. 27B), who will go to the "port of life" after
judgment.

Lines 2-6. The torments are described as though each soul
suffered the three at the same time. They were probably
separate torments originally, but have been combined, either
to make the effect more horrible, or possibly because the
relationship of the crime to the punishment was not understood.
This practice of combining is especially noticeable in sections
26 and 27A where some ten forms of torture are enumerated, but
only the last three are spoken of as belonging to distinct catego-
ries. The entire hell section of FA bears evidence of
having been shortened and revised, often to such an extent that it
is impossible to re-establish the proper relationship between
the punishment and those punished. The torture described here
is ultimately derived from the penalty of burning alive. It may have originated from the practice of burning criminals, or from the tortures to which the martyrs were subjected. The "wall of fire" is the flame which nearly smothers the victim. The chains of fire are said to be in the "form of snakes". Here two motifs have crossed: the quite obvious image of the chains binding the victim, and the image of one caught in the coils of a great serpent. Perhaps all the author wished to say was that the victims are "bound about the waist with snake-like chains". On the other hand, snakes as the binders to the column may be meant, somewhat like the way in which the Vatican epitome of Apollodorus speaks of those bound in the chain of Lethe: οτείματις δρακόντων κατεύχωτο (ed. Wagner, VI, 5, p.58).

Lines 6-12. Those who are punished can be classed as homicides and the sacrilegious (νυστρόφονα, ἱερόσυνοι). The word "fingalaig" has been variously rendered. WS translated "parricides", Boswell has "fraticides". Windisch, Worterbuch 550 s.v. Fin-galach, gives O'Donovan's definition: "one who has killed a tribesman". I have translated "slayers of kinsmen" in an attempt to include all the possibilities.
There are two types of ιερόσυλοι: 1. The "aes admille ecailse De", lit. "folk who destroy the churches of God". This is capable of two interpretations: (a): a literal one = Plunderers of Churches, i.e. ιερόσυλοι in the precise meaning of the word; (b): It may = of διωξόντες τῶν σικαίων of APA (ed. Diet. p. 6). 2. aircinnig etrocair. "Merciless Erenachs". An erenach is a manager of church property. The title was applied not only to a mansionarius who took care of the lands of a particular church, but also to the sacrista, who was in charge of the sacred vessels and other objects constituting the treasury of a church. As described in sect. 25, these Erenachs are guilty of two crimes: they appropriate church-property to their own use; they neglect to care for the poor. In this second respect they are like of πλουτοῦντες, καὶ πλούτῳ αὐτῶν πεποιθότες, καὶ μὴ ἐλεησόντες ἵφανοι καὶ χηρας... of APA (ed. Diet. p. 8) or like those in Virgil: aut qui divitiiis soli incubuere repertis nec partem posuere suis (Aen. VI. 610).

There does not seem to be any logical system involved in associating the ιερόσυλοι and the φονεῖς in the same type of punishment. We would expect a separate type
of punishment for each type of sinner. The listing of punishments and sinners seems rather haphazard throughout the H-section.

The inclusion of the airchinnig-etrocair shows that this section was adapted to portray abuses peculiar to Celtic church practices. Yet these Krenachs are the only class of sinners who must be referred to a distinctly Celtic milieu. All the other types of sinners mentioned throughout FA have their parallels in early Christian moral and didactic treatises as well as apocalyptic.
26. Atát dano and slóig móra ina sesam do gréasa i llathachaib círdubaib connice a cressa. Cochaill gerra aigretu impu. Ní anat ocus ní thairiset trí bás thu, acht na cressa oca loscóid e ter úacht ocus tess. Slúaig demna na mórtimchiull ocus plúi thentide ina lléimba oca mbúalid ina cend ocus siat i ce sírthaora fríu. A n-aigthe uile na tríúas fothúaid ocus gáeth garb goirt ina fiúltaí maróen ri each n-ólce. Frass na derga thentide oc ferthain forru each n-aicche ocus each lái, ocus ní chumgat a n-imagáibail, acht a fulang trí bás thu sír oc coí ocus is dogra.

27A. Araile díb ocus arúama tened i tollaib a ngnússe. Araile oluí thened tríana tengthaib, ló Araile tríana cendnaib dianeochtar. Is iat iarom filet isin phéin sin, i.e. gataige ocus ethgig ocus áes braith ocus éonaig ocus ala-taige ocus crochaire ocus brethmain gú-brethaig ocus áes cosnoma, mná aupthacha ocus cánti, aithdibergaig ocus fir léigind príochait eris.
There are other large groups there standing eternally in jet-black mud up to their waists. Short icy hoods are upon them. They do not rest nor do they pause for eternity, but that the girdles are burning them with cold and heat. Throngs of demons are around them, beating them on the head with the fiery clubs (which they hold) in their hands, and carrying on long arguments with them. All these groups have their faces turned to the North and a rough, bitter wind blows full in their faces, in addition to their other sufferings. Fiery red rains pour down upon them every night and every day, and they cannot avoid them, but must endure them eternally with weeping and groaning.

Some of them have streams of fire in the holes of their faces. Others have nails of fire through their tongues. Others still have nails of fire through their heads from one side to the other. These are the ones who are in this torment: thieves, liars, traitors, slanderers, robbers, plunderers, judges who give false judgments, contenders, witches, female satirists, bandits and men of learning who preach heresy.
Lines 1-2. We are here introduced to another τόπος κολάσεως the sea or lake of filth (mud, mire) called λίμνη μεγάλη πεπληρωμένη βοβόρου in APA. (Dieterich, p. 4). We thus have in FA the two classical lakes of the underworld the λίμνη τοῦ πυρός and the λίμνη βοβόρου. In origin the mud or filth mentioned here may be the same as the βόβορος, σκόρια δείνων in Aristophanes' Frogs (Dindorf, 146). APA gives three descriptions of such filth-filled places of torment: 1. λίμνη τις ἢν μεγάλη πεπληρωμένη βοβόρου φλεγομένων; 2. τόπος τεθλιμμένων, ἐν δὲ δ ἱχώρ καὶ ἡ δύσοψία τῶν κολαξομένων κατέβη καὶ ἡ ωπερ λίμνη ἐμέλετο; 3. ἐν δὲ ἑτέρα λίμνῃ μεγάλῃ καὶ πεπληρωμένῃ πῦλον καὶ αἵματος καὶ βοβόρου ἀναζέωντος.

(The ed. Dieterich, pp. 4, 6, 8).

Standing in a pool of filth was, of course, a punishment for the impure. This application of the punishment has been lost sight of in FA.

Line 2: Cochaill gerra aigretu. Cochaill = cuculli i.e. short mantles extending over the shoulders and provided with a cowl. It was the garment of protection in cold, wet weather. Here it is the source of cold, a garment which provides that from which it was supposed to protect. Again, this would be
a fitting punishment for the sensual. This torture is quite cleverly thought out.

Lines 3-5. Ni anat ocus ni thairiset tria bithu, acht na oressa oca loscod eter uacht ocus teas. The literal rendering in the translation above does not bring out the meaning too clearly. The Irish means that "their girdles (waists) are tormented ceaselessly with hot and cold". The heat is provided by the burning pools of filth, the cold by the icy hoods and by the North wind (line 7).

Line 6: Sluaig demna. These Saimoves with their fiery clubs are quite analogous to the Evinves with their manstiges. The beating on the head implies that those punished misused their intellects.

Cf. Inf. Canto xvi. 34-36.

Di qua, di la, su per lo sasso tetro
Vidi Demon cornuti con gran forze
Che li battean crudelmente di retro.

Line 8: lo sirthacra friu. This is an especially hellish torment: the demons carry on a never-ending wrangling with the souls. In the source from which FAH is derived this torment must have been designed for the aes cosnoma, those whom Paul speaks of in Romans I, 29 as repletos contentiones (μεστοι ἐρήμοι). The principle is that so frequently
used by Dante: the punishment for the crime consists in the eternal continuance of that crime for the criminal. The contentious spend eternity wrangling with demons. What a pity that the author of Adamnan should have spoiled the parallelism between the crime and its punishment if his source contained such well-thought out devices of torture.

Lines 8-10. This wind is a trace of the "cold hell". Punishment by extremes of cold is found frequently in descriptions of hell, and needs no illustrations.

Lines 10-11: Frassa derga tentide. For the fiery rain the following passages may be used for comparison.


b. Luc. xvii. 29: Qua die autem exiit Lot a Sodomis, pluit ignem et sulphur de caelo, et omnes perdidit.

c. Ps. X. 7: Pluet super peccatores laqueos; ignis et sulphur, et spiritus procellarum pars calidis eorum.

Commenting on the words: Ignis et sulphur et spiritus procellarum pars calidis eorum, Augustine writes: Haece poena eorum est atque exitus, per quos blasphematur nomen Dei, ut primo cupiditatum suarum igne vastentur; deinde malorum operum putore a coetu beatorum addicientur postrema abrepti atque submersi, ineffabiles poenas luant. (Enarratio

Dante used the fiery shower as a punishment for the violent against God, nature, and art. His interpretation is therefore close to that of Augustine. The passage in Inf. xiv. 28:–

Sopra tutto il sabbion d’un cader lento
Pioven di foco dilatate falde,
Come di neve in alpe senza vento.

The adjective "derga" red, applied to the rain may be due to its fiery nature, or, it may symbolise the blood shed by the violent.

Lines 14-15: aruama tenea tollaib a negnusse. The symbolism is quite simple: the senses concerned are those of sight, hearing, smell, taste. With the last, speech is also associated. Thus in APA we read: . . . ἄλλοι πάλιν ἄνδρες καὶ γυναῖκες τὰς γλώσσας αὐτῶν μασώμενοι, καὶ πῦρ φλεγομένον ἔχοντες ἐν τῷ στόματι. οὕτωι δὲ ἢσαν οἱ ψευδομάρτυρες (ed. Dieterich, p. 8).

For sins of hearing there is a parallel punishment in the Apoc. Esdras: καὶ ἠδὲν ἐκεῖ ἄνθρωπος γεραιὸς, καὶ στροφιγγὺς πυρώμενος εἰς τὰ ὁμά αὐτῶν στρεφόμενοι . . . οὕτωι εἰσιν οἱ παρακρασταί. For the eyes of. APA: . . . γυναῖκες καὶ ἄνδρες μασώμενοι αὐτῶν τὰ χείλη καὶ πολαξόμενοι καὶ ψε-
πυρωμένον σίδηρον κατὰ τῶν ἀφθαλμῶν λαμβάνοντες.

(Dieterich, p. 6).

Line 15: olui thened triana tenthaib. A variety of this punishment was hanging by the tongue. Cf. APA: καὶ τίνες ἡσαν ἐκεῖ ἐκ τῆς γλώσσης πρεμάμενοι· οὗτοι δὲ ἡσαν οἱ βλασφημοῦντες ... This application of the 'lex talionis' also applies to those who have nails driven through their head (line 13). Those who sin by the tongue have their tongues tormented, those misusing the intellect have their brains pierced through. Such barbarous forms of punishment may very likely be derived from actual punishments applied to criminals. The general principle behind all such punishments is clearly stated by Cicero: Noxiae poena par esto, ut in suo vitio quisque plecatur: vis capite, avaritia multa; honoris cupiditas ignominia sanctatur (de leg. iii. 20). Driving a nail through the head reminds one of the way Jael dealt with Sisera: Tulit itaque Jahel, uxor Haber, clavum tabornaculi, assumens pariter et malleum; et ingressa abscondite, et cum silentio, posuit supra tempus capitis ejus clavum, percussumque malleo defixit in cerebrum usque ad terram; ... (Jud. IV. 21).

Lines 16-22. FA gives twelve categories of sinners punished by these torments. As mentioned above, the source for FAH
probably had each crime paired off with its proper penalty. Though this relationship between crime and punishment has been marred in the present text, it is still possible to re-establish the original relationship in most instances.

Some of the categories mentioned in FA overlap, i.e. for all practical purposes the terms are nearly synonymous. Thus gataige, slataige, crechaire, aithdibergaig may be classed as κλέπται and ἑρμαρκεῖς. Under the title ψευσάμενοι may be included ethgig, brethemain gub-rethaig, fir legind pridchait eris, ecnaig, and perhaps mna aupthacha and canti. The aes braith, the προδοταί, make a class by themselves as do the aes cosnoma.

The various terms applied to those who attack the property of others probably reflect distinctions derived from legal codes. The term aithibergaig, "lapsed bandits" may be such a technical term, implying that those in this category (recidivi) are more severely dealt with than the ordinary bandits.

Though the terminology used gives the section a peculiarly Irish tone and doubtlessly reflects social and moral conditions of the author’s age, all the classes have parallels in early Christian literature. This may be seen quite easily by referring to the comparative table of sins found on pages 174-177 of Dieterich’s Nekyia. This
fact is adduced to show the possibility of borrowing from early apocalyptic literature.

The fer legind deserve some special comment. WS ("Adamnan's Vision", Fraser's Mag. 1871, p. 191) explained the term as equivalent to the ἀναγνώστης (lector) of the Greek and Latin churches. In the Syriac Apoc. Pauli, "a reader and teacher" is mentioned in hell (see Apoc. Pauli, ed. Tischendorff, p. 59, note to line 36), but it is not said that he preached heresy. In the Irish monastic system the term Fer Legind began to replace the title scriba at the end of the ninth century. The fer legind was in charge of the intellectual activities of the monastery, a sort of chief lecturer and director of studies. Such a position would have given a fer legind ample opportunity to preach heresy. For more information see SNH, pp. 11-12 (esp. footnotes 13 and 17) and p. 18.
27B. Atát drong mór aile i n-insib i mmédón
in mara tened. Mur argdiddi impu dá n-étaigib
occus dá n-almsanaib. Fairend trá sin dogniat.
trócaire cen dichill oocus biit araíde i llaxai
occus i téti a collai co crích a mbáis, oocus nos
5 cobrait a n-almsana i mmédón in mara tened co
bráth, oocus foíditir do phurt bethad iar ámbráth.

There is another large crowd on islands
in the midst of the sea of fire. There is a
silver wall about them made from their gar-
ments and from their alms. They are the peo-
ple who practise charity without neglect, but
who, on the other hand, remain in laxity and
in the luxury of their flesh until the point of
death, and their alms protect them in the midst
of the sea of fire and after the judgment they
are sent unto the harbour of life.

Lines 1-7. drong mor aile. With this group should be
compared those of sect. 24. These are the two classes who
will ultimately be delivered from hell. The group in 27B
are well described: they are the generous and kindly, but
are tainted with the self-indulgence which so often characterises people of this type. They fail to practise penance, they remain relatively indifferent. Their one positive quality is the practice of the corporal works of mercy. It is also implied that they did repent at the moment of death - otherwise they would be damned eternally.

The salutary effect of alms-giving is a widespread religious belief. For examples of this doctrine one may consult the numerous references given s.v. eleemosyna in the Indices to Migne's *Patrologia*. The giving of alms was a way of acquiring the forgiveness of sins. This is probably the meaning to be derived from the words of Ephraim (Syrus): ἡ πόσων δακρύων χρησθοῦμεν διὰ τὴν ἠμαρτίαν ἐκείνην ἢν ἀμελοῦμεν, διὰ γὰρ τῶν δακρύων καὶ ἐλεημοσύνων δυνάμεθα ἐξαλείφαι τὰ ἐγγραμμένα . . . (op. Graeca, II, 215). Likewise Clement of Alexandria, in *Quis Dives Salutaris*, comm. on 2 Cor. lx. 7: ἰλαρὸν γὰρ δότην ἡμῖν ἁγιάσσω ὅ θεὸς , writes: ὁ καλὴς ἐμπορίας . ὁ θεὸς ἡμῶν ἡμῖν καὶ πᾶσας τὶς ἀφθορίας, καὶ δοὺς τὰ διολλύμενα τοῦ κόσμου μονὴν τούτων αἰώνιον ἐν υἱοῦ τοῦ εὐσφαίραν (ed. Barnard, TS, V.2. p.24). The same teaching is found in the Qur an, *sura* 29,6 and *sura* 61.12.

The "wall of silver" represents the money given in alms. Symbolically, the alms become an imperishable garment
of protection from the sea-of fire: charity covereth a multitude of sins. Nevertheless it should be remarked that those souls do suffer in a way: they must wait until the general judgment before going to the "harbour of life".
203.

Moreover, there is another large group there, having about them cloaks extending to the ground. Their lamenting and crying are heard throughout the firmament. An incalculable
Line 2. cassla derga tentide. The cloaks probably symbolise the religious habit. It was worn hypocritically and thus becomes the instrument of torture. Several interesting parallels to the fiery cloaks may be cited.

a. Qur an, Sura xxii. 20-22: "... but those who misbelieve, for them are cut out garments of fire, there shall be poured over their heads boiling water, wherewith what is in their bellies shall be dissolved, and their skins too, and for them are maces of iron. Whenever they desire to come forth therefrom through pain, they are sent back into it: 'And taste ye the torment of the burning!'" Note here the piling up of torments, as in FA.

b. Solarljod 16:

Men sa ek þa
er af miki-laeti
virduz vonum framar;
klæþi þeirra
varu kymiliga
elldi um-slegin. (SSF, 16).

Here the fiery garment is the punishment of pride.

c. Dante, Inf. xxvi. Those in the eighth bolgia are wrapped in a garment of flame:

E il Duca, che mi vide tanto atteso,
Disse: 'Dentro da'foci son gli spiriti
Ciascun si fascia di quel ch'egli e inceso
(46-48)

This is the punishment of those who gave evil-counsel. To be compared with this is the punishment of the hypocrites in the sixth bolgia:

Laggiu trovammo una gente dipinta,
Che giva intorno assai con lenti passi
Piangendo, e nel sembiante stanca e vinta
Line 2. cassla dergy tentide. The cloaks probably sym-

bolise the religious habit. It was worn hypocritically
and thus becomes the instrument of torture. Several inter-
esting parallels to the fiery cloaks may be cited.

a. Qur an, Sura xxii. 20-22: "... but those

who misbelieve, for them are cut out garments
of fire, there shall be poured over their
heads boiling water, wherewith what is in
their bellies shall be dissolved, and their
skins too, and for them are maces of iron.
Whenever they desire to come forth therefrom
through pain, they are sent back into it:
'And taste ye the torment of the burning!'"
Note here the piling up of torments, as in
FA.

b. Solarljod 16:

Men sa ek þa
er af miki-leeti
virduz vonum framar;
klæpi þeirra
varu kymiliga
eildi um-slegin. (SSE, 16).

Here the fiery garment is the punishment of pride.

c. Dante, Inf. xxvi. Those in the eighth bolgia
are wrapped in a garment of flame:

E il Duca, che mi vide tanto atteso,
Disse: 'Dentro dà'fochi son gli spiriti
Ciascun si fascia di quel ch'eglì e inceso
(46-48)

This is the punishment of those who gave evil-
counsel. To be compared with this is the
punishment of the hypocrites in the sixth
bolgia:

Laggiu trovammo una gente dipinta,
Che giva intorno assai con lenti passi
Piangendo, e nel sembiante stanca e vinta
Egli avean cappe con cappucci bassi
Dinanzi agli occhi, fatti della taglia
Che in Cologna per li monaci fassi.

(Inf. xxiii (56-63))

These cloaks were gilded, but made of lead; the garment hypocritically worn becomes the punishment. Make them fiery and the result is the same image as in FA. Cf. Juvenal's expression (viii:235); tunica punire molesta.

Lines 4-5: Coin brena lethoma. I know of no exact parallel to these dogs in Christian apocalyptic. These mangy, stinking beasts are but a variety of the σκόαληκες which play a role in nearly every vision of hell. Dogs are mentioned in BAV (Chapter 1 xxvi, Haug, p. 193): "I also saw the souls of women who ever, lacerated their own breasts with their own hands and teeth; and dogs ever tore and ate their bellies; ..." Cf. BAV xlviii: "I also saw the soul of a man whom demons, just like dogs, ever tear. That man gives bread to the dogs, and they eat it not; but they ever devour the breast, legs, belly and thighs of the man". (Haug. 181). The image in FA may have been derived from the practice of using dogs in animal baiting.

Lines 6-7: rotha derga tentide. Rotha may be a plural of roth, wheel; or of ruth, chain, link. Either interpretation gives a good image: these people are wearing fiery collars. I am inclined to think that the author was thinking of the
custom of placing iron rings about the necks of insubmissive slaves. The "iron-collar" was well known as a punishment in medieval times, and lasted well into the period of the reformation. There is such an instrument of torture at Duddingston Kirk (Edinburgh). In a ballad preserved in Ritson's Ancient Songs there is one ("The Dead Man's Song") in which a damned soul is described as follows:

About his necke were fiery ruffs,
That flam'd on every side;
I askt, and lo the young man said
That he was damn'd for pride.

Lines 8-9: Bertair suas . . . Telciter sis. This is a very graphic way of portraying the meaning of "qui se exaltat humiliabitur".

Lines 10-11. These children and youths who suffered from the neglect of their preceptors express by their violence the hatred they have for those who were at least partly responsible for their damnation. Those who failed to chastise them are thus made to suffer in a twofold manner: they see their victims (as reminders of their negligence) and are victimised by them. It is another cleverly conceived application of the lex talionis. The motif is found in various forms in apocalyptic literature. APA contains the following interesting parallel: καὶ κατε ἐκάβηντο γυναῖκες ἐξουσιὶ τὸν ἵχωρα
Lines 11-16. Those punished represent various abuses existing among clerics (those in orders). At least this can be said for three classes:

a. Those who transgress their vows.

b. Those who claim to be able to work miracles (Simon Magus-type) and who deceive many.

c. Those who neglect the duty of instructing their charges.

The word ἀνθρωποιδος is of uncertain meaning. It may be rendered by "haters of piety", "hypocrites", "apostates". Any one of these meanings will fit the context, but "apostates" is probably the meaning intended here.

This section contains perhaps the most effectively described forms of punishment. All the devices used correspond with the sins involved in a striking way. The children who tear and wound the clerics may have come from a reworking of the same motif in APA (quoted above). In the APA-passage it was the neglect of physical parenthood which was punished; in FA it is the neglect of spiritual parenthood which is punished.
There is another large group there moving ceaselessly from East to West across fiery stones, warring with hosts of demons. Numerous showers of flaming red arrows are shot at them by the demons. They go along running, without interruption or pause, till they reach black lakes and black rivers in order
to quench those arrows therein. The cries and laments which the sinners make in those waters are miserable and piteous indeed, for it is an increase of pain which meets them there. Those who are in this torment are: unjust craftsmen, fullers and merchants; falsely-judging judges, both of the Jews and every other sort; impious kings, perverted Erenachs who are lustful; adulterous women and the panders who ruin them in their evil deeds.

\[\text{Lines 1-3. A variation on the same theme is found in APA:}\]
\[\] καὶ ἐν ἐπάθῳ τίνι τῶν χάλικος ὅταν ὀξύτεροι ἔφων καὶ πάντοις ὅμοιοις, πεπυρωμένοι, καὶ γυναῖκες καὶ ἄνδρες βάρι πυραρα ἐνδειμένοι ἐκυλίοντο ἐπ' ὀδυτῶν . . . . (ed. Dietrich, p. 8).

A similar form of torture is found in Dadistan-i Dinik, xxii.8: "And the unpleasantness of his path to hell is in similitude such as the worldly one in the midst of that stinking and dying existence, there where numbers of the sharp-pointed darts are planted out inverted and point upwards, and they come unwillingly running; they shall not allow them to stay behind, or to make delay". (transl.)
West, SBE, Vol. xviii, part II, p. 49). Here again is an obvious reference to a form of punishment in actual use when Dadistan-i Dinik was written.

Lines 3-5. There is war in this hall, and the demons use the tela ignea mentioned by Paul (ad Eph. vi. 16). It would seem as though the author had in mind the colluctatio adversus mundi rectores tenebrarum harum (ib. 12) and wanted to show the counterpart of this battle in progress in hell. The helplessness of the sinners is a vivid picture of the plight of those who failed during their life to take on the armaturam Dei (ib. 13).

Lines 5-7. There is no escape from torment, only the appearance of an escape. The black pools are burning too, and only serve to increase the pain. This group of sinners is subjected to constant torment, running ceaselessly, helplessly battling against the demons, plunging into the filthy pools which increase their laments. This punishment is very well described, and the helplessness of those punished fits in well with the nature of their crime, for they consist mainly of those who took unfair advantage of the helpless when living.

Lines 11-12: aerdda ocus cirmaire ocus cennaige esinraice. These sin against social justice by falsifying. The author
probably had in mind many evils which exist today: craftsmen who exact exorbitant sums for their work, manufacturers of shoddy, merchants who falsify their products in quality or weight. The author of FA here gives us an interesting picture of what may well be a reflection of his own times.

Lines 12-13: brethemain gubrethaig. The unjust judges of the Jews are probably Annas and Caiphas. The author extends his term to include all types of wicked judges.

Lines 13-14: rig scraibdig. The rex iniquus is too common a theme in western moral and didactic writings since saec. x to require comment. For a detailed treatment one may read the De Duodecim Abusivis Saeculi.

Line 14: aerchinnig olein at e colaig. LB reads airchindig chloincholsig, CCC has airchindig claenai colacha, P gives aerchinnigh chlaona atet colaigh. All readings give the same meaning: perverted lustful Erenachs. For the office of Erenach see sect. 25, notes to lines 5-10. The office of Erenach must have presented opportunities for rather diverse forms of abuse, and these abuses must have been an especially pernicious element in the church life of the time of the author, for he has mentioned the Erenachs twice, giving different aspects of their crimes. The relating of lust to Erenachs in
particular seems so strange that one might be inclined to think that the author had a particular man in mind. It is interesting to note that this is the only instance of carnal vice occurring in FAN. Abortion, infanticide, vitium sodomiticum, etc., are nowhere mentioned, though all play a role in apocalyptic from APA on. Whenever in his writing the author departs from the traditional types of sinners he attacks ecclesiastics of some kind. Cf. his treatment of the aces graide in sect. 28 (lines 9-13), and the first legend of section 26.

Lines 14-16. Boswell translates "adulterous women, and the panders that destroyed them by their evil practices". WS gives "adulterous wives, and messengers who ruin them in their deeds". Vordryes, translating P gives: "les femmes adulteres, les intendants qui se ruinent par la mauvaise conduite". Boswell's translation is probably the most accurate.

All the types mentioned above can be classified under one heading: injustice. The author gives us an example of A. commercial injustice, b. political injustice, c. injustice against the family.
29B. Attá dano múr tened fri tír inna píon anall, adúathnairiu ocos acairbiu hé fo secht andé tír na píon fessin. Acht chena ní aittrebat amand co bráth ar is la demnaib a n-oenur a airichas co lathe mbratha.

On the far side of the land of the torments there is a wall of fire which is seven times more fearful and more severe than the land of torments itself. However, souls do not dwell in it until the judgment, for, until the day of judgment it is the dominion of the demons only.

=================================

Lines 1-5. The previously described punishments do not take place in the hell of eternity: no souls go there until after the general judgment. This fire is at present the abode of demons. It is a most important section of the vision, for it implies that the punishments heretofore described are temporal - they take place in a kind of locus intermedius, a fore-hell. Eternal damnation begins only after the judgment, and the pains of the state of eternal damnation are seven times more severe.
This distinction of places of torment makes it easier to understand why souls could be released from hell: hell, in an absolute and eternal sense did not exist for the damned until after the general judgment. Hence a possibility of release, and the possibility of hope in hell (i.e. in the fore-hell).

This state of things is consistent with the general tone of the entire vision. The state of things revealed to the seer is transient: the saints have not reached the state of ultimate bliss, nor have the reprobate gone into the wall of eternal fire. What Adamnan sees is a condition pro tempore. Only after the judgment is the final condition of the blessed and the damned determined. See the remarks on this section in the Introduction, p. 26-27.

Woe unto him who is in those torments,
in cohabitation with the family of the devil. Woe unto him who does not protect himself against that family. Woe unto him who shall have as his lord a violent, despicable, demon. Woe unto him who shall be listening to the cries and loud laments of the souls as they groan and beseech the Lord to bring quickly for them the day of judgment, so they may find out if they will receive any respite in the judgment, for, until the judgment, they do not get any rest except three hours every Sunday. Woe unto him for whom this region is eternally his proper habitat. This is how it is: pierced, thorny mountains are there, bare parched plains, and stinking lakes full of beasts, rough and sandy earth, exceedingly uneven and icy. Upon its surface are broad fiery stones. Great seas with very fearful storms on them are there. In those seas is the home and dwelling of the Devil for ever. Four very large rivers extend over its surface: a river of fire, a river of snow, a river of poison, and a river of dark, black water. The vehement throngs of demons bathe themselves in these streams after their carnival and sport
This section has a marked homiletic tone and is quite different from the other sections of FAH. It presents a list of horrors which are sometimes at variance with the descriptions which have gone before. The "horrors of hell" was a standard theme in homiletic. LB gives this passage in a much expanded form. The LB version of section 30 is quoted below in full to illustrate the type of homiletic rhetoric indulged in when word-play, especially with alliterating phrases, became a popular device.

Lines 7-8: *im torachtain ohucu laithe mbratha co lluath.*
There is hope in hell. The idea is consistent with 24, 27B and 29B: no ultimate state has been reached yet. These passages are another testimony to the importance attached to the Day of Doom. They should be compared with *Scela Leai Bratha* and *Scela Na Rsergi*.

Lines 10-11: *tri uara eac h dornaig.* The respite of the damned occurs quite frequently in such visions. The respite is usually granted because of the intercession of some saintly visitor. Thus we find in APG: ιῦν δὲ δὶὰ Γαβριὴλ

Line 18: Gethri srotha dermara. The author managed to include four rivers, but they are quite different from the rivers of the classical Underworld, Acheron, Styx, Phlegonthon, Cocytus, at least in so far as the river of snow and the river of poison are concerned. These four rivers were probably invented to counterbalance the four rivers of Paradise.

Lines 21-22: a n-oenaig ocus a n-aniusa oc pianad na
n-anmand. There is fun and merrymaking in hell, a truly diabolical entertainment. The bathing in such rivers probably renews the diabolical qualities of the demons, just as the angels bathe in the Nehar di-Nur to renew their brightness and purity. The festival of torment which provides delight for the demons has a parallel in the Vision of Drythelm (HE, v.12):

Ut autem sonitus idem clarior redditus ad me usque pervenit, considero turbam malignorum spirituum, quae quinque animas hominum merentes heuilantesque, ipsa multum exultans et cachinnans, medias illas trahebat in tenebras; ... ut ... fletum hominum et risum daemoniorum clare discernere nequirem, sonum tamen adhuc promiscuum in auribus haberem (Pl., p. 306).

It will be observed that Section 30 could be omitted without destroying the sequence of the text. Nevertheless, it is not to be regarded as a later interpolation. It is quite in keeping with the structure of the vision, which contains so many bits and fragments gathered from diverse sources and loosely joined together.

Below follows a translation of the same section as found in expanded form in LB:

Woe unto him who is in those pains, cohabiting with the family of the devil. Woe unto him who does not shun that family. Woe unto him who will have as lord the fierce, violent devil. Woe unto him who will have as lord a black, violent, coarse, ... demon. Those (who are there) have loud weeping, and miserable, inescapable, heavy grief without pause, and eternal cold and hunger at the same time.
Woe unto him who will be listening to the sighs and laments of the souls, wailing and sorrowing unto the Lord to bring the day of judgment to them in haste, to see if they will receive any alleviation in the judgment, for they do not get any respite until the judgment, except three hours every Sunday.

Woe unto him who will have that land as his permanent inheritance throughout long ages.

Thus is that place: (there are) craggy, thorny mountains there; bare burnt plains; black, fiery glens; very rough, red hills; deep pools flowing with stench; great thorny bogs; fiery, slippery, sharp, pointed, razor-edged stones; fierce, parching, bitter, rough, and wintry winds; fiery red rains; eternally lasting snows; (something) bitter, rough, burning and cutting, darker than dark winter, colder than eternal snows, hotter than great fires, more bitter than poison.

Stinking lakes filled with beasts, and rough windy islands are there. And glowing hot pits, and rough sandy earth, slippery, causing one to fall, red and reddish, black, dark and smoky, rocky, hilly, ardently flaming, very crooked icy with frost, with hail like fiery stones.

Broad, fiery slabs are across the surface of that plain: they flame and burn, so that one of those slabs would burn up the whole world. Great poisonous seas, flowing with stench, with a rough storm upon them are there; fiery-created dragons, and other various beasts are in that sea. It has four different kinds of fire: a black, scorched, smoky fire; a red, darkling, springing-up, cutting, very bitter fire, a green, vast, sharp, bitter, razor-like fire; a ruddy, exceedingly sharp, and very large fire, with streams of poison.

There are very great mountains of fire there, with very large red, sharp-pointed, iron spikes in them, all being of the same thickness, denseness, sharpness and steepness. They have the dew of poison on the tip of each, so that the poison of each one of these spikes would drown and burn up the men of the whole earth.

And a great unanswerable troop of demons cry out about the unfortunate soul, and carry off the soul with them, into the depths of hell. They have fiery red whips in their
hands, and mangy, stinking dogs which they incite against the souls of the sinners, while beating them with those fiery whips, so that they cry out and shriek and scream and wail bitterly and sharply. The constellations, and the stars of heaven, and the firmament, and all creation are filled with the immense wail of lament which the souls of the sinners emit under the hands and the grasp of those un-killable enemies, viz, the devil and his rabble-host, and they take them with them thereafter into the fiery hills, and the black, dark, steep, immense, smoky glens, (into) dismal, mournful, changeful, lowest hell, over bare burning flagstones, over the various rivers of fire of which we have spoken.

For there are four very large rivers flowing over its surface: a stream of fire with red sides, an ever-muddy river of snow with icy slabs; a river of deadly poison; a river of black, dark, evil-tasting water. In these waters the vehement throngs of demons bathe themselves after their carnival and sport at tormenting souls.

(For the Irish text of the above passage, see Appendix III, pp. 311-313).
31A. In tan trá canait slúasg nóema muintire nime claschetol cómohubaid na n-ocht tráth co subach ocus co forbéalid ic molad in Chomdëd, is and sin ferais ind anmand nualla trúaga torsecha oca tuarcain cen tairiscem la dron-gaib na ndemna. Is iat sin trá na plána ocus na todernama ro fòllsig áingil in choimtechta do anmain Adamnán iar tasonam flatha nime.

While the hosts of saints of the heavenly family sing with gladness and joy the harmonious choir-song of the eight hours, praising the Lord, then do the souls of the damned pour forth piteous and sad outcries as they are being interminably beaten by throngs of demons. These are the pains and torments which the guardian angel revealed to the soul of Adamnan after it had visited the kingdom of heaven.

--------------------------------------------

Line 2. claschetol cómohubaid na n-ocht tráth. The singing of the divine office in heaven (replacing the trisagion, due to monastic influence) has already been described in section 7. It is another example of the superficial unity
found throughout the vision.

Lines 3-6. The contrast is an effective one. In many of the older apocalypses the just see the damned and this circumstance provides occasion for developing the contrast. Here the contrast has been introduced as another attempt to emphasise the unity of the text, for it contains references to the hell and heaven sections which have preceded. The beating of souls by the demons occurs in section 26.

Lines 6-8: Is iat sin . . . iar tascnam flatha nine. This sentence would be more appropriate between 29A and 29B. 29A closes the enumeration of torments. This sentence indicates once more that the author was attempting to unify his material: the order of the vision is stressed again, and the seer's name is now mentioned for the first time since section 21A. The only other time Adamnan is mentioned by name during the course of the vision is in sect. 3A.
Thereafter the soul was carried in the twinkling of an eye through the golden porch and through the crystal veil to the land of the saints. This is the first place to which it was brought when it had left its body.

When it desired to stay and remain in that land, it heard behind it, through the veil, the voice of the angel who commanded it to return back again unto the same body whence it had departed, and to relate in assemblies
and meetings and congregations of laymen and clerics the rewards of heaven and the pains of hell, as the guardian angel had revealed them to it.

Lines 1-3: The soul returns along the route it had previously gone. As mentioned above (sect. 21, comm. to line 4), the experience of the seer is likened to a voyage. After reaching the last stage of the trip, the traveller retraces his steps. The author has been very accurate in making the order of passing the golden porch and the crystal veil correspond with the description given in sect. 5B. It provides another argument for the unity of the text.

Lines 5-9. This desire to remain among the blessed is a fairly common motif in apocalyptic. The following examples will serve to illustrate it.

a. The Vision of Drythelm. After returning to the "mansiones spirituum candidatorum", the angel says to Drythelm: Tu autem, quia nunc ad corpus reverti, et rursum inter homines vivere debes, si actus tuos curiosius disserere, et mores sermonesque tuos in rectitudine ac simplicitate servare studueris, accipies et ipse post mortem locum mansionis inter haec quae cernis, agmina laetabunda spirituum beatorum, Namque ego, cum ad tempus abscessissem a te, ad hoc feci, ut, quid de te, fieri deberet, agnoscerem. Drythelm, however, did not care to return: Haec
nihi cum, dixisset, multum detestatus sum reverti
ad corpus, delectatus nimimid suavitatem et decorum
loci illius quem intuebar, simul et consortio
eorum quos in illo videbam (Bede, HE, v.12, Pl.309).

b. The Vision of Tondale closes with this conversation
(French version, MS.L):

Lors s'approcha de li li angles et dit ensi: "As tu bien regarde toutes les choses?"
L'ame respondit et dist: "Sire, oïl, mais je
te prie et requier que tu me laisses ici demorer". Lors dist l'angles a l'ame: "Tu ne pues ici
demorer, car tu dois arier returner a ton cors, et
tout ce que tu as veu en meme retenir et
raconter as gens qui vivent pour le pourfii de
leurs ames." Lors fu l'ame triste et irl et
se pria a plorer et dist: "Sire, pour coui me
doi le departir de ai grand gloire et returner
a mon cors arieres?" L'angle respondi et dist:
"En ceste gloire ne peut nulle ame demcrer fors
que les vierges . . . . te garde de faire ce
que tu faisons devant, et mon conseil et m'aiide
ne te faura pas, mais prsentement seraï avecques toi, et te consilleraï et aiderai bien et loi-

Lines 11-12. The order of the vision is again mentioned. Note here that the revelation is said to have been made by
the guardian angel. The same expression (o ro foilsig
thra aingel in choimtechta) is used in 21A. These passages
together with 35, imply that the angel guided Adamnan during
the entire vision. He thus plays the same role as the
Angelus in the Vision of Drythelm, he is an angel of accom-
paniment.

With section 31C, the vision ends. The next four
sections contain some pseudo-historical matters, the story
of Elias and Enoch and a short paraenetic peroration in 3H Section 35 is a "laudatio civitatis dei" in the form of a long congeries.
32. Is é sean iarom forceult na gnáthaiged Adomnán dona slúagaib o sein immach céin buí na bethaid. Is é dano no príodhad i mmórdail fer níreind diaró fuirmad recht Adomnán for Goedelaib, ocus diaró saertha na mna la Adomnán ocus la FínNachta Fledach la ríg níreind, ocus la mathib Herend archéna.

Is é dano cétsceil no gnáthaiged Patraic mac Calpuirnd: fochraice níme ocus píana iffaín d'innisain donafíb no chhreitis in Comdid tríína forceult ocus no fáemtaís a n-amphardine dó la turobail soscelai.

Is é dano forceult ba menciu doigníd Petar ocus Pol ocus na apostail archéna. i. píana ocus fochraice d'innisín ár ro fáillsigthea dóib rón ocuma cétina.

Is é dano doirgini Silvester abb Nóma do Chhonnstantín mac Elena do ardrig in domain isin mórdáil diaró édpair in Nóim do Phól ocus do Phetar.

Is é seá dano doirgini Fabian comarba Potair do Philip mac Gordiún, do ríg Romáin diaró chhreit in Comdid ocus diaró chhreset ilmíle aile in n-údair sin, isse eside cétrí do Rómánchaib ro chhreit
This, then, is the teaching which Adamnan was accustomed to preach to the hosts from that time on as long as he lived. This is what he used to preach in the Great Assembly of the men of Ireland, when the Law of Adamnan was imposed upon the Gaels, and when women were liberated by Adamnan, and by Finnachta Fledach, the King of Ireland, and by the other nobles of Ireland.

This too was the first message which Patrick, son of Calpurnius, was accustomed to relate to those who were to believe in the Lord through his preaching, and who would receive his spiritual direction in the dawn of the Gospel: the rewards of heaven and the pains of hell.

The preaching most frequently done by Peter and Paul and the other apostles was this, i.e. the telling about the torments and rewards, as they were revealed to them in the same manner.

This is what Silvester, abbot of Rome, preached to Constantine, son of Helena, high king of the world in the assembly at which Rome was
given to Paul and to Peter.

Moreover, Fabian, successor of Peter, preached this to Philip, son of Gordian, the king of the Romans when he believed in the Lord, and many others believed at that time. He was the first king of the Romans who believed in the Saviour, Jesus Christ.

Line 1. forceful no gnathaiged. There is no known tradition that Adamnan used such a vision as a "teaching unto the hosts." The author is merely trying to gain authority for his work. There is also a possibility that the author is trying to claim Roman approbation of the teachings in the vision, inasmuch as Adamnan belonged to the Roman party.


Lines 3-4: immordail fer n-Eren. This assembly is supposed to have taken place at Tara in the year 697. See Fowler, Adamnani Vita S. Columbae, p. 74.

Line 4. recht Adamnain. This "Lex Adamnani" is generally known as the Gain Adamnan. It is preserved in two
MSS: Bode. Rawl. B512, ff. 48-51, and Brussels Bibl. roy. 2324-40, pp. 75-85. According to the annals it was promulgated in 697.

Line 5: diaro saertha na mna. The main purpose of this legislation was to renew St. Columba's laws protecting women from military service. Adamnan was probably the chief promoter of the law, hence its name. See W. Reeves, Life of St. Columba, Dublin 1857, p. 179.

The previous condition of women is described in the Bodleian copy of the Cain as follows:

Women were in slavery and in oppression at that time, until Adamnan, son of Ronan ... came. The woman that was best of women had to go to battle, her wallet of food on one side of her, her baby on the other side, her lance at her back, thirty feet in height, a sickle of iron at one end thereof, the which she used to put on the tress of the other woman, into the other battle: her husband behind her, a hedge-stake in his hand, beating her to battle. (transl. WS, Fraser's Mag., 1871, pp.192-193).

Line 6: occas la Finnachta Fledach. According to the Annals of the Four Masters, Finnachta was ard-ri of Ireland from 675 until his death in 695, and the law was not promulgated until 697. If he followed the chronology of A4M, the author has made an anachronism here. The corresponding dates of the Chronicon Scotorum are 691 for the death of Finnachta Fledach, and 693 for Adamnan's Law.
For the friendship between King Finnahta and Adamnan see Fowler, i.c. p. 73.

Lines 8-12. There is no special tradition about Patrick's teaching concerning heaven and hell. That such a subject was frequent sermon-matter in Patrick's missionary activities can, of course, be taken for granted. Again, the author is claiming authority for his vision.

Lines 13-16. Compare the statements made in sect. 2 for the Visions of Peter and Paul and the other Apostles. Note that here again the vision of the Apostles (including Peter and Paul) is said to be "in the same manner" (so. "as Adamnan's"). The author is certainly trying to emphasise the unity of doctrinal teaching, and obviously connects this doctrine with the Roman Church in the next paragraph.

Lines 17-20: This refers to the so-called "Donation of Constantine", made by the emperor to Pope Silvester I, and including the States of the Church, as well as the temporal power of the West. This "Donation" has long been known as a fiction, but it was apparently still believed by Dante:

Ahi, Constantin, di quanto mal fu matre,
Non la tua conversion, ma quella dote
Che da te prese il primo ricco patre.
(Inf. xix, 115-117).

The city Rome is here said to be given to "Paul
and to Peter" in accordance with a legend preserved in
the Martyrology of Oengus, under January 18. WS thus
summarises the legend:

"Constantine sickens and is taken to the great
City. Leeches prescribe the blood cure (bathing by way
of his joints in 300 innocent children's blood). Peter
and Paul appear to save the children, alter the treatment,
order, instead, baptism and going under the hand of Abbot
Silvester. The Emperor obeys, is, apparently, healed;
and Rome thenceforward belongs to the two Apostles."
(WS, l.c. p. 193).

According to Döllinger, Papst-Fabeln, 61 ff.
the legend of the donation first appears in the eighth
century. This fact helps establish a date "post quem"
for the vision.

For the significance of the title "abb. Roma",
abbot of Rome, applied to the pope, see the article by
Zimmer, in Sitzber. der Königl. preussisch. Akad. der
P reads here Silvester papa.

Lines 21-25. Fabian, "successor of Peter" was martyred
in the persecution of Decius in 249. Philip was not the
son of Gordian, but his murderer. Philip the Arab came
to the throne in 244. Gibbon, *Decline and Fall*, Chapter xvi, gives some information about his supposed conversion.
Is é seo soél gnáthaiges Héli do innisain do an-mandaib na firén, ocus sé fo' chrund bethad hi pardus. Ónd úair iarom oslaices Héli in lebor do forcelol na n-anmand tooait and sin an-mand inna firén i rrechteib én nglégel chuce do cach aird. Innisid dóib dano ar thúis fooraice inna firén: oíbnius ocus airera flatha níne ocus at forbaeltiseom in n-airet sin. Innisid innmórro dóib iar sin píana ocus todernama iffrin ocus erbada lathe bratha. Ocus is follus co nór gné mbroin fairsom fessin ocus for Ënóe, conid íat sin da brón flatha níne. Íadaid Héle iar sin in lebor, ocus ferait ind eón nuallguba dermar ind úair sin ocus tennait a n-ette fria curpu co tooait sórotha fola estib ar ómna pían n-iffrin ocus lathe brátha.

This is the subject which Elias is accustomed to relate to the souls of the just while he stands under the tree of life in Paradise. From the time when Elias opens the book for the instructing of the souls, the souls of the just come there in the form of shining-white birds (flying) towards him from every direction. First
he describes to them the rewards of the just, the delight and satisfactions of the Kingdom of Heaven, and during that time they are exceedingly joyful. However, he then tells them about the pains and torments of hell, and the evils of the day of judgment, and very clearly upon his face, and on that of Enoch is sorrow expressed, so that they are the two sorrows of the kingdom of heaven. Then Elias closes the book, and the birds utter a great cry of lament, and press their wings against their bodies, so that streams of blood come out of them due to the fear of the pains of hell, and of the day of judgment.

----------------------------------------

Lines 1-16: A complete study of the Elias and Enoch legends would require a long separate treatise. Here it will suffice to point out the probable source of the material used in FA, and to demonstrate how it was reworked to fit into the vision.

The episode from FA is also found with slight unimportant variations at the end of a homily on St. Brendan in the Book of Lismore (see WS, Lives of Saints from the

In a slightly changed form it is part of a short piece entitled Da Bron Flatha Nime which is preserved in the following MSS: IU pp. 17a-18a, where the beginning is missing; Book of Leinster, pp. 260a-281a; YBL, pp. 120b-121a. Paris, BN Fonds Celtique 1, ff. 27V-28V, Book of Fermoy, pp. 114-115. These MSS were collated in the useful edition of G. Dottin (RC xxi, (1900), pp. 349-67).

The account in FA and Book of Lismore differs, in content, from the account in Da Bron Flatha Nime mainly in the explanation of why Elias and Enoch are sorrowful. In DBFN they are said to be sad for the following reasons: Ataat iarum na hanmand gela glana, etromna, aerda, tanaide impu ma ouairt for luamain ir riehtaib angel. Atat-som immorro .i. Eli ocus Enoo in a corpaib criad, tromma, cep-dai, ocus na conetat camaitecht. Is bron ocus torsi mor leo-som on een camaitecht nan angel condat e sin da bron flatha lime (ed. Dottin, p. 376).

According to our text Elias and Enoch are sad at the thought of hell and of the judgment. This change was probably introduced into the Elias-Enoch Apocryphon to make it agree with the spirit of the vision. According to DBFN, the preaching of Elias has to do solely with consummatio mundi and the last judgment. The author of
FA has reworked the bit to enable him to include reference to heaven and hell. Though the section seems extraneous to our text, it was not loosely added. Some attempt, and a rather sensible one, was made to make it agree with what had been said before.

The following passages from the LU-version of DBFN may serve to show how the material was adapted by the author of FA:

a. Teit didiu Hele co mbi fo chrund bethad hi pardus ocous soscela ina laim do phrecept dona honaib ut. Dothaegat iarom ind eoin co mbir oc ithe chaer in chraidind . . . . Oslaicid iarom Eli iar sin in soscela. Laside dommaircet ind eoin a n-ette friu ocous a cossa can scibud ette na cocsse co tairic in praisept. Laithe mbrath dona iss ad pridchhas doib i.e. a ndoberar do thodernamaib for anmannaib duine dia bratha . . . . (LU, 17a, 1356, 1363). Cf. with lines 1-5 above.

b. Erbada tra lathe bratha iss ed pridchhas Hele amal ro raidsem, echt is beo di mor chena ani sin. (LU, 17b, 1409-1410). Cf. line 9 above.

c. Amal dunas iarom in clerech a lebor, doberat ind eoin a ngair essib, ocous tuargit a n-ette ria toeibaib co taegat a srotha folia essib ar omnon lathe bratha. (LU, 17b, 1411-1413). Cf. with lines 12-16 above.

Comparing these passages with sect. 33 of FA reveals intentional and intelligent reworking of the material, in the latter. This provides another argument for the unity of the text. This light reworking of his materials
is a marked characteristic of the author. He never
achieves a complete harmony of subject matter, but he
does try to adapt his materials to his theme in a super-
ficial way.
34. In tan iarom is iat anmand inna náem dúinn erdalta sírattreb flatha nimi doinniát in guba sin, ba dethbiri do daínib in doinni dámaitís de róla doinniís oc erochill lathi brátha ocus píann n-íffirnd. Is and sin isofás in Comdúin a chommain féin frí each ndúní isin domún. Is focharaice dona firenaíb ocus píanna dona peodachaitb. Cuirfítir iarum amal sin in peodaig i fudamain póine suthaine forsa n-íafra glas brethre Dé fó míscad mentheann brátha trí bith sír. Béirtair immórro ind náin ocus ind fireóin, luacht na deirce ocus na trócairí for dois Dé do bithatttreb faulta nimi, i.e. aíit imbát isin mórglóir sin ocen áes, ocen urohra, ocen crích, ocen forccendo, trí bithu sír.

If, now, the souls of the saints, unto whom has been assigned an eternal dwelling in the kingdom of heaven, make that lament, it is more fitting that the men of the world should shed even tears of blood upon thinking of the day of judgment and the pains of hell. Then will the Lord render unto every man in the world his due, viz. rewards for the just, and punishments for the
Then, likewise, the sinners will be placed in the pit of eternal pain, upon which will be shut the look of the word of God, out of the hatred of the Judge of the judgment, for ever. Moreover, the saints and the just, the people of charity and mercy, will be brought unto the right hand of God, to dwell eternally in the kingdom of heaven, i.e., a place in which they will be in that great glory, without age, without death, without end, without term, for ever.

------------------------------------------

Line 2: siraittreb flathe nimi. Note how the terms flaith nime, and pardus are used as synonyms. Later in 35 flaith is explained as cathir. This conscious exchange of terms throws some light on the relationship between sections 3-10, and sections 11-15A. In 3-10, heaven is a flaith. In 11-15A it is a cathir. It would seem that in the mind of the author flaith nime = pardus = cathir. As the dwelling of the blessed in the next life they are all synonymous terms.

Line 4: dera fola. The image is probably derived from the streams of blood flowing from the birds in section 33.
The author is intent upon making an effective simile.

Line 5: ocos pian n-iffirnd. This phrase was added in keeping with the adaptation of the DBFN - material noted in section 33.

Lines 7-8: focharaice dona fíredaib ocos píana dona peadhachab. Note the parallel expression in section 1, lines 8-11. The phrase again follows the order of the vision.

Line 10: glas brethre De. In VPG the φρέαρ is sealed with seven seals: καὶ ἑστηκεν μετὰ πάνω φρέατας, δὲ εἶχεν ἐπὶ τοῦ στόματος αὐτοῦ φραγίδας ἔπτα.(Ed. Tischendorff, Apoc. Apocor., p. 61). In the VPS the well is sealed with three seals, but no explanation of them is given. SLB gives three locks and explains them as follows: Iadfaítir and sin tri glais na pecthach i. iadad iffirn tria bith sir forru, ocos iadad a sul frisin ndomun dia tartsat grad, ocos iadad na flatha nemda friu. (W 33a, 2413-2415).

Line 12: luicth na deirce ocos na trocairí. Cf. section 1, line 5.

Line 14: isin morgloir sin. For the phrase, cf. section
It is interesting to note, in the case of sections 33 and 34, that the author borrows freely from material referring to the day of judgment. I am inclined to think that works like SLB and SE had a definite influence on the composition of sections 1-30. This explains why the Day of Doom plays such an important part in the eschatological theory of the first thirty sections. Until doom nothing was fixed and determined in the next world. Hence we find the veil in sect. 5B, and the mur tened of section 29B occupied only by demons.
Thus then is that city, i.e., a kingdom without vanity, pride, lying, detraction, deceit, without need for reconciliation, without shame, disgrace, dishonour, reproach, envy or arrogance.

A city without pestilence, sickness, poverty, nakedness, death, or extinction.

A city without hail, snow, wind, rain, noise, thunder, darkness, or cold.

A vast wonderful and pleasant kingdom, with joy, with brightness, with the fragrance of a full land, in which is the satisfaction of every
This closing section is composed rather artistically. At first reading it looks like a careless juxtaposition of negatives to form a long congeries. But upon closer examination it reveals considerable thought. Choosing to describe the celestial city first in negative terms, the author tells us of twelve ethical defects which do not exist in the Kingdom of Heaven. Lastly, we are told that there are no defects in the climate: the eight features of weather which disturb men in this world are absent in heaven. The translation has been arranged in paragraphs to bring out the structure of the original.

The section ends with a positive note, and we are reminded, by the joy, the brightness, and the fragrance, of the description of the tir na naem in sections 4 to 6. Many parallels to this section are to be found in the Anglo-Saxon version of Lactantius' De Ave Phoenice.
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The Karlsruhe Fragment of the Seven Heavens Apocryphon.

(Revue Benedictine, 1907, p.311)

Omnis roris qui discendit de austro super faciem terrae sursum ascendit in celum cum ipsum. Abottem tertium celum in medio eius fornacem ardantem. Ita constituta est altitudo flamme xii milia cupitis. Anima sanctorum et peccatorum per illum veheuntur. Anima sanctorum in momento pertransit, anima vero peccatorum xii annis habitant in medio fornacem ardantem. Tunc venit angelus baiulat illius usque ad quartum celum qui vocatur iothiam ubi habitat fluminum igneo et muro fluminum, altitudo fluminum xii milia cubitus et fluctus eius exaltatur usque ad sextum celum qui appellatur Seloth. In medio eius rotam et angelo tartarucho cum virgis ferreis percutientis rotam et inde volvitur in gyru et flumine tres ponitur homo peccator super rotam xii annis tormentatur. Centum scintille procedit de rotam et centum pondus in uno scindule et centum anime paroremant. Deinde tradatur homo peccator ad celum septimum qui vocatur Theruch, ubi dominus habitat super lapidem preciosum unde venit lux et ignis de lapide. Dominus iudicat de illo homo peccator et tradatur hunc ad angelum tartarucho. Et angelus dimergit eum in infernum. civitas ferreas et muros ferreos et xii
turrer et xii dracones in uno turrer et xii penis et xii flagellis ardentis.

APPENDIX II:
The Seven Heavens Apocryphon according to CCCC 41.
(Willard, Two Apocrypha, pp. 4-6.)

Donne, men þa leofestan, hwæt, her ðægeb ðit ford be þam siofon heofonum. Siofon heofonas sindon in gewritum leornode: þæt is, se lyftlica heofon, and se oferlyftlica, and se fyrena heofon, and se stronga heofon, þone we 'roدور' hatad, and se egoslica heofon, and engla heofon, and heofon þære halgan Drinnisse.

Donne is þære, dura nama þaes forman heofones Abyssus hatan, þæt is, 'Deopnis'; and þære odre dura nama is Sabaoth, þæt is, 'Weoroda Duru', for þoh englas dider ingad and manna sawla. Sanctus Michael se heahengel wealded þære dura, and twa faemnan hi healdad mid him, þa sindon nemde Equitas and Estimatio; da habbad byrnende gyerde on hira handum.

Donne sio duru ðaes oferlyftlican heofones is nemned Elioth, Donne healded Sanctus Uriel þa duru, se heahhengel; and da twa faemnan mid him, da sindon nemde Continentia and Contentia, and hi habbad fyrena girde in hira acetum mid þam hi slead da eagan þara sinfulra sawla. De þam durum
309.

irnad fyren flod, dam is nama haten Abiersetus. Daer beod da sawla aerist dwegen and claensud swa siolfor and gold. Donne is oder flod neh pam flode, daes nama is Fons Roris, paet is on ure gebeode, 'Wednissee Flod'. Da sawla of daem byrnenda flode beod sonde in disne flod, and daer biod dwegen and bebadude op daet pa wunda beod hale.

Gif hit beod dara monna sawla de sode hreowe dod hira synna, pa englas bonne laedad pa sawle to driddan dura and to dan priddan heofone; se is namned Ioth. Daer is fyren ofen geseted; xii. busenda faedma in heannisse se lig bid be of dam ofne fordaed. Salle da sawla para sodfaestra and dara synfulra fered purh pone lig: pa sodfaestan in anes eagan birhtme pone lig oferferad; dam sunfullan pynced lig .xii. wintra fyrst in disse worlde.

Siddan siu sawl bid laeded to daere feordan dura, paere nama is Iohim. Daer is fyren flod irnende, and daer sind weallas ymbe pone flod; and daes flodes braedo is .xii. dusenda faedma. And ealle da sawla dara sodfaestra and sinfulra fered ofer pone flod; and swa io aer owaed, pa sodfaestan in anes eagan birhtme oferferad hi, and da sinfullan beod celde and owilmde .xii. wintra lenge.

Siddan hi biod lamed to daere fiftan dura, daere nama is Inditum. Daer is flod ymbirnende, and birnende hweowol in middum daem flode ymbhworfende, and hit scufed
da synfullan ofdune in done birnendan flod. Donne ure.
Scippend ut wile da sawla danon alisan of dam flowendan
fyre, he sended bonne his englas mid heardum gyrdum, pa
beod in gemete hefigran bonne stanas. Se engel sihnd
mid daere in bone byrnendan flod and aheawed da sawle up
of pam flode; of aeghwelcum anum slege aspringed .c.
spearoena, in aeghwylocum anum bid mannes byrden. .c.
sawla dara synfulra sweltad and forweordad for dam spearcwm.

Siddan hi biod laedod to daere sixtan dura and
to dam sixtan heofone; paere dura nama is Ierud. Ac ne
bid him paer naenigu tintregu geteled ne gerimed, ac paer
soined paet leocht para diorwyrpa eorolan-stana.

Siddan hi biod laedod to pam heofone and to pam
heahsetle paere halgan Drinnisse, and him bid paer demed.
Paer Sanctus Michael agifead pa sawla paera sodrestra and
paera sinfulra. Daet is paet se wealdend owid, "Syllad
pa synfullan sawla pam grimman engle to owilmianne and to
beseçanne in helle".

Sio helle hafad iserne weal and .xii. sidum hio
beliet da helle; and ofer pam .xii. fealdum para wealla
waeron .xii. dracaan dyrene. Se grimma engel sende pa
synfullan sawla pam ytemestan dracaen, and he hi forsweolged
and eft aspiwed pam nideran dracaen; swa hira aeghwylo sended
odrum in mud pa sawla de biod gebundene mid pam bendum dara
eahta synna ealdorlicra. Se ytemesta draca, paet ealdor-deoful, se lihÐ gebunden onbecling mid raceteage reades fyres, to taone Cristes rode, in hellegrunde. And deah de hwylc mon haebbe .o. tungena and dara aeghwylo haebbe isene stefne, ne magon hi asecgan helle tintrego and da fulnissa dara dracena and done singalan hungor!

APPENDIX III:
Irish Text of Section 30, LB-Version.
(Windisch, Irische Texte, pp. 190-192.)

Mairo tra fil isna pianaib sin i comaitreib muintiri diabuil! Mairo nateroichligend in muinnter sin! Mairo forsa m-bia do thigernai demun discir demmnetach! Mairo ea m-bia do thigernai dub dian demun doescair corrlond golgairi thruag, dichumeic toirs thren een toirisium sirfuacht ocus accorus atatacu bar oen. Mairo bias oc estecht fri guba coimdid im thorachtain chuocu lathì bratha co luath, dus in fuigebtis nach n-eterfuarud isin fuigell, ar ni fagbat cumsanud co brath acht tri hùrai cecha domnaig. Mairo dia m-ba do gnas files in ferand sin tria bit sir! Is amlaid din ata in maigen sin, ocus slebti tolla delgnecha and, muigi lomma loiscthecha, glenda duba tentidi, tuloha ruada rogarba, lathach doimne tuilbrena, mointe mora delgnecha, sligthi saloha sirdorcha, fera gera rindaithë, clocha slemnu tenntide, aithe gira altnide, goetha
luatha loiscotecha, gorti garba gemreta, frasa derga tentidi, snechta serba sirgnathochi, goirt garb loiscotech leartach, dorchu ina dubgemriud, fuairiu ina sirsnechtu, teou indat morthenti, aeirb ina neim. Lacha brena biastaiddi, indsi fuara garba goethacha, tolla brena bruthloisothi. Talum garb gainmigi, ose alemun tuitmendach, se ruad rotaidi, dub dorcha defdach, cairrocch, onococh cruadlaasrach, ose aurcrom oigreta co reod, co caisirse amal chairroi tenntidi. Leoca lethna tentidi for lar in mugi sin, siat lasta loiscotecha, con loiscfed oenlece dib in domun uli. Marai mora nemnecha tuilbrena co n-anbthine aduathmair, co n-dracaib, co trillsib tened foraib, co m-biastaib eosamla archena isin muir sin, co cetri hernailib eosamlu tened, i. tene dub doiti detbudach, tene derg duaibseach lemnech leartachh danhort, tene uaine aduathmar aith goirt ailtnidi, tene ruad rogoirt romor co srothaib nemi. Slebi tened dermari din and, clothi derga romora rindaithi iarnaide andside, siat comdluthi comramra comrandaithe comarda, co n-drucht neme for barr ceoch oen chlui, co m-baidfed ocus co loiscfed firu in talman uli neim ceoch clui dibside, co n-gairret slog dermair direcra demnu imon anmain n-anfechtnaig, con tairrnget leo in anmain in fudomain ifirnd. Co sraiglib dergaib tentidib illamaib leo, ocus coin lethoma lanbrena ocou is a n-urail for ammandaib na peodach, co fuirmad na sraigell tentide sin foraib, co n-gairret ocus co
n-grechat ocus connuallat ocus co n-guilet co serb goirt. Ocus is at lana renda nime ocus redlanda ocus firmamint ocus ind uli dul do nuallguba dermaír doogniat anmanna na peodach for lamaib ocus glaccaíb inna namut nemmarbda sin, i. diabul cóna doescor sluag, ocus co m-berut leò iat iarsin i enoccaíb tentidib ocus i n-glennaíb duibhí doornaíb doimnib dermarib detfudachaíb, muchna muichhig malartaígh ichtharaígh ifirn for leoccaíb lomna loiscotecha, for srothaíb na tened n-oesamail ro raidsium. Ar stat cetri srothaí déarmaíre dar a lar, i. sruth tened toebraid, sruth snechta sirruad co lóocaíb oigreata, sruth nene marbthaighi, sruth usqi dub doornaíb domilis, ocus is inntíb-sín nos foithraithet sloig digaire na n-demnú aithli a n-oenaígh ocus a n-aínisina co pianad na n-an'mand.
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